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Recycling
day set for
Saturday
The community's 23rd observance of National Make a Difference Day is scheduled for
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday at
the Roy Stewart Stadium parking lot.
In addition to the usual recycling efforts, residents will be
asked to help Turkish earthquake victims and Need Line.
They also can get applications
for the Kentucky Children's
Health Insurance Program
(KCHIP).
As part of Make a Difference Day, people are asked
to bag, bind or box paper and
to separate newspapers from
cardboard. Other items to be
collected include aluminum
cans, plastic, used eye glasses, used motor oil and adult
clothes and shoes.
Donations will be accepted
for the Turkish Relief Fund,
which goes to victims of the
Aug. 17 earthquake that killed
more than 10,000 people.
The Kiwanis Club will collect canned goods for Need
Line.
Families with uninsured children can pick up paperwork
for KCHIP, which extends Medicaid to children up to age 18
who fall in the 150-percent
poverty range now and in the
200-percent range after Nov.
1.
For more information about
Saturday's event, call the Family Resource Centers at 7599592 or 762-7333.

Auditor
critical of
oversight
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) A state audit says the Cabinet for Health Services does
not adequately police agencies
that provide health care at
home to Medicaid patients.
Kentucky has 116 home
health agencies. A "suspiciously
low number are cited for deficiencies, and their licenses and
certificates are not reviewed
often enough, state Auditor Ed
Hatchett said in a report Thursday.
A response by the cabinet
said at least one practice Hatchett criticized was a matter of
law, not policy. It said steps
already were taken to implement some of Hatchett's recommeizdations in other areas.
Severr of 116 home health
agencies - a 6 percent rate
- were cited by the agency
for deficiencies during a survey that ended March 11, the
audit said.
That was the lowest rate
among eight southeastern
states. The next lowest rate
was 18 percent by Alabama.
The rate for the eight-state
region was 27 percent.
Auditors checked 10 home
health agencies in late 1998
and early 1999 and found deficiencies in seven, the report
said. The 10 were not identified.

Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
in the upper 30s. Northwest
wind 10 to 20 mph.
Saturday...Breezy and much
cooler. Partly cloudy. High
around 50.
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Funds approved for LBL transfer
Staff, AP Reports
WASHINGTON- The House of Representatives joined the Senate Thursday in
approving a $7 million appropriation to be
used for the transfer management of the
Land Between the Lakes to the U.S. Forest Servic-e.
The appropriation, requested in House
by U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, is part of the
Interior Appropriations bill that will now

be sent to the White House.
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell made a similar request in the Senate, which approved
the appropriation by a voice vote Thursday
night.
President Clinton has threatened p veto
the bill because "*Of issues unrelated' to -the-appropriation, according to a press release
from Whitfield's office.
Congress transferred responsibility for

McConnell and Whitfield, who are both
the 179,000-acre wildlife and recreation area
in western Kentucky and northwest Ten- Kentucky Republicans, introduced the act
nessee from the Tennessee Valley Authori- last year in anticipation of the funding cut.
ty to the Forest Service.
The Energy and Water Appropriations
The transfer happened when Congress conference committee agreed to give LBL
provided less than $6 million in operating
43 million in transition funds.
f--the-LBL
Tulitrs'fo
That. will ensure itS continued operation
That automatically triggered the change
the transfer of management is comuntil
ProLakes
the
Between
under the Land
plete, McConnell said.
tection Act.

City attorney
defends handling
of suspension
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Apparent legal wrangling over language led to the delay of
the issuanceof a-letter outlining the suspension of a member
of the Murray Police Department, according to Murray Attorney Don Overbey.
Patrolman Donald Bowman was suspended for 20 days without pay beginning Sept. 9 for "failure to make a timely report
of a felony theft," Overbey said Thursday.
MPD Chief John Knight, in accordance with KRS 95.450
and KRS 15.520, brought the charges Aug. 31, 1999.
The incident marked the second time in less than a year that
Bowman has been suspended without pay.
The first suspension, which was for three days, occurred in
January when Bowman damaged a police cruiser while he and
Calloway County Sheriff's Department Deputy Tim Sales were
chasing each other on an undeveloped road off the Kentucky
121 North bypass.
Bowman had been scheduled to appear for a hearing before
the Murray City Council Sept. 9 regarding Knight's charges.
Prior to the council's convening, however, Bowman "agreed
to admit a pattern of misconduct that would constitute a Category III offense," according to the letter, which was obtained
through open records request.
The terms of Bowman's agreement were agreed upon by
Knight, Overbey and Bowman's attorney, Gary Haverstock.
Following that agreement, Overbey issued the following statement to the media:
"The city council met this afternoon (Sept. 9)...for the pur
pose of carrying disciplinary charges against patrolman Donald
Bowman, but prior to the hearing being convened the chief of
police, John Knight, reached an agreement with patrolman Bowman as to the type of discipline that would be administered to
his behavior and that will be reduced to writing and signed by
patrolman Bowman sometime next week and will be made available to the press and public through request of open records."
The information, however, was not made available to the
press until Oct. 14. Bowman retuTed to work during that time
period.
etaijs of Bowman's punishment
In the released 1
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l sprays out the last of a
McDouga
Mark
r
ALL OUT...Calloway County Fire-Rescue voluntee
Thursday afternoon.
Shores,
a
Panoram
near
field fire that threatened Baywood Vista Road,
s are reminded that
Resident
ed.
unattend
left
was
The cause was apparently a trash fire that
a burn order is still in effect.

Whitfield confident bill will survive
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield's office
is optimistic that a bill containing
two congressionally approved antidrug measures for western Kentucky
will survive a threatened veto from
President Clinton.
Anthony Hulen, a spokesman in
Whitfield's office, said Friday morning that the possible veto of the
appropriations bill is- unrelated to the

SI million Western Kentucky AntiMethamphetamine Initiative and funding for a Drug Enforcement Agency
office in Madisonville.
The House and Senate approved
the bill, which funds Justice Department activities, late Wednesday,
according to a press release from Whitfield's Washington, D.C., office.
Whitfield first proposed posting
two DEA members at the Kentucky
State Police post in Madisonville in
late July.

Saunders
steps aside
as head of
Senate
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-The
decision by Sen. Larry Saunders
to accept political reality and agree
to step aside as Senate president
will make the transition to Republican leadership easier and force
an examination among Democrats
about themselves.
Saunders said Thursday he
would resign as Senate president
when the General Assembly convenes Jan. 4, 2000. He was going
to be removed as presiding officer by the new majority Republicans anyway, even if he pressed
his contention that he was elected to the president's position for
a two-year term in 1999.
Republican Floor Leader David
Williams, the presumptive Senate
president when the session begins,
said GOP leaders met with Saunders on Thursday and knew his
decision was coming, but not this
quickly.
"I think it will add a new calmness to the transition," Williams
said in a telephone interview. "He
didn't ask for any concessions or
anything."
Williams said Democratic senators should be assured their own
party leaders will make recommendations for committee memberships and there will not be
wholesale changes in office or other
assignments.
Committee memberships will
be in proportion to the partisan
makeup of the Senate, which is
now 20-18 Republican. Williams
said.

• See Page 2

A delay in relocating two agents
to the KSP post changed the September target date for opening the
DEA office, Hulen said.
"The last we were told, it should
be open within a month," Hulen said.
The agents will assist police and
sheriff's departments from the Purchase Area, including Murray and
Calloway County, to the Pennyrile

• See Page 2
Special
fund rates
stagnant

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
YMCA swim team, gives
Family
Murray
the
for
ON YOUR MARKS...Jan Wilson, coach
Carr Health Building pool. Your
starting instructions during practice Thursday at the
programs.
United Way pledge supports this and many YMCA

Galbraith calls for funding
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) Reform Party candidate Gatewood
Galbraith turned the \tables on
Democrat Paul Patton, saying it
is the incumbent whose record
makes him unqualified to be governor.
"He's scared, he's a loser, and
he knows it," Galbraith said Thursday. "That's the only thing he can
say. He can't discuss his record
because he .can't overcomehi_
record. He's running against an
unbeatable opponent. He's running
against his record."
But Kim Geveden, Patton's campaign manager. claimed Patton's

record is unparalleled in recent
history.
"I think Gatewood is once again
lost in that purple haze of his to
say something so ludicrous." Geveden said.
Galbraith, a lawyer and hemp
advocate, is running against Patton and Republican Peppy Martin, a freelance publicist.
Galbraith was speaking at Cliff's
Jewelry, which is owned_ by Cliff
and Detdra Daniels. The .couple's
14-year-old son, Clifford Dexter
Daniels, died Aug. 4 from
meningoccemia, an infection with
a„rgerm that can present itself as

meningitis or other serious conditions.
The couple is campaigning to
have bacterial meningitis vaccines
made available by the slate to all
residents ages 2-22.
The illness can be fatal. Symptoms include fever, vomiting,
headache, stiff neck,extreme sleepiness, confusion, irritability, lack
of appetite, a type of rash and
sometimes seizure.
Galbraith said more money
should be made available tnocal
health departments to provide serv-

• See Page 2

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-,The
fees charged Kentucky employers
to underwrite old workers' compensation claims and those for
black lung disease are stagnant,
a situation some business leaders
say is an indication of the health
of the market.
The state Workers' Compensation Funding Commission this
week set 2000 rates for all employers to finance the Special Fund
at 9 percent of each company's
basic workers' compensation insurance premium. In addition, employers in the coal business have to
pay another 1 percent and a 1 cent charge per ton of coal they
produce. The rates are the same
as last year.
The Special Fund finances payments to injured or diseased workers that cannot be attributable to
a single employer. A significant
portion of the Special Fund pays
claims for coal miner's pneumoconiosis, or black lung disease.
which can impair breathing after
exposure to coal dust.
The stagnant rates may effectively be a cut for some employers because the cost of workers'
compensation insurance is also
stagnant or going down, said Tony
Sholar with the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
"The market is as competitive
as it can get right now," Sholar
said Thursday.
While premium rates are not
falling across the board, some
companies are providing rebates
from the previous year. The rebates
are based on good claims expe-

M See Page 2
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Reid sworn in as KSU president
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky
State University President George
Reid was formally sworn in. barely a month after the school's board
of regents questioned his leadership.
"The greatest challenge to those
of us who want to make KSU
better is that we have to learn
how to work it together — working with one leadership. pursuing
one vision and one mission like
never before," Reid said in an
inauguration address Thursday that
also called for stronger academic
programs.
"We have to unify if Kentucky
State is to become better than
what it is."
While unity has been a familiar theme in Reid's speeches, it
has been hard to achieve.
Last month's questions from the
board arose over the cost of renovations at the president's house,
spending on his vehicles, whether
the university was doing business
with Reid's wife, Mae, and the
expenses of Thursday's inauguration.
University officials said the event
was paid for entirely with outside
contributions, and they provided

documents last month that they ceremony. She said that while it
said show no irregul4rities on the would be wrong to assume that
other issues. The board voted to the regents absent from the inauask the university's auditors to guration were making a statement,
the board remains split over Reid's
look into those areas.
But one board member said that performance.
division about Reid's administra"It is going to take strong leadtion persists among regents. Four ership for all of us to get togethmembers of the university's divid- er," she said, adding that Reid
ed board missed the long-planned needs to take strong steps to win
inauguration ceremony.
board members' confidence. "We
Faculty, meanwhile, said they
struggling to get everyone on
are
hoped the day might mark a new
same page. These problems
the
beginning for the president, who
came about because the board was
has been on the job for 16 months.
unable to get information we asked
"A lot of people still have quesand we're still having some
for,
tions about where we're going,"
problems with that."
said Chuck Bennett, a biology proKSU is a historically black
fessor and 22-year member of the
state's smallest
-KW -faculty..-',FroinAte feedback school that is the
university.
public
I've picked up on, there's a high
level of concern about whether
this is the man people want to
lead us into the next millennium.
I hope he can work with the fac- From Page 1
ulty and board to solve our problems and be the man this institu- and Green iver areas.
tion needs."
Currently, the closest DEA office
Board member Brenda Schissler is in Louisville.
of Crestwood. the regent who asked
The anti-meth proposal will send
for a meeting last month to disquestionto law enforcement agenfunds
of
allegations
the
cuss
able spending, attended Thursday's cies through the federal Commu-

Whitfield

III Rates

Its education school is on national and state probation, a problem
that university officials said they
are on the way to correcting. And
when Reid arrived last year, students complained that only two
computers in the university library
had Internet access.
In his short tenure, students
have shown strong support for
Reid, backing him with posters at
last month's board meeting.
Taneesha Seay, a senior from
Toledo, Ohio, said that many students watching the university leadership think the board of regents
needs to unite behind Reid. "A
lot of the problems here can be
blamed on the board and how they
can't get along and agree on anything," Seay said.

•••

nity Oriented Policing Services
(COPS) Methamphetamine Initiative, the press release said.
That program began two years
ago for areas in which authorities
have had a nigh number of meth
lab seizures and arrests for drug
dealing and possession, the release
said.

II Suspension ...
From Page 1
were included, bk there was r)2i
clarification of his alleged Aktong.
doing other than mentioning'the
"Category III offense."
Overbey said the omission of
the specific charge was a factor
in why the release of the letter
was delayed for so long.
"Mr. Haverstock objected to
those words," Overbey said, referring to the specific offense.
Overbey said the city's original letter was twice ratified by
Haverstock, with each period for
the changes taking "a week to 10
days."
"It was about three weeks until
we had something," Overbey said.
Overbey also said, though, that
when he filed the letter With the
city, both City Administrator Don
Elias and Mayor Freed Curd were
out of town and did not approve
it immediately.
KRS 61.872 states that "if the
public record is in active use, in
storage or not otherwisavailable,
the official custodian shall immediately so notify the applicant and
shall designate a place, time and
date, for inspection of the public

II Saunders

• ••

—From Page 1
rience with companies that have
few accidents and injuries.
But Rep. J.R. Gray, D-Benton,
chairman of the House Labor and
Industry Committee, was more
skeptical of the reasons for reasonable rates.
Gray, who has been one of the
prime legislative movers to make
more benefits available to injured
workers, said the 1997 changes in
the law went too far. Gray said
the legislation effectively "eliminated that disease" of black lung.

Teens settle lawsuit

COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
settlement between ,two teen moth—
Organized labor has been gearFrom Page 1
ers and the school district that
ing up for a big legislative push
tenua
in
been
has
Saunders
denied them membership in the
rules.
1997
to change some of the
Gray also said he has heard ous leadership position since Jan- National Honor Society will pay
point the women $999 each plus what
rumors that workers' compensa- uary 1997 when he was the
the is expected to be thousands of
ousted
that
coup
a
in
man
going
be
tion insurance rates will
up. "Just for the fear there's going reigning Democratic leadership. To dollars in attorneys' fees.
The settlement was reached
to be some legislation passed to do so, Saunders enlisted Republimost
of
objections
the
over
in the case, which was
cans
Thursday
change the situation," Gray said.
scheduled to go to trial Monday
- Sholar said workers' comp of his fellow Democrats.
But when two Democratic sen- if a settlement hadn't been reached.
changes most often have plenty
changed their party affilia- The formal settlement was to be
ators
of time built in for insurance
Republican this summer. presented today to U.S. District
to
tion
rates.
future
determine
to
providers
"That doesn't usually happen until Democrats suddenly became the Judge William 0. Bertelsman in
we've got something on the table," minority party for the first time. Covington.
Saunders tried desperately to hold
The two young women, who
Sholar said.
onto his own position, even after graduated last spring and are now
many of the Democrats he betrayed both enrolled in college, contendearlier said they intended to vote ed in their lawsuit against the
for his removal as presiding offi- Grant County schools that they were
cer.
denied membership because one,

KENTUCKY LOTTERY
Sponsored By:

MIDDAY
Pick 3:
9-6-7
Pick 4:
0-4-8-7

Saturday,Oct.23
Murray Court Square
4 p.m.to 9 p.m.

...... ...
.......S..0/o 4

EVENING
Pick 3:
4-6-9
Pick 4:
2-4-7-6
Cash 5:
12-18-21-22-24

records, not to exceed three days
from receipt of the application,
unless a detailed explanation of
the cause is give for further delay
and the place, time and earliest
date on which the public will be
made available for inspection."
"We believe that the city made
a timely reply," Overbey said. "It
doesn't appear timely because of
all the other factors involved."
Benefits forfeited by Bowman
included:
• The city's payment for a health
insurance premium in the amount
of $454.39. Bowman will have to
reimburse the city for the premium. This could be accomplished
by the city's withholding $50 from
each of his paychecks until the
total premium has been, reimbursed.
• The citycs payment for Bowman's life insurance in the amount
of $7.55, which he will also have
to reimburse.
• Incentive pay for the suspension period of 20 days.
• Accrual of vacation days or
sick days for the suspension period of 20 days.
• Credit for retirement purposes during the suspension period
of 20 days.

• Galbraith

Somer Chipman Hurston, was pregnant and the other, Chasity
had a child when Honor Society
selections were made in the spring
of 1998.
Ruth Odor, spokesman for Grant
County schools, said that the district is willing to accept the settlement but school officials still
think Hurston and Glass were treated fairly.
"We continue to disagree with
the (former) students' position,"
Odor said, adding that the district
settled to avoid spending more
time and money.
The National Honor Society
guidelines state that both pregnancy and paternity can be considered in evaluating character, one
of the four main membership standards.

•••

From Page 1
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ing their basic duty of traditional of Kentucky's children.
Dr. Glen Caldwell, the state
care for poor and injured
health
ices such as bacterial meningitis
epidemiologist, said Kentucky folback
cut
to
having
they're
kids',
vaccines.
lows standards set by the Center
"Funding should never be used on such things as dental and other
for :Disease Control.
the
lack
also
they
and
services,
as an excuse for the failure to
The CDC recommends the vacright
diseases
to
react
to
ability
protect the children," Galbraith said.
be given in situations where
cine
"Funding might be used as an 'here," he said.
or more people have conthree
excuse to get large rich hog facAlthough there have been some
the disease within a certracted
tories out to the state, but it should cuts in funding to local health
period in a situation like
time
tain
never be used as an excuse to not departments. Geveden said the cuts
dorm where people ar
college
a
furnish the basic health protec- were made at the federal level
living in close quarters,' and
tion."
and state funding has remained
cases are proven to be linked.
Galbraith said his decision _to_ fairly consistent.
Unlike the antibiotics given to
visit with the Daniels was not for
comwho might have been
is
people
Patton-,
said
Geveden
political gain. but to publicize the
to bacterial meningitis to
to
care
exposed
health
providing
to
mitted
issue.
of the disease, Calda
spread
has
prevent
and
residents,
"Right now the county health Kentucky's
several days for
can
it
said
well
trying
of
terms
in
departments are not only not meet- strong record
to find innovative ways to expand the vaccine to be effective.
The vaccine does not cover all
health insurance and medical care
of the disease, but it is
strands
children.
to
especially
Daniels said his 11 -year-old available at a cost of about $60
daughter has been given the bac- if a patient requests that their
terial meningitis vaccine, and he physician administer it, Caldwell
believes it should be given to all'said.
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Fleiss files bankruptcy
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A month after leaving prison, former
Hollywood madam Heidi Fleiss has filed for bankruptcy.
Ms. Fleiss listed debts of more than $269,000, including $115,000
owed to lawyers, in a court filing Wednesday. She also said she
owed $85,000 in back rent and inventory from her Santa Monica lingerie store, Heidi Wear Inc.
Ms. Fleiss, 33, was released from a federal prison in September after serving more than three years on charges related to her
Hollywood call-girl operation.

Mandela makes mistake
ealth
ount
e to
emiished
from
I the— —
rsed.
owount
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GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip (AP) — What's a seven-letter word
for embarrassed political figure? M-A-N-D-E-L-A.
Nelson Mandela used a Scrabble metaphor Wednesday to wrap
up a speech before the Palestinian Legislative Assembly that ran
twice the expected time.
"Twenty-two points, plus a triple word score, plus 50 points
for using up all my letters," he said, smiling at a bewildered
assembly of politicians who are not familiar with the American
game; "Game over. I'm out of here."
The former South Africa president spoke for-1 af an hour in
support of the peace process with Israel.
The Palestinians, who regard Mandela as a symbol of freedom
and self-determination, frequently applauded. They also were puzzled, however, by his farewell.
Mandela gave the assembly a hearty "Shalom" — Hebrew for
"peace" and "goodbye." The correct Arabic term would have been
"Ma salameh," which means "go in peace."

Sheehan dies of overdose

.

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — A coroner has classified the death
of Bobby Sheehan, bassist for the Grammy-winning rock band
Blues Traveler, as an accidental drug overdose.
Sheehan, 31, had heroin, cocaine and Valium in his system
when he was found dead in his home two months ago, toxicology tests showed.
"It's very sad," Coroner Frank Minyard said Wednesday. "This
guy had a bright future."
Sheehan and three high school friends formed. Blues Traveler
in New York in the mid-1980i. Led by harmonica virtuoso John
Popper, they built up a national following. The hit single "Runaround,"
which won a Grammy in 1995, catapulted sales of the band's
album "Four" .past the 4 million mark.
Sheehan moved to New Orleans in 1996.

Wigand talks about film
LINCOLN, Neb.(AP) — Tobacco whistle-blower Jeffrey Wigand
says the movie "The Insider" takes some liberties with his story,
but, is essentially accurate.
In one scene, the former Brown & Williamson executive is
portrayed as hitting golf balls at a driving range while a burly
man watches him.
"Did that happen? No," Wigand said Wednesday.
But Wigand said the movie starring Al Pacino as "60 Minutes"
producer Lowell Bergman accurately portrays the kinds of threats
he and his family faced after publicly addressing health and smoking issues in 1995. The movie opens in November.
"Its fidelity to the actual facts is acceptable," Wigand said.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Retired judges who still sit on the
bench as part-time jurists may
make endorsements in political
races, except when they are serving as judges, the Kentucky
Supreme Court has ruled.
The ruling Thursday was written by Justice James Keller, who
is now involved in his own election campaign. Keller was appointed to the court earlier this year
by Gov. Paul Patton and is running for the year remaining on
the term against Frankfort lawyer
Phillip Shepherd.
The 6-1 decision overturns an
opinion released earlier by the
Kentucky Judicial Ethics Commission, which said retired judges

who continue to work should abide
by the same rules that apply to
sitting judges to refrain from
involvement in the political campaigns Of others.
The opinion was sought by eight
retired judges, five of them from
the Jefferson County Circuit Court
and three retirees from the Court
of Appeals. Two of the retired appellate judges, Charles B. Lester and
Michael McDonald, are now members of the Legislative Ethics Commission.
The judicial ethics panel argued
that retired judges who are still
active could exert influence, especially in raking money for a candidate, on lawyers and people
involved in lawsuits, "who recog-

nize the future possibility of practicing in front of the retired judge
sitting as a special judge."
"The committee submits politicking by retired judges risks
undermining public confidence in
the judiciary by piercing this barrier and potentially. creating the
impression that political tithes can
influence the rule of law," Keller
wrote in the ruling.
But Keller, who wrote for the
6-1 majority, said the restriction
imposes on the free speech rights
of the individuals.
"Even if there were some residual risks relating to judicial integrity, however, we fail to see the
internal coherence of an interpretation -,vhich would prohibit such

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A William Graves, said Stagner knew entry of a guilty plea during jury
defendant cannot withdraw a guilty he was taking his chances with deliberations simply does not create a coercive environment that
plea he made voluntarily after he the guilty plea.
"While we agree with the Court results in an involuntary plea."
learns a jury was going to find
In another ruling, the court
him guilty of a lesser offense, the of Appeals proposition that a plea
upheld
the conviction and sentence
negotiation
amounts
to
a
'wager
Kentucky Supreme Court ruled.
While a Christian Circuit Court on the verdict,' such is the case of Eric Gill, for the murder and
jury considered the theft case in virtually all criminal trials where robbery of I7-year-old Brad Johnagainst James L. Stagner, he agreed a defendant chooses to plead guilty son of Garrard County _to steal
to plead guilty to a felony in instead of risking an unfavorable his car.
The victim was lured to a rock
exchange for a recommended sen- jury verdict," Graves said. "The
tence of seven years in prison.
But when the jury returned shortly thereafter, Stagner learned it
had •found him guilty of a misdemeanor offense. '
When he went for sentencing,
Lifetime
Free Estimates
Stagner tried to withdraw his guilty
18
Years Experience
Warranty
plea, alleging that it was coerced
by his lawyer.
The Supreme Court, in a unanimous ruling Thursday by Justice
OWNER:
DEXTER,
KENNETH BURKEEN
KENTUCKY

speech by retired judges who subjectively intend to serve as special judges at undetermined future
times, but allow the same speech
by retired judges who have, proverbially, hung up their robes permanently," Keller wrote.
Justice Janet Stumbo, in her
dissenting opinion,said there should
be even more restrictions placed
on retired judges, but also agreed
that a blanket prohibition on politicking was too much.
"To retain the respect of the
public and maintain the integrity
of the bench it is important that
the members of the judiciary,
whether regularly sitting or special judges, keep their distance
from elections other than their
own," Stumbo said.

quarry and pushed oft a cliff by
Gill. and his accomplice James
Mark Dunn in 1995. When the
fall did not kill him, they bashed
in Johnson's head with rocks.
Gill was sentenced to life in
prison without the possibility of
parole for at least 25 years.
Justice Martin Johnstone called
it a "sad case of -brutal and senseless murder."
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
Kentucky Supreme Court has suspended two Louisville lawyers.
Michael L. James was suspended for six months Thursday
after the court decided he had
misled a client about a case he
had)been hired to pursue.
'Tlitex-otirr-sairl fames repeatedly tOjd Ahe client that the case
had been filed, set for hearings
and even ultimately resolved.
Instead, the court said, James never
even filed the lawsuit for which
he had been retained.
James must apply for reinstatement from the court at the
end of the suspension, which began
on Thursday.
Robert Michael Stevenson was
suspended for 181 days, also for
his failure to file a lawsuit even
though he told his client he had
done so and after he received a
$300 fee.
The court issued a public reprimand to Baruch David Fish for
charging excessive fees to a client.
Fish had been reprimanded in his
native Ohio and Kentucky imposed
a similar sanction against his Kentucky law license.

The internet is a great place to learn new things.
So for the fall season, Midwest Internet has a
special offer. For faster downloads, local access,
and a more reliable internet service provider,
swrrai TO MIDWEST INTERNET. Sign-up for six
months and your first month is only
$1.99 with no start-up fee.

Current first-year effective annual interest rate as of
8/18/99 on premiums of 525 000 and over 8 50% for
premiums of less than 525.000 (subject to change
Includes 300% additional interest credit
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'Current customers,sign-up a friend and
get one month of internet service free.
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Vaccine worries grow

Two Southern California teachers, disgusted by the wave of violence among teenagers, set off on
a tour of 50 cities to interview
adolescents in an attempt to discover causes and possible cures.
Howard
Forty-nine-year-old
Haas and 48-year-old Alex AitchHan conducted .what they called
eso
.., to
a "Children's Crusade."
. talkin2
teens from various economic and something you just pick up You
don't get an urge to kill someone
social backgrounds.
Their findings are remarkable for no reason. It all comes back
for their simplicity and obvious- to the family."
The teachers found that mothness. Teenagers, whether rich or
poor, are not estranged from their ers were frequently their children's
heroes, but fathers, often described
parents.
They actually want their par- as emotionally or physically absent,
ents to spend more time with them. are not,
The need for more parental
They want their parents to listen
and (surprise!) set guidelines and involvement, especially by fathers,
in the lives of children is somemake them adhere to rules.
many of us would rather not
thing
not
would
this
In another age,
be shocking. But in our time, when face.
A new study or a government
parents are regularly told to "be
we can relate to - but
program
to
and
friends" with their children
allow them to make their own spending less time .at the office
rules out of fear that the kids and pulling back from our persuit
won't like the ones parents come of material wealth are offensive
up with, this may be disturbing to our definition of happiness and
success.
stuff.
e.iii
01311, LIIG 3UILILI,J11 nrn UM,
WM'
violence but to so many other
teen
"the
that
him
ing to teens showed
kids aren't numb (to violence), but social maladies is within our grasp.
It begins with individual decisions.
we adults have grown numb."
When people get married, they
Conn.,
A teen in Woodbury,
told Haas--and Aitcheson: 'Parents should decide on personal goals
have to instill their values in their before career goals. If a job interkids. How could these Columbine feres with rearing children propkids have a shotgun in their top erly, it is better for the career to
vukcsra•
1,,,
As for rules,' why do so many
were the parents?"
stop setting them or relax
parents
found
we
Said Haas, "What
was that kids are just dying to them when children enter adolestalk and don't have anyone to talk cence? That's when limits are most
to." Sometimes the simplest things needed.
A lot of this. I suspect, has to
are the most profound.
A 17-year-old Cleveland girl do with overworked parents want.hek
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11/l.

flr,I•r

tr.

..,
because of their guilt over their
absenteeism.
Warehoused in day care early
on and later paid little attention
to when parents are home, teenagers
seek ways to express their anger
at feeling rejected and unloved.
Some rebel with sex and drugs;
a small but destructive number
choose violence.
Parents aren't powerless. They
can control whether there is television in the house and what is
watched. If they make it a priority, they can have one family meal
a day together and converse without interruption.
They can live as models to
their children. They can ensure
that the kids are educated in the
truth and not propagandized by what
irltarsact

ints.a..-3•
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WASHINGTON (AP) — A lot
of today's new parents weren't
around when polio was so dreaded that children were kept from
the movies or the beach during
the summer because of fears the
paralyzing virus would sweep
through a crowd.
And if you can remember when
measles killed more than 2.000 dipped in Russia, /,000 cases vehemently objected. and now a
American children in a single year occurred — just waiting for an polio shot that eliminates that threat
— 1941 — you're likely too old unvaccinated tourist to carry the is used instead,
to have kids who now need their disease home.
But what really worries docmeasles shots.
is the spread of alarming and
tors
about
Even as doctors worry
Vaccinations have protected mil- complacency, reports abound about unproved allegations, such as claims
lions of Americans from diseases possible vaccine side effects — linking the decades-old measles
like polio and measles. But a back- from cram media stories to Inter- vaccine to autism Parents in .-nails
lash is starting — from parents net sites. Vaccines are not perfect. of Britain have held "measles parwho don't remember the heart- They sometimes cause problems. ties," deliberately exposing chilbreak of some of the world's most
One lawmaker complained this dren to measles so they would get
contagious killers, and question why summer that 11,000 children were the disease very young and contheir babies need the shots today. reported to have had some reac- sequently avoid vaccination.
In fact, doctors are growing
Scientific studies find no evition after- inoculations last year,
more concerned that some parents
the majority minor but some seri- dence that the measles vaccine causfear possible side effects of vaces autism — but measles itself
ous.
cines more than the disease. While
can be worse than just a rashy
David
General
Surgeon
But as
such fears on rare occasions may
told Congress, study after rite of.. passage. Among the cornSatcher
be real, more often they are
study proves serious side effects plications: One in every 1,000
unproved and alarmist, the docare rare — tens of millions of measles patients gets encephalitis,
tors say.
vaccine doses are given safely every and one in four of those who do
"When a24sease wanes, peowill die or suffer neurological damyear.
pie's attention shifts," says Dr.
work age, Gellin said.
do
experts
health
Public
Bruce Gellin of Vanderbilt Uni"What people don't understand
, to minimize -side effects. That's
versity, yho directs a new Nat*
they're putting their children at
is
rotavirus,
against
vaccine
a
why
al Immdnization Information Netrisk of complications from
true
a
childsevere
of
cause
leading
the
work that is researching how to
against ... at best a hypomeasles
the
off
was pulled
help doctors give parents the most hood diarrhea,
totally unproven arguand
thetical
moniDoctors
week.
st
scientifically sound vaccine infor-__m_arkesja
ifie-iear -Weal -abaut atitigm;"-1te•-s-aid7 ----that
possibility
the
tored
mation.
Gellin's new network is researchVaccination is considered the old vaccine might increase infants'
how to help doctors address
ing
bowel
dangerous
but
rare
a
century's biggest public health suc- risk of
skewed perceptions of risk.
such
vaccinastopped
and
obstruction,
cess. Vaccines eradicated smallmeantime, its Internet site
the
In
it
that
emerged
clues
when
tions
feared
pox. Polio, one of the most
to science-based Web
parents
points
•
diseases until an effective vaccine did.
consult today. The
can
they
pages
vaccine
for
tolerance
Certainly,
was found in 1955, could disaphttp://www.idsociat
information
disease
the
as
wanes
effects
side
pear in a few years. Last year,
ety.org/vaccine/resources.htm
the nation recorded ..iust 100 measles does.
Take the oral polio vaccine, a explains research that separates
cases.
live-virus vaccine but one real side effects from debunked
potent
Yet, let up on vaccination before
a small risk of actu- claims, lists ongoing studies to
carried
that
rapit
and
eradicated
is
a disease
settle allegations, and explains each
idly bounces back. The United ally causing polio,
vaccine's value.
of
10
about
mid-1990s.
the
By
States lapsed with measles inocu"We are pointing them to the
children
American
million
4
the
peo55,000
and
1989,
in
lations
ple got sick and 120 died. When who swallowed the vaccine each same sources that we as physi- .
diphtheria immunization recently year caught polio from it. Parents cians look at," Gellin said.
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proud of, or one that brings you
grief as you contemplate what went
wrong from your corner executive
office?
From the responses to these
two teachers, the answer to that
question should be obvious.

Oct. 14 - The State, Columbia, S.C., on Wilt awkward times as a child (he was 6 foot 3 inches at age 12), experiencing such taunts as: "How's
Chamberlain:
the weather up there?"
and
bigger
only
He was like Michael Jordan,
Over the years. the answer to that auestion
hetter
nocsihly
r-J
He wore No. 13, stood 7 foot I inch, weighed became clear: When the Big Dipper played, the
/75 pounds and had three nicknames — Goliath, sun was always shining.
Wilt the Stilt and the Big Dipper (he liked only
Oct. 12 - Akron (Ohio) Beacon Journal, on
the Big Dipper).
case against gun makers:
Cincinnati
athlete,
natural
a
was
superb
In college, he
The potential gravy train filled by gun manuexcelling at high jump, shot put and track. He ran
a 4.4 second 40-yard dash. Gifted with fabulous facturers' money came to a halt in Cincinnati last
speed and strength, he was an Olympic-caliber ten- week and there the train should remain, permanently derailed.
nis, volleyball and racquetball player.
Judge Robert Ruehlman of Hamilton County
But Wilt Chamberlain, 63, who died ... in California of a heart ailment, may be known as the Common Pleas Court threw Cincinnati's claim for
century's greatest pro basketball player in a cen- damages from gun makers out of court.
He said it didn't belong there.
tury of hoop greatness.
Ruehlman based his ruling on a simple premThe only player ever to score 100 points in a
game, Chamberlain dominated his sport for 14 sea- ise. Cincinnati had charged that the gun makers'
sons, from 1959 to 1973. ... One measure of Cham- product is unsafe because it lacks sufficient safeberlain's character was that he publicly thanked ty devices, such as trigger guards.
Yet Ohio has no law requiring trigger guards.
Bill Russell, a rival and the other great player of
The
when
legislature should confront the issue of
in
the
him
best
his era, for bringing out
stronger gun controls. The gun manufacturers make
they played. ...
As adults do, he remembered going through a legal product.

•
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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instruction.
. It's more difficult now than when
I was a teenager, but it isn't impossible to set kids on the right path.
It just takes the right, sometimes
difficult decisions.
At the end of the child-rearing
process, which would you rather
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Teen charged with making Columbine threat

DEATHS

GOLDEN, Colo. (AP) — A bold.
Harris, 18, and Klebold, 17.
Columbine High School student
has been arrested for allegedly killed 12 fellow students and a
threatening to "finish the job" of teacher before committing suicide
the two teen-age gunmen who mas- April 20.
Officials with the Jefferson
sacred classmates and a teacher
last spring.
The 17-year-old student, whose
name was withheld because he is
In restments Since 1854
a juvenile, was jailed Tuesday on
charges of inciting destruction of
life or property, and theft for
allegedly stealing a school microphone. He was held on $500,000
bond.
Prices as of 9 AM
Investigators said they seized a
Price
Chg
Company
diagram of the school and other
writings from the senior, who last
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.10405.34 + 107.65
year helped Columbine gunmen
26.Air Products
Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold
AT&T
43‘. unc
produce videos foreshadowing their
Bell South
43 um
assault.
S".+
Briggs & Stratton
A classmate said the three had
Bristol Myers Squibb
+"
spent a lot of time together.
Caterpillar
"They sat at the same table in
75.
Daimler Chrysler
44'2+1,
Dean Foods
(video) class," said 18-year-old Jef76'.
Exxon
frey DiManna. "They were always
26':+',
Firstar
together."
+
Motor
Ford
Sheriff John Stone said anoth124'.
General Electric
er student reported the teen had
654.+'•
General Motors
remarked that he would "finish
26 -'.
Goodrich
the job" started by Harris and KleGoodyear

Mrs. Edith Elizabeth Darnall
Mrs. Edith Elizabeth Darnall, 90, Elm Street, Benton, died
Wednesday, Oct. 20, 1999, at 1:40 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Her first husband, Toy Castleman, and second husband, Joe
Darnall, preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late
Yancy Rudd and Ruby Canup Rudd.
Mrs. Darnall was a member of Union Hill Church of Christ.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Ruby N. Lovett, Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs. Wanda Little, Benton, Mrs. Pauline Siress,
Hardin, and Mrs. Rachel Siress, Lone Oak; one brother, James
Rudd, Benton.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. John Hicks will officiate. Burial will
follow in Walnut Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
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Robert Gordon Chester, 79, U.S. Hwy. 641 North, Benton, died
Thursday, Oct. 21, 1999, at 2 a.m. at Heritage Manor Nursing
Home, Mayfield.
He had served on the Marshall County Board of Education gtitr
was an agriculture and horticulture school teacher for 33 years for
North Marshall and Marshall County High Schools. He was a
member of Briensburg Church of Christ.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Annie Elizabeth Suiter Chester;
one daughter, Mrs. Cheryl Ann Myer, Houston, Texas; one son,
Bob Chester, Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Mary Eberlein, New Port
Richey, Fla.; one brother, Gradon Chester, Livonia, Mich.; four
grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Gary Knuckles will officiate. Burial
will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).

Mrs. Margaret White
Mrs. Margaret White, 83, Wells Extended, Murray, died today,
Friday, Oct. 22, 1999, at 12:04 a.m. at her home.
Retired from Murray State University, she was a member of
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Her husband, Jack White, died in 1988.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Rita Carson, Murray,
Mrs. Jackita Snelling, Henderson, and Mrs. Rachael Blakely,
Louisville; one sister, Mrs. Allie Jetton, Phoenix, Ariz.; six grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Karen Sue Falwell

Mrs. Cynthia E. Chisholm Peterson
Mrs. Cynthia Eileen Chisholm Peterson, 81, North 18th Street,
Murray, died today, Friday, Oct. 22, 1999, at 1:20 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
She was a member of First Presbyterian Church, a member of
the church choir, Murray Art Guild and Kentucky Guild of Artists
and Craftsmen. She was a noted watercolorist.
Survivors include her husband, Clell T. Peterson, and one daughter, Mrs. Nanci Peterson Gregg, Nashville, Tenn.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Court Square
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97 Toyota Camry LE - All Pwr. - V6 - Cassette &CD - Low
Miles - Remote Entry - LOW MILES
97 Toyota Corolla - Pwr. Windows - Pwr. Locks - Sunroof
Pwr. Mirrors - $12,900
97 Mazda 626 - Pwr. Windows - Pwr. Locks - Pwr. Mirrors

$12,500
1:31.11•M

99 Hyundia Sonota - Pwr. Windows - Pwr. Locks - Pwr,
Mirrors - Only 18,000 miles - $13,900
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Capsule Summary
LON% ering Your Cholesterol
You may have heard that the best way to lower blood cholesterol levels to normal is
to eliminate all cholesterol from your diet. That's not entirely true. While cholesterol
consumption should be kept under 300 milligrams per day, you should also make a
special effort to cut way back on saturated fat.
Saturated fats, frequently solid at room temperature, are found in all meats and
many dairy products. Some vegetable fats — including palm, palm kernel, and
coconut oils — are also saturated. Americans tend to consume about three times the
:recommended amount of saturated fat 17 to 10% of total calories).
Many indkiduals can bring their cholesterol levels to normal just by reading food
nutrition labels and selecting lowet-fat, higher-fiber alternatives: eating more
unprocessed whole grains, fruits, vegetables, and legumes; and
cutting way back on meat, full-fat dairy products and rich
desserts. Exercise and stress reduction are two other highly
effective techniques for maintaining normal cholesterol levels;
if they don't ...H.. consult with your doctor.

Walter's
Pharmacy

SINCE 1854

Our Best Investment Is You.

604 S. 12th St. • 753-7688

Walter Mehr
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Scholars bowl winner announced
ner up in this year's competition.
Christian County has participated
in this event each year since it
began. This is their first Grand
Championship at the bowl.
Each member of their team will
receive a $1,000 scholarship to
attend Murray State University.
Students competed in five rounds
of competition against teams from
Kentucky. Illinois and Tennessee
in academic tournament fashion

Christian County High School
was the winner of the sixth annual African Heritage Scholars Bowl
held at Murray State University.
Amanda Player, Tina Gooch,
Tocarroa Quarles and Ryan Dearbone were all members of the
winning team. They were coached
by Eva McGowan and Sonja Renee'
Womack.
The team from Central High
School in Louisville was the run-

for scholarships and other prizes.
Program coordinator Doris
Clark-Parham said the scholars
bowl provided students with an
opportunity to showcase their
knowledge of African-American
history while getting a brief look
at life on the MSU campus.
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ODESSA, Texas (AP) — A jury
has ordered a cardiologist, a drugstore and a pharmacist to pay
$450,000 to relatives of a man
who died of a heart attack after
the druggist misread the doctor's
handwritten prescription.
Half of the verdict was to be
paid by Dr. Ramachandra Kolluru, and the other half by an Albertson's pharmacy in Odessa and
pharmacist Thomas Updyke. The
verdict was issued on Oct. 14.
"The doctor is disappointed,
because he very strongly felt in
his mind that he had written a
legible prescription," said Kolluru's attorney, Max Wright.
The attorney also said he
believes strong evidence was presented that the man's heart disease killed him, not the medicine.
The family of heart patient
Ramon Vasquez, 42, contended that
he died in 1995 because he took
an overdose of the wrong medication after Updyke misread an
illegible prescription from Kolluru.
According to the lawsuit, the prescription called for 20 milligrams
of Isordil, used to treat angina,every
six hours.
Vasquez instead received a prescription for the same dosage of
Plendil, which is used to treat high
blood pressure. That drug has a
recommended dosage of only 5
milligrams per day, with a maximum of 10 per day.
A day after Vasquez, a father
of three, returned home and began
taking the drug, he suffered a heart
attack and died.
Updyke does not have a listed
number.

Mrs. Karen Sue Falwell, 54, Kirksey Road, Murray, died today,
Friday, Oct. 22, 1999, at 3:25 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A teacher at North Elementary School, she was a member of
First Presbyterian Church, National Education Association and of
the Daughters of the American Revolution.
Born April 26, 1945, she was the daughter of Calvin Strauch
and Evelyn Winston Lesser.
Survivors include her husband, Jerry W. Falwell, to whom she
was married on Oct. 28, 1989; three daughters, Ms. Karrie Goetz,
Murray, and Mrs. Kemberly Sanderson and husband, Micah Jay,
and Mrs. Jill Mathis and husband, Glen, all of Memphis, Tenn.;
one son, Timothy Falwell and wife, Lori, Murray; her stepfather,
Marshall Lesser, Bettendorf, Iowa; one sister, Mrs. Pam Hunt and
husband, Jefferson, Rock Island, Ill.; two brothers, Richard Strauch
and wife, Carol, Tucson, Ariz., and Paul Lesser and wife, Rosie,
of California; three grandchildren, Kallie Goetz, Hugh Falwell and
Brandon Falwell.
The funeral will be Sunday at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. David Montgomery and the
Rev. Ann Marie Montgomery will officiate. Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the
American Cancer Society or St. Jude's Children's Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
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about the student. Security was
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Dr. Benjamin Hall, Optometrist
809 N. 12th St.(Next to Wal*Mart Vision Center)• Murray, KY
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Don't Miss This Opportunity
To Elevate Your Earnings!
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EYECARE

can grow as well. You get these
great rates today. But ... if
interest rates rise ... you-can
take advantage the higher rate!
Earn the most for your money.
Nvith a certificate of deposit
from The Murray Bank.
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VISIT WHITE HOUSE - Students and sponsors from Eastwood Christian Academy are pictured in front of the White
House while spending a week touring Washington, D.C. and
colonial Williamsburg, Va. Pictured, from left, are Jerry Conley, sponsor, Beth Logsdon, Sara Buchanan, Andy Cutini,
Libby Conley, teacher, Tabi Logsdon, Clint Stewart and
Casey

Spear.

OCTOBER IS
NATIONAL ORTHODONTIC
HEALTH MONTH
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By TERI COBB
Activities Director
Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens have announced the activities and menus for the Weaks
Center and Meals on Wheels for
the week of Oct. 25 to 29.
Lunch is served at 11:30 a.m.,
Monday through Friday, with a
suggested donation of $1 per person. Milk, coffee and tea are the
daily choices of beverages.
Monday events will be Armchair Aerobics at 8 a.m., Lifting
hand Weights at 11 a.m. and Bingo
at 1 p.m. Our Computer Class at
the new computer lab at the Murray Housing Authority will continue Monday at 1 p.m. This class
is now full, but if you would be
interested in attending a future
one, please call our office at 7530929.
Lunch menu on Monday will
be lasagna, slaw, garlic bread, margarine and pearl slices.
Tuesday events will be a devotion by a local minister at 10ä.m.,
Armchair' Aerobics at 10:30 a.m.,
and a program on -Fire Safety"
by Southeast Fire and Rescue at
12:30 a.m. On the lunch menu
will be country fried steak, stewed
tomatoes/green beans, roll, margarine and peach cobbler.
Events on Wednesday will
include Armchair Aerobics at 8
a.m., Pinochle at 12:30 p.m. which

-Massage Therapy -Facials AVEDA
& DPI - Aromatherapy • Sugaring
1311 ‘Aftrshnscars Blvd- • ffillur`

Jesse Scott Lawson Covey
Mr. and Mrs. Keith S. Covey of 410 South Sixth St., Murray, are
the parents of a son, Jesse Scott Lawson Covey, born on Sunday,
Sept. 19, 1999, at 1:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds one ounce and measured 21 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Glenda Brewer. A sister is Katelyn
Covey.
Grandparents are Wanda Brewer of Paducah, the late Glenis Brewer of Chicago, Ill., and the late Grace and Vern Covey of Murray.
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OPEN
THURS., FRI., & SAT.
4 p.m. -12 a.m.
3235 Hwy. 79 South
Paris, TN 38242
re 901-644-3797
All Bands Welcome
\
To Call
/

October 21-23
October 29-31
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Theatres •
1008 Chestnut St.
Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only

•
•
•
•

:
•• Three To Tango
•
9:35
•PG13 - 1:25 - 3:35 - 7:30 :Elmo In Grouch Land •
•
•G - 1:00 - 3:00
•
•The Story of Us
•
•
•
•R - 1:05 - 3:10 - 7:05 - 9:10 •
•
•Fight Club
•
•
•
•R - 7:00 - 9:45
•Random Hearts :
•
•R - 1:00 - 3:35 - 7:00 - 9:35 •
•
•
•Superstar
•
•PG13 - 1:20 - 3:20 - 7:20 - 9:20 •
•
•
•Double Jeopardy •
•
•R- 1:10 - 3:25 - 7:10 - 9:25:
•
•Three Kings
•
•
.1i - 1:15 - 3:40 - 7:25 - 9:40 •
••••••••••••••

Hoosier Daddy

898-7301 • 1-800-599-USEW (8739)
Paducah. KY • HIGHWAY 68 Near 1-24, Exit 16

• Program Information •
•
Call 753-3314
•
••••••••••••••

FundraiseA

Ticket Sales Begin at 7 p.m. nightly

Located at the Murray-Calloway Co.
Fairgrounds on Hwy. 121 just
north of Murray.
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Discounts

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Once again this year we are privileged to have the many
coon hunters and some of their families in the area for the
PKC World Coonhunting Championship. The headquarters are
in the Kenlake Tennis Center at Kenlake State Resort Park.
This event, sponsored by PKC, headquartered out of Evansville, Ind., draws many people to the area and especially benefits the Aurora community as well as the entire area. Motels
in Aurora, Murray, Cadiz, Draffenville, Benton, Gilbertsville
and Cadiz are filled during this special event.
The Twin Lakes Coon Club out of Hardin helps the officials
with this event which has been held at Kenlake for the past
several years. Hunts are organized each night with guides to
parts of western Kentucky and Tennessee. This is just another
way of promoting our area for tourism.

Sykes couple hospitalized
Warren and Dorothy Sykes of Puryear, Tenn., are now patients
at Select Specialty Hospital, 2405 Parman Place, Nashville, TN
37203, after being transferred from Vanderbilt Medical Center. Mr.
Sykes is ig Room 3378 ..and Mrs:Sykes in Room 3379 and both
are listed Ai stable Condition. Cards would be appreciated. Mr. and
Mrs. Sykes were injured Oct. 10 when their truck was hit by a
wrecker at the intersection of Highway 79 southwest of Paris,
Tenn., and the Old McKenzie Highway. They are the parents of
Mrs. Susan Lee and husband, the Rev. Jerry Lee.

Ladies Night Out planned
Ladies Night Out at the Murray Country Club will be Tuesday
at the club. A social hour will start at 6 p.m. with dinner to be
Reservations -must be made by Monday by calling 753-9430.

A Civil War Living history Camp by the Fort Heiman Sons of
Confederate Veterans Camp 1830 and the Kentucky Orphans Co.
C.S.A. Re-enactors will be Saturday from 4 to 6 p.m. between the
library and annex of the Calloway County Public Library. The public is invited to come and bring your children, but also bring chairs
for seating. For more information call Sandy Forrest at 753-9688.
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Creative Arts will meet
Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. Annie Knight will
present a program on "Painted Pillows." Hostesses will be Kay
Ray, Leah Furst, Toni Hopson and Sina Richardson.
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Sykes reunion Sunday
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THIS MONTH,THE PFAFF CREATIVE® 7570
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Civil war showing Saturday
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is always open to new players,
and Computer Class at 1 p.m. Lunch
menu will be chicken strip, corn,
mashed potatoes, roll, margarine
and banana.
Our second annual Fall Festival and Health Fair will be Thursday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. We
have a lot of great door prizes to
be given away throughout the day.
Join us for a cake walk, Bingo,
balloon gallery, washer pitching
contest, live music and great food.
Several local health providers will
also be present.
Lunch menu on Thursday will
be corn beef and cabbage, carrots, corn bread, margarine and
apple crisp.
Friday events will be Armchair
Exercises at 8 a.m. and Bridge
Club a noon which is always open
to new players. BBQ sandwich,
potato salad, mixed vegetables,
margarine and mandarin orange
slices will be on the lunch menu.
Other services of the center
include freetransportation, Monday through Friday, for those needing rides to the doctor, grocery
store, bank or pharmacy; telephone
reassurance program with our volunteers, Lynn Tucker and Mabel
Lovell, making daily telephone calls
to assure their well being and to
extend a kind word. For any of
these services call the office at
753-0929.

Mal Who Cook: A Tads

town

Sat., Oct. 23 • 4-9 p.m.
liri ng the entire fartrnencl, come have
,,4.1inner on the iNquare.
Mrtbeeeds go to the revitalization of
Downtown Murray
R EVERYONE!
ENTERTAINAI
I
753-7.22 OR 7

FOR MORE

its Downtown Time"
$0 C0117•40f1 gown &
enjoy thalpsd & fun!

Descendants of the late Mack M. Sykes and Maggie Quinn
Sykes will have a reunion on Sunday at 1 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. Meats, bread and drinks will be furnished, but others are asked to bring potluck dishes for the meal. For more information call Maxine Starks at 492-8597 or Joan Capo at 753-4587.

Burkeen reunion Saturday
The annual Burkeen family reunion will be Saturday at 6 p.m.
in the Community room of the North Branch of Peoples Bank,
Murray. A potluck meal, will be served. All Bulkcen family memRonnie Burkeen
bers and friends are invited. For information calb,
at 753-7060.

Hale reunion Saturday
A reunion for descendants of Flora/Harley Hale will be Saturday at 5 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center Senior Citizens
area, back entrance. A potluck meal will be served. For information call 753-2643.

Great Books group will meet
The Adult Great Books Group will discuss a selection of Montaigne's Essays, "Of Experience," in the meeting room of the Calloway County Public Library on Monday at 7 p.m. Martha Battle
will act as the discussion leader. Anyone who has read the selection is invited to attend and participate. New members are welcome. For information call 753-1867 or 753-8900.

West View plans activities
Special activities for the residents of West View Nursing Home
include Music Hour at 10 a.m., Crafts at 1:30 p.m. and Staff Picnic from 11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Saturday; Sunday School at 9:45
a.m. and Glendale and University Churches of Christ service at
2:30 p.m. Sunday; Russell's Chapel United Methodist Church service at 10 a.m. and Popcorn and a Movie at 1:30 p.m. on Monday; Coffee Hour at 10 a.m., Bingo at 2 p.m. and MSU time at
6:30 p.m. Tuesday.
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Main Street has been immortalized in several songs, books and
plays. Main Street in Murray is a
very special place, and one of the
oldest homes on this street is at
1000 Main St., where the Mercer
family has lived since LaDon Mercer Regan was four years of age.
Flossie and Charles Mercer Sr.
and their two children, LaDon and
Dr. Charles Mercer Jr., spent many
happy years there.
Several years ago Flossie had
to be moved to the Long term
Care Unit of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. On Nov. 6, she
will celebrate her 99th birthday.
For many years Flossie worked
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Mr. and Mrs. Troy Ryan Doss
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past
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as nurse at the old Houston-McDevitt Clinic for Dr. Hal Houston
Sr. before his death.
This home of 2,000 square feet
has stood the test of time, and is
still a delight to the eye. LaDon
moved back to Murray and took
care of her mother, Flossie, beforeshe had to move to Long Term..._
Flossie's son, Dr. Charles Mercer Jr., has recently retired as Vice
Chancellor of the University of Tennessee and comes back to Murray as often as possible.
This is a footnote for our local
history. Flossie's father, Horace
Jones, and Dr. Cdnrad Jones' father,
Dr. Cody H. Jones, were two of
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Shows
Fridays
22-28

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Erin Grogan
bride-elect of
Dennis Marquardt
join our
bridal registry

at 8 P.M.
Saturdays
23-30 -

at 8 P.M.
Sundays
24-31
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Special Halloween
Showings
Sunday 31st

a,
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at 2 P.M. & 7:30 P.M

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916
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AIM

Adults $8/Seniors $7/Children or Students $5

KESEKVATIONS 759-1752
Viewer Discretion Advised!
No children unaccompanied by Adult!

Business Council for the Arts of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce in conjunction with
Main Street Murray presents

Check the depth of water tore jumping
into it. Diving depth should be at least nine
feet when diving from the edge of the pool.
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Halloween Presentation

Bridar
Registry

Look b03re you leap!
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Mark these two dates on your
calendar
The Creative Arts Bazaar will
be Saturday, Oct. 30, at a new
location, Murray Woman's Club
House.

-----"-- You know how talented the
members are with the crafts, so
don't miss it.
The Noel Market of the CWF
of First Christian Church will be
held at the church on Saturday.
Nov. 6. The bazaar will kick off
at 8 a.m. The popular Soup 'n
Cornbread lunch will be held from
11 a.m. until 1 p.m. and the cost
is $3. There are also tickets for
sale for an antique quilt.

Chestnut St., Murray
753-IS51

at4 1511(.;)
ale41 in ilik

the men who went all around Murray and Calloway County and collected money to bring Murray State
here. don't we owe them a huge
debt of gratitude???

Mexico, where they spent a week
of scuba diving.
The Lisanbys have taken trips
to Branson, Mo., in April and
again in October this year.

Roger and Celia Lisanby of
Eddyville, formerly of Murray,
entertained with a western barbecue supper at their home after
their return from a trip to Coloraldo.
The guests included friends from
different countries.
Mr. and Mrs. Lisanby had just
returned from a two weeks trip
in the northwestern states. Points
of interest were Mt. Rushmore in
South Dakota, Yellow Stone
National Park in Wyoming, Glacier Mountain Park in Montana,
and Waterton, Colo.
Enroute home they visited with
Celia's brother, Dennis Morgan
and wife, Janis, in Aurora, Colo.
In July the Lisanbys went with
a group from Murray to Cozumel,

Daysha Renea Hooks and Troy Ryan Doss were married Saturday,
June 19, 1999, at 2 p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Ronnie and Sheryl Hooks of Hardin,
— and is the granddaughter of Preston and Jane Jewell of Benton, the
late Marie Rogers Jewell, Jerry and Barbara Sheffield of Murray, and
the late Bub Hooks.
The groom is the son of Terry and Debra Doss of Murray, and is
the grandson of Joe and Mary Graves and Dr. Bill and Charlene
Doss, all of Murray.
The Rev. Royce Dukes and the Rev. Jim Simmons officiated at
the ceremony. Music was by Teresa Futrell, pianist and soloist.
Sara Cox of Gilbertsville was,. the honor attendant for the bride.
Bridesmaids were Devany Hooks, sister of the bride, of Hardin, and
Jennifer Joseph of Benton.
Flower girl was Chelsey Stamps of Hardin, cousin of the bride.
Jeff Luffman was best man. Groomsmen were Adam Doss, brother of the groom, and Trey Green. Steve Lax and Brad Box were ushers.
Ring bearer was Zachary Stewart of Murray, cousin of the bride.
A reception followed in the fellowship hall of the church with
Vickie Geurin and Susan Coursey in charge. Servers were Christy
Rose of Benton and Tabitha Sanders of Paducah.
The bride is a 1996 graduate of Christian Fellowship School and
attended Murray State University. She is employed at Hickory Woods
Retirement Center, Murray.
The groom is a 1998 graduate of Murray High School and attended Murray State University. He is employed at Orcscheln's Farm and
Home Store, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Doss are now residing in Murray.
The groom's parents hosted a rehearsal dinner at the church fellowship hall.
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Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Window Treatments • Carpet
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Saturday, Oct. 23, 1999

A Special Health Service For Men

The free screening is a quick,
painless blood test and
examination.

4-5 p.m.
Sidewalk Chalk Drawing

FRIDAY, OCT. 29
Dr. H. S. Jackson will provide
screenings on Friday, Oct. 29,from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Call Monday through Thursday 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. or Friday 9 a.m to noon for your
appointment.

on Court Square

- 9 p.m.
Performance and Visual Artists

SATURDAY, NOV. 6
Dr. Steven Trevathan will
provide screenings on Saturday, Nov. 6.
from 8 a.m. to noon. Call Monday
through Wednesday or Friday 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. for your appointment.

in Various Businesses around the Square

Food and Entertainment
Call the Chamber of Commerce
at (270) 753-5171
for more information
SUINESS COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS

Steven Trevathan M.D.

H. S. Jackson M.D.

re

Trevathan Urology Clinic
Urology Associates
PartnerS
307 South 8th Street
300 South 8th Street, Suite 107E
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-7440
753-9240
MURRAY-CAILOWAY COUNTY HOSPI1AL
1-800-599-9240
1-800-342-6224
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DOWNTOWN MURRAY

PROSTATE CANCER
• most common cancer in men.
• second leading cause of cancer
death in men.
• symptoms are usually present in
early stages.
• can be treated successfully
--especially if detected early!
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109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Pamela Clark

We come to you
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ADVENTISTS

CATHOLIC

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat. 10.00 a.m.
Sabbath School
Sat. 9:00 a m.
Worship

ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Aurora
5:00 p.m.
Saturday
9:00 a.m.
Sunday
7:00 pm
Holy Eve
6:00 pm.
Holy Day
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
5:15 p.in
Saturday Mass
8 a m , 11 a m.& 6 p m
Sunday Masses

ASSEMBLIES Or GOD
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Highway 94 East
Art Heinz, Pastor
9'30 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 900& 11 00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship 5 p.m.
Church Training
7 p.m.
Wednesday
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sandajo-School
1100 a.m.
Morning Services
6:00 p.m.
'vening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6:30 p.m.
'ednesday Serv.
.unday School
1000 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
'orship Service
,unday Night
6:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
Orship
10:00 a.m.
unday School
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
orning Worship
6:00 p.m.
vening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
thorning Worship
6:00 p.m.
i vening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
unday School
1045 a.m., & 6 p.m.
'orship Services
FLINT BAPTIST
1000 a.m.
unday School
1100 a.m.
horning Worship
6:45 p.m.
vening Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
unday School
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Vorship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
9:30 a.m.
unday School
10:45a.m.
'orship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
unday School
doming Worship MOO a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Vednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
8. 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Worship
8. 915 & 10:30 a.m.
'tin. Schools
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
10:30 a.m. & 630 p.m.
Worship
9:30 a.m.
'unday School
5:30 p.m.
Church Training
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
1000 a.m.
'unday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
5:30 p.m.
Evening Service
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
LEDBETT-ER-MISS1ONARY
BAPTIST
a.m.
1
Sunday School
p.m.
11 a.m. & 6
Preaching
II p.m.
Wednesday Night
LOCUST GROVE
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
700 p.m;
Evening Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2:00 p.m.
1st Sunday
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
600p.m.
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
-,
.unday School
1100 a.m.
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL
MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evernng Worship

15!

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
Business
Auto
rim
Life
Home
(270)
753-0632
Health

630 South
4th St.
Murray,
Ky.
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TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.
CARROLL

1305 N. 12th St.
Murray

753 1489 el

Michelin - Regul - BF Goodrich - Multi-Mile

WAL*MART'

809 North
12th Street

SUPERCSIITER
'WS'S LOW PRICES ALWAYS WAL MAW
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FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main St,• Murray • 753-5273
Complete Formal Wear Hadquarters
- Over 25 Years In Business 7
•1
‘

, • --otr.11,5

R
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formal Viii—labPa2618

Formal Wear and Limousine
•Weddings • Proms .Banquets •Birthdays •Annivers,ines

304 Main St.

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(9011 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

Murray, KY 42071

1270)753-1300
(270)7594713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6757

Book Limousine
Services For
Your Wedding
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804 Chestnut

753-6656

Adik

HWY. 641 N.• MURRAY, KY.•753-6448

JCPenney
CHESTNUT 1-4ILLSwww.icPenneY.C°"1 SALON HOURS.
M-F 9-8; Sat. 9-6
759-1400
Sun. 1-5
M-S 10-9: Sun. 1-6

SOUTHERN STATES CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE
110 East Sycamore

(n

Arbgl•
—..,

753 1423 or 753-0182

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
Serving Lunch 10 a.m.-11 p.m
Midnight on Weekends

507 N. 12th • 753-8841

Jack Marshall - Franchise
HT
/ii

"We Do Chicken Right"

KFc .

Call In

205 N. 12th

Orders 753-7101

"The oldest independent repair shop in Ali.mi
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Cunningham
Auto Repair
Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5

619 S. 4th

St.• 753-6831 • 753-3571
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Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
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JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9:30 a.m.
Public Talk
10:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study
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LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
8:00 a.m.
Worship
9:15 a.m.
Bible Study
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METHODIST

BETHEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
1634 Main St., Murray
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
7:30 p.m.
2nd Wednesday
COLDWATER
12-3 p.m.
Reading Room Every Wed.
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
8:50 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
Bible School
9:50 a.m.
950 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
9:50 a.m.
Murray
Church School
1707 West Main
7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
40 years'experience
over
have
"We
DEXTER
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
in design and craftsmanship"
9:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Sunday School
We are here to serve you and your loved ones
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
GOSHEN METHODIST
700 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship
FRIENDSHIP
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:09 a.m.
el0IA/Art CI CD
Sunday School
600 p.m.
Sunday Night
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
4111. F.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
GREEN PLAIN
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
KIRKSEY UNITED
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
a.m.
10:45
Morning Service
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Mayfield, Ky.
p.m.
St.
6:00
7th
N.
118
Evening Worship
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
730 p.m
Wednesday Worship
LYNN GROVE
945 a.m.
Worship Service
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
FAMILY STEAK
900 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
Church School
Bible Study
9:50 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Morning Worship
HOUSE
9:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Worship Service
Evening Worship
1
10:30 a m
7:00 p.m.
Sunday School
Mid-Week Worship
Bel-Air Shopping Center
. li i •
1 .‘1_____A__If ,r
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
HICKORY GROVE
1000 a.ni
753-0440
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
.
'
11:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Sunday Bible Class
10:00 a.m.
MT. CARMEL
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m..
Worship
Wednesday Night
$• :
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
MT. HEBRON
Chestnut Hills
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
753-9383
10:00 a.m.
Worship
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Center
Shopping
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
SEAFOOD
.
PALESTINE UNITED
!Sunday & Wednesdays)
10:00 a.m.
.:000 op,e4cr. To.c,ALLA r 1/71.1 E
.7it so
School
Oa4 T 1/1
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
11:00 a.m.
rek‘Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
UNITED
CHAPEL
RUSSELL
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
a.m.
945
Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
vers
oBiblesGalmndatBSibelleecCtioons—
----NEVirebNCORD
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:50 a.m. & 6'Jim.
BOOK-N -CARD 40. -•Bible Index-Tabs -------L,
Worship
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
9 a.m.
Bible Classes
1045 a.m.
Morning Worship
*Bible Lesson Planners
7 p.m.
.._recious Moments Bible
Wednesday
Chestnut Hills
6:00 p.m.
Evening
r
UNITED
NEW PROVIDENCE
TEMPLE HILL
Murray-___ FREE Imprinting With Purchase
Mornih-g-Seri/Tee"
11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.in..
Sunday School
Evening Service
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
PLEASANT VALLEY
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Pastor William J. Pratt
SECOND STREET
Shell
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Serving Western Kentucky and West Tennessee
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
9 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10 a.m.
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
6 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:00,p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
MURRAY CHURCH
UNION GROVE
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
NORTHSIDE
9:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1000 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
WEST MURRAY
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
LICENSED • BONDED • INSURED
CHURCH OF GOD
a.m.
6:00 p.m.
10:00
Evening Worship
Sunday School
a.m.
10:00
School
Sunday
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Worship
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Church
9:00 a.m.
Morning
OAK GROVE
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
6:00 p.m.
Evening
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
FREE INSPECTIONS Serving You Since 1963
CALVARY TEMPLE
7:00 p m.
Wednesday
10 a m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Phone: 270-753-6433• Toll Free: 1-800-264-1433
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Worship
1604 SR 121 ByPass, Murray, KY.
10:00 a m
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Synday School
10:00 a.m.
MOO a.m.
Sunday School
Preaching
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
5:30 p.m.
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
Prayer Service
SAINTS
DAY
LATTER
OF
6:00 p.m.
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Church
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
520S. 16th St.
2205 Coldwater Rd.
a.m.
POPLAR SPRING
10:00
Priesthood
Sunday
10-11 a.m. & 700 p.m
Ser.
Sun.
discount on 1 dozen or
10 a.m.
1110 a.m.
Sunday School
Sunday School
FAITH TABERNACLE
12:10 a.m.
Worship 8- 45 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Sacrament Meeting
all churches.
for
more
3 miles east of Almo
SALEM BAPTIST
1409 Main St.• Murray • 759-1736
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship
"Your One-Stop Building and Home
1620W. Main
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
• SCOTTS GROVE
Improvement Headquarters."
8 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
Holy Eucharist
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m
Praise & Worship
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
9:15 a.m.
Christian Education
p.m.
7
Wednesday Family Training
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
5:15 p.m.
Wed Holy Eucharist
SINKING SPRING
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
1100 a.m.
7:00 p.m
Morning Worship
Saturday Evening
BIBLE BELIEVERS
6:00 p.m.
1030 a.m. & 7 p.m
.
Evening Worship
500 South 4th, Murray
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Worship
(270) 753-6450
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
SOUTH MARSHALL
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:30 a.m.
10 a.m.
Worship
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Children's Sun. School
11 a.m.,6-30 p m
Worship
11:00 a.m
Worship
LIVING WORD FELLOWSHIP
7 p.m.
Wednesday
, ..
1619 Martin Chapel Rd.
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
PENTECOSTAL
UNITED
SPRING CREEK
..--- \
1000 a m.
Sunday School
CONCORD
CHURCH-NEW
.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
900 a.m.
Sunday School
a.m.
1100
Worship
10.00 a ni
Sunday School
270-753-1304
10 am & 7 pm
Worship Services
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday - Life Groups
1100-7:30 p.m
Worship Serv.
6pm
Discipleship Training
IMPACT PRAISE & WORSHIP CENTER
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
10 a.m.
ST.JOHN
Sun. Celebration Services
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
Services
11 a.m.
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m..
Morning Worship
700 p_rn
Thursday
9:30 arii.
7 p.m.
Fri. Celebration Services
Sunday School

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES

CHURCH Or CHRIST

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

753-5719

612 S. 9th St.

Calloway Monument Co.

753-1962
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Kentucky 1.
v------Lake Oil Co.

NAZARENE

S. 4th St. • 753-1323 • Chestnut St.
CA Ft IR ED L.I_

MAZDA-NISSAN

PENTECOSTAL

We Have The World's Finest Imports
753-8850
800 Chestnut St.

Ch
COI

TERMITE AND
PEST CONTROL

s•

SER ALL

CHRYSLERPLYMOUTH•OODGE•JEFP

(across from Animal Shelter

‘0111..n‘
0
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JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
10:30 a.m.
Worship
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
f( (1.0 p.m
Evening Service

of

NEW LIFE CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St. Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Worship 4th Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
Tuesday

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

Ito pERis '®NUT SHOP
10% Off

EPISCOPAL

t4
sio

pre

da)

ter.

Ch
ins

MYERSL umber Co

INDEPENDENT

WestView

SUGAR CREEK
11 a m & 6 p.m.
Worships
7 p.m.
Wednesday
.\ WEST FORK
----- 11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship -600 p.m
Sunday Evening
7 00 p.m
Wednesday Evening
Vv'ESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 a m
Sunday School
10.30 a m & 6 p.m
Worship
7 pm
Wednesday
CHURCH
BETHANY BAPTIST
10 a m
Sunday School
11 am &6pm
Worship
7pm
Wednesday

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7:00 p.m.
Thursday Night
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
UNITY:pF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
7 p.m.
Wednesday
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
930 a m.
Bible School
1130 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
7pm
Wed Bible Study
7 p m.
Friday Worship
HARMONEY MENNONITE CHURCH
1/4 miles wept of Lynn Grove on Hwy 94
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Worship
7:30 pm.
Evening Service

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9.00 a.m
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
1000 a in
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
11:00 8.m
Worship
1000 a.m
Sunday School
OAK GROVE
1000 a in
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. & 7 p.m
Worship Service

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8

641 Super Shell Freee
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Churches plan
Sunday services

ray

Ky.

ter
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Various churches have released
information concerning their services on Sunday as follows:
Coldwater Church of Christ
Paul Meachim will be the guest
speaker for the 9:30 and 10:15
a.m. worship services and the 6
p.m. worship service.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
The Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor,
will speak about "The Continuing
Question" with scripture from John
16:29-33 at the 11 a.m. worship
services. Dean Cochnim and Margaret Nell Boyd will be in charge
of the music.
First United Methodist
The Rev. Larry Daniel, minister, will speak about "The Apostles Creed - Part Ill" at the 8:45
and 11 a.m. worship services. Pam
Wurgler will be music director
with Joan Bowker as organist. Mrs.
Wurgler will sing "Eternal Life"
at the early service. The choir will
sing "Seek Ye First with Pachelbel Canon" with also the handbell choir. Acolytes will be Wesley Adams and Carl Williams.
Elm Grove Baptist
Dr. Todd Buck, pastor, will
speak at 8:45 and 11 a.m. and 7
p.m. worship services. He will also
sing a solo at the morning services. Kay Hays will bring special
music at the evening hour.
Impact Praise Worship Center
Pastor Janie Richardson will be
teaching the foundation class on
"Why Study the Foundations" at
the 10 a.m. Spiritual Training Class.
Pastor Michael Richardson will
preach about "Healing" at the 11
a.m. worship service.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Paul Donner of St.
Paul Lutheran Church, Paducah,
will speak about "Faith. Hope and
Love" with scripture from 1 Thessalonians 1:1-5 at the 8 a.m. worship service.
Glendale Church of Christ
John Dale, pulpit minister, will
speak about "Did Jesus Pay It
All?" with scripture from I Peter
1:13-19 at the 9 a.m. worship service and about "Let Me Show You
My Children" with scripture from
I John 3:4-18 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Curtis Darnall will
be songleader. A short worship
service will be at 5 a.m.
First Baptist
The Rev. Terry Garvin. associate pastor, will speak at the 10:45
a.m. worship service. A presentation by the Facilities Planning
Committee will be at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Mike Crook is minister of music with Margaret
Wilkins and Lisa Ray as accompanists. The Men's Ensemble will
sing "Be Strong and Courageous"
and the sanctuary choir will sing

"Leaning on the Everlasting Arms"
at the morning hour.
Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
The Rev. Randy Lowe, pastor,
will speak at the 11 a.m. and 7
p.m. worship services. Roy Gene
Dunn is music director with Beth
Stribling, Cecelia Dunn and Margaret Cavitt as accompanists.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Harry Yates, retired
Baptist preacher, will speak at the
10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. John Wood is minister
of music with Jennifer_ Wilson and
Dwane Jones as accompanists. The
Choir will sing "It Is Well With
My Soul" at the morning hour
and "The Banner of the Cross" at
the evening hour. Church-wide
singing will be at 5:30 p.m.
First Christian
The Rev. William C. Homer,
minister, will speak about "I Fought
the Law. And the Law Won" with
scripture from Exodus 19:16025
at the 10:15 a.m. worship service.
The Chancel Choir will sing with
Mark Dycus as director and Lea
Gentile as organist. Nancy Manning will be worship leader with
Catherine Crass and Anna Hutchison as acolytes.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will speak about "The Recipients of God's Promises" with
scripture from II Peter 1:1-2 at
the 10:30 a.m. worship service and
about "The Reason For God's
Promises" with scripture from JI
Peter 1:3-4 at the 6 p.m. worship
service. Tommy Scott will be minister of Music. The choir will sing
"Here We Stand/Holy Ground" and
Kaci Greer will sing a solo at the
morning hour and Jason Thompson will sing a solo at the evening
hour.
First Presbyterian
The Rev. David M. Montgomery,
co-pastor, will speak about "The
Heart of the Matter" with scripture from Matthew 22:34-46 at the
10:45 a.m. worship service. The
choir will sing "Bring to God the
Harvest" with Amy Brown as director and Oneida White as guest
pianist. Helen Boughton will play
a violin solo for the offertory. Toni
Fruia will be liturgist.
Emmanuel Baptist
The Rev. Paul McWherter, pastor, will speak about "The Greatest Sin of the Church- at the 11
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services.
The morning part will be about
doing nothing by non praying and
none witnessing with scripture from
James 4:17. The evening part will
be about doing nothing by not living and not believing with scripture from Matthew 18:6 and John
3:16-18. This is the sixth in a sixpart series.

SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
REV. BRIAN HAWKINS AND FAMILY

Hawkins assumes
duties as new pastor

it.

ND
ROL

The Men of Praise, a professional gospel singing group will
present a concert at 3 p.m. Sunday at the Weaks Community Center.
This is being sponsored by the
Church of Love and the public is
invited.
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FALL GOSPEL MEETING
at the

Coldwater Church of Christ
(Located in the Coldwater Community on Hwy. 121 N.
about 8 miles Northwest of Murray, Kentucky)

Oct. 24th-27th
Speaker:
Paul Meachem

Needs.

I.

Ampros411,,*

Lord gets all of the credit," he
added.
Sunday services at Scotts Grove
begin with a Sunday School hour
at 10 a.m., followed by an 11
a.m. worship service. Sunday night
services begin at 6. Wednesday
night Bible study is held at 7.
In addition, the church sponsors two radio ministries — a live
broadcast on WSJP at 6 p.m. and
a taped broadcast on Hardin's
WVHM at 7.
The chu(c-h also provides a
"Soups On" food progfam once
each month and active visitation
and outreach ministries.
"We get several calls from people who hear our broadcasts over
the radio(WVHM)," Roberts noted.
"They will call in with prayer
requests or various needs.
"So we have a Prayer Vision
ministry where we pray for at
least 100 people from different
states and countries who have heard
us on the radio ... We have a
dedicated group of people who are
good at what they do."

tonight, Saturday and Sunday at
7 p.m.
Prior to the Saturday service,
a potluck fellowship will be at 6
p.m. in the fellowship building.
The Rev. Ed Montgomery. Oastor, invites the public to attend.

Fire Dept.

,SPECIAI,SERVICE

Calloway County Public Library.
Linda Tisue, an adult masters
student at Murray State Universi-

The church is located on Highway 94 East, nine miles east of
Murray.

Houses
of Hope

Coldwater United Methodist
Church schedules revival

ty who teaches English in Korea,
will be the speaker. She will speak
about her spiritual experience in
Korea, including discussions of
and
Confusionism
Buddism,
Shamanism.
A business meeting will be at
Bethel Fellowship Pentecostal
The Rev. Shelby Underhill, pasp.m. prior to the regular meet1:30
Church will have its annual home- tor, will speak at the 11 a.m. woring.
coming on Sunday.
ship service followed by a meal
All interested parties are invitto be served at noon.
ed to attend.
The Mooreheads will be in conFor more information call John
cert at 1:30 p.m. Games will be% at 753-5928.
conducted for the children.

Professional
singing group
to perform

Staff Writer

Men's retreat to be held

Church plans homecoming

Is
350

By SCOTT NANNEY

Heyward Roberts has seen Scotts
The Rev. Brian Hawkins has ter of New Abundant Life FelGrove Baptist Church grow by leaps
assumed his duties as pastor of lowship, Nortonville, and associand bounds since taking over the
the Calvary Temple Pentecostal ate pastor and high school Engpulpit in 1984.
Church, 2645 Hwy.641 South, Mur- lish and history teacher at the LivScotts Grove, located on Hwy.
ing Word Christian School. He is 641 North in Murray, has seen a
ray.
An ordained minister of the also an experienced musician and small increase in its congregation
Pentecostal Church of God, the singer.
in the last 15 years.
He and his wife, Michelle, a
Rev. Hawkins is a graduate of the
But perhaps the biggest growth
School of Ministry at Briensburg nurse, have two sons, Zachary, 9, has been in monetary gifts.
and of Partners in Policymaking and Caleb, 2.
"Attendance did pick up the
Rev. Hawkins said "I look forLeadership and Disability Advocacy
first two years I was here," said
Temple
Program. He is currently working ward to serving Calvary
Roberts. "It's been a pretty good
on his bachelor of ministry at the and the community of Murray and while since the church has grown
Masters Divinity School, New- Calloway County in proclaiming the (in numbers). But our offering is
good news of the gospel Of Jesus
burgh, Ind.
four times what it was in 1984.
Rev. Hawkins has been pastoral Christ."
We've also made some changes
Services are at II a.m. and
assistant of Lonestar Pentecostal
in the structure of our building."
Church, Madisonville, staff minis- 6:30 p.m. each Sunday.
According to Roberts, the biggest
renovation in the church's history
spanned more than a decade.
"We've made additions to both
sides
of the church building since
In an effort to encourage men
local Christian men to encourage
of the Murray area to become each other to keep the faith. There's 1984," he said. "We built a new
Sunday- School building in 1985,
more 'committed to their families strength in numbers."
and
continued with those renovaand community service, a men's
Praise music under the direcorganization at a local church is tion of Gary McClure will set the tions until about two years ago."
Today, Scotts Grove claims a
hosting an event Oct. 22-23.
tone for each session, where local
of 250. The church
membership
"Real Men Seek God" is the
men of various backgrounds will
title of a men's retreat being held share personal testimonies and offer averaged 140 for Sunday School
at Westside Baptist Church begin- challenges to "walk the walk, not in 1998.
"We have some of the finest
ning Friday night and continuing just talk the talk," according to
people I've ever known," Roberts
through midday Saturday.
Gibson.
explained. "We have a deep felOrganizers are expecting over
Local ministers set to speak
lowship of people that are Bibledenominavarious
300 men from
include Boyd Smith, Brett Miles,
tions to attend this conference, Sammy Cunningham and Norris believing Christians, and they
appreciate the word of God.
which will emphasize "breaking Mills.
"I really can't take any credit
foundown barriers and building
In addition, free meals are being
for what we've done here. The
dations."
offered to those attending. On Fri"There are some disturbing day night, a hot dog supper kicks
trends in American society in recent off the event from 6 to 7 p.m. A
years that are making parents very coffee and donut fellowship starts
nervous about their children's wel- the day Saturday morning at 7:30,
-fare." said Men's Organization Pres- with lunch that day at II a.m. to
Coldwater United Methodist
noon.
ident Curtis Gibson.
will open its revival servChurch
registrano
is
there
Although
Although this event has no affiltion or admission fee, those plan- ices tonight (Friday) at 7 p.m. at
iation with the Promise Keepers
ning to attend are encouraged to the church.
movement, officials say the basic
The Rev. Richard Dowdy will
in advance to Westside Bapcall
theme and mission are very simthe evangelist for the services
be
753-8240.
at
Church
tist
ilar.
"God has given us clear instructions about how to live our lives
There will be a
and lead our families, if we will
just look in the instruction book
He provided for us," Gibson added.
Sunday, Oct. 24 • 7:00 p.m.
"This retreat is a good way for

Unitarian group to hold meeting
The Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Murray will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. in the annex of the

Church expands in
members and giving

CLASS CHANGE
(effecti

11 /01 /

Scotts Grove Baptist Church
to honor the pastor, Heyward Roberts & family,
Wanda, Christy & John Mark
for 15 years of service.
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FIRST UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
Live Televised
Services
11:00 a.m.
Channel 10 • Calloway &
Marshall County
Channel 16 • Murray
-Channel 30 • Hazel & Puryearr-

-}

Melvin's
lire
Store

Schedule of Services:
Bible Study — 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Services — 10:15 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
Fellowship Meal after morning service.
Evening Services Mon. through Wed — 7:00 p.m.

401 N. 4th St.

762-0000

Rev. Larry J. Daniel

503 MAPLE STREET • 753-3812

Come and be our honored guest!.
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Continue
Celebrating
With Great
Prices & Great
Products

Home Improvement Warehouse

GRAND OPENING
MURRAY

IN

LOWE'S of Murray
PRESENT A CAR CUTTING EVENT
and

See the Murray Fire Department cut a car in half!
October 23• 12 Noon
Buy 1, Get 1 FREE
DeWalt Circular
Saw Blades

Guess how long it takes to cut the car
in half and win a DeWalt Drill!

I. Special Buy

78

411
Includes 2
Batteries, Charger,
Case 8. FREE
Flashlight

Special Buy

Eagle
Ivory Or White
Residential Duplex
3-Wire Grounding
Outlet #70684,5

141M
Tbr•'
• 46

MANY SERVICES For
The Pros:

4111 fit'
•Ready-To-Go Program
(Phone Or Fax Your Order
-441111111Between 7am & 3pm, & It's
Ready In 2 Hours; Or Phone
Or Fax Your Order By 6pm, &
It's Ready By 7am)
Framing Lumber
•Lowe's Pros-Dedicated Sales
12
10
8
Staff Members, Licensed &
Experienced In Plumbing,
$4.20 $6.08
$3.49
2" x
Electrical, Paint & Hardware
$6.19 $8.84
2" x 6'' $4.18 $5.01
•Flexible Credit Plans
Pressure Treated Lumber Products
'Delivery 7 Days A Week
16'
12'
10'
8'
*Subcontracting Services
$4.94
$7.32
$3.41 $4.48
2" x 4"
•40,000 Items In Stock
10.12
6.40
5.72
4.35
6"
x
2"
More
ds
Thousan
s
Of
9.17
Hundred
12.88
'
7.33
6.24
2" x 8"
Available Through Special Order 2" x 10" 7.63 9.82 12.89 18.28
17.38 ,

21.96

No Purchase Necessary. See Store for Details
Dewalt Tool Demonstrations
Mountaineer Monster Truck
FREE How-To Clinics

10am-4pm
lpm-8pm
See Store For Details

80 Lb.

414.585
Gallon

Murray
100 Amp
Main Breaker
Panel Box Value Pack'

Enterprise
12 year Exterior
Latex Flat
House Paint #49225

#01969

Special Buy

Owens Corning 25 Year
$8.92
Architectural Shingles
Stanley-Bostitch Coil
#91695 $427.00
Roofing Nailer

250'
14/2 with
Ground NM-B
Copper Cable
#70123

Directions & Hours:

Makita Tool Demonstrations

9am-3pm

Mountaineer Monster Truck

lpm-8pm

Details Regarding Product Warranties
Prices May Vary After November 4, If There Are Market Variations. See Store For
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
low price from our supplier for a specific
Special Buys are products that we have been able to obtain at an unusually
effort to have sufficient quantities
quantity or for a limited time. and we pass the savings on to you. We make every
applies once those quantities are exhausted.
on hand to meet reasonably anticipated demand Special Buy price no longer

Special Buy

$5

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23
Skil Bosch Tool Demonstrations
9am - 5pm

FREE Row-To Clinics

48" Fluorescent
Wraparound Fixture #96148

Includes six 20 amp single
pole circuit breakers

SPECIAL EVENTS
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22
Register To Win A $1,000 Shopping Spree
October 20 - October 24

$142

$1250

225
'

Concrete Mix #10385

#16187,8

Special Buy

Special Buy

-.41011k-

2" x 12"

36"

DUIKRETE

29ES
Check Out Our

ProSteel
32" 9-Lite, 2 Panel
Steel Entry Door
Unit #16185,6

Red Devil White or
Clear 35 year Window,
Door & Siding Acrylic
Caulk #86680,753

12 Volt VSR
Cordless Drill Kit #48722

'4" x 2' x 2 Plywood #07701

39

$1100 Each
10.1 Oz.

$298 $139

••••

PROFESSIONAL

INSTALLATION

Special Buy

Special Buy
5.5 HP,
20 Gallon Air Compressor Kit With
FREE Accessories ($77 Value) #36753

Each
*PVC Pipe
x 10' #23830
Other Sizes Available:
2" x 10' #23832 $2.79
3" x 10' #23834 $4.56
4" x 10' #23838 $6.37

See Store For Details

NE Corner of Hwy. 121N
& Hwy. 641 (Across From MSU

Regional Event Center)
(270) 753-9099
Monday-Saturday, 7:00am-9:00pm
Sunday, 8:00am-6:00pm

2; FL*CRC057468:
eiTrofessional installation through licensed subcontractors Lowe's contractor license numbers! CTIHIC0055816
Inc
MD0MHIC 50931, IL Plumber #058-100140, TN4lH13070 and 16066: MI ilICRB2102 144445. Lowe's Home Centers.
6122 "B" Drive North. Battle Creek. MI 49014
Wide Web Address
OLowe's• Home Centers, Inc 1999 Lowe's' is a registered trademark of LF Corporation World
www.lowes.corn 41991064

•
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MK you've got a question
or a comment, write:
NASCAR This Week
c/o The Gaston Gazette
2500 E. Franklin Blvd.
Gastonia, N.C. 28054

All

ON THE SCHEDULE
Times Eastern
WINSTON CUP SERIES

• Busch Series, Kmart 200
2 p.m. • Saturday • TNN

Coming up: Pop Secret
Microwave Popcorn 400
Where: North Carolina
Speedway, Rockingham (1.017mile track), 393 laps/399.681
miles
When: Sunday, Oct. 24
Defending champion: Jeff
Gordon
Event qualifying record: Dale

III Winston Cup, Pop Secret 400
12:30 p.m. • Sunday • TNN

1999 POINTS STANDINGS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

WINSTON CUP
Dale Jarrett, 4.602
Bobby Labonte, 4,356
Mark Martin, 4,283
Jeff Gordon 4,168
Tony Stewart, 4,159
Jeff Burton, 4,063
Dale Earnhardt, 4,039
Rusty Wallace, 3,677
Ward Burton, 3,507
Mike Skinner, 3,491

BUSCH
Dale Earnhardt Jr., 3,988
Matt Kenseth, 3,871
Jeff Green, 3,732
Todd Bodine, 3,489
Elton Sawyer, 3,363
Jeff Purvis, 3,321
Jason Keller, 3,186
Dave Blaney, 3,066
Randy LaJole, 3,021
Mike McLaughlin, 2,999

Jarrett, Ford, 157.194 mph, Oct.
18, 1996
Race record: Jeff Gordon,
Chevrolet, 128.423 mph, Nov. 1,
1998
Notable: Like many other tracks.
Rockingham has reconfigured its
pit area to allow all teams to pit on
one long pit row. ... Gordon swept
the races -last year, but Mark
Martin stored in the spring race
this year.

BUSCH GRAND NATIONAL
Coming up: Kmart 200
Where: North Carolina
Speedway, Rockingham (1.017mile track), 197 laps/200.349
miles
When: Saturday, Oct. 23
Defending champion: Elliott
Sadler
Event qualifying record: David
Green, Chevrolet, 153.419 mph,

c:=)
Brett Bodine

TRUCK
Greg Biffle, 3,588
Jack Sprague, 3,567
Dennis Setzer, 3,563
Stacy Compton, 3,453
Jay Sauter, 3,404
Mike Wallace, 3,395
Ron Hornaday, 3,328
Andy Houston, 3,250
Jimmy Hensley, 3,138
Mike Bliss, 3,134

TOP TEN
•Weekly rankings by NASCAR This Week writer Monte Dutton.
Last week's ranking is in parentheses.
Can you say "champion"?
Led the most laps
Strong all day
Still the man at The 'Dega
Competitive as always
Hates restrictor plates
Pulled out a top-10
Battled to finish 11th
Highly impressive fourth
Hung out at the end

1. (2) Dale Jarrett
2. (1) Jeff Gordon
3. (3) Bobby Labonte
4. (4) Dale Earnhardt
5. (5) Tony Stewart
6. (6) Mark Martin
7. (7) Jeff Burton
8. (8) Rusty Wallace
9. (9) Ward Burton
10. (10) Mike Skinner

John Clark/NASCAR This Week

FROM LAST WEEK
WINSTON CUP SERIES
The 74th victory of Dale
Earnhardt's career was born of
a mystical essence, as the 48year-old driver proved for the
umpteenth time that, where racing at Talladega Superspeedway
is concerned, he can go where
no other man can.
Because of a bum engine on
qualifying day, Earnhardt started
27th. Within 10 laps he was
fourth, and in retrospect, that's
all anyone really needed to know.
The master was at the top of his
game, but he would surprise and
startle several more times
before the day wastoncluded.
Like many artists, Earnhardt

Brett Bodine, right, has been running his own team since 1996.

struggled to adequately describe
his virtuosity.
"We started off at a deficit
there," he said later, "but we
were rolling along there, and it
got sort of two-wide and then
sort of opened up in the middle."
Kind of like the Red Sea, huh,
Dale.
CRAFTSMAN TRUCK SERIES
Jay Sauter made it two in a
row with another Chevrolet
victory in the Blue Bonnet 300
at Texas Motor Speedway. Like
Dale Earnhardt, Sauter drives a
Goodwrench-sponsored No. 3 for
Richard Childress Racing.

1999 WINSTON CUP SCHEDULE
Oct. 24
Nov. 7
Nov. 14
Nov. 21

North Carolina Speedway
Phoenix International Raceway
Miami-Dade Homestead Motorsports Complex
Atlanta Motor Speedway

Rockingham, N.C.
Avondale, Ariz.
Homestead, Fla.
Hampton, Ga.

By Monte Dutton
NASCAR This Week
Brett Bodine is one of many drivers, two of
them in his family, to have had his troubles
trying to make it as both a driver and a car
owner.
Bodine began running his own team in
1996. He finished 24th in the 1996 standings,
29th in '97 and 25th in 1998. This year has
been a struggle - he was 36th entering
Talladega - and Bodine will soon announce a
sale of his team to California businessman
Richard Hilton. He, of course, will remain
as driver.
AGE: 40
HOMETOWN: Born Elmira, N.Y., raised in
Chemung, N.Y., resides in Cornelius, N.C.
WIFE: Diane
CHILD: Heidi(22)
CAR: No. 11 Paychex Ford Taurus., owned by
Brett Bodine
RECORD: 373 starts, 5 poles, 1 win, 16 topfive finishes, 59 top-10s, about $8.5 million in
career earnings
FIRSTS: Start(May 25, 1986, at Charlotte),
pole (Oct. 4, 1990, at Charlotte), win (April 22,
1990, at North Wilkesboro)
IS THE NEW OWNERSHIP SITUATION CAUSE

FOR RENEWED OPTIMISM? "Absolutely. This
team is going to be funded correctly, and I'm
going to be able to concentrate on performance
on the racetrack and not be so worried about
keeping the doors to the business open. That's
been an issue for us for the last four years. The
team has been very underfunded and, at times,
I was funding the thing out of my own pocket,
just to keep the doors open. This team should
be able to focus on the primary goal, which is
to go out and compete on Sunday afternoons."
WHAT WILL THIS DO FOR YOU AS A
DRIVER? "I'll be able to focus on driving, not
only mentally but physically. I'll be much better
epared for the 2000 season."
0K1NG BACK, IS THERE ANYTHING iltk
.
ULD HAVE DONE DIFFERENTLY? "Yeah. The
sport, in achievingTh-6 dorrect funding for these
race teams, has become extremely marketingheavy. I didn't go that way'when I purchased
this race team. I went the way of just
concentrating on the team itself and not
worrying about the marketing. The sponsorships just didn't fall in our lap. They just didn't
arrive and fund this race team. We got behind
and we never got caught up in the marketing
side. The ability to raise money is the primary
objective of the new owner."

Oct. 20, 1994
Race record: Mark Martin,
Ford, 124.397 mph, Oct. 19,
1996
Notable: Mark Martin, Dale
Earnhardt, Harry Gant, Geoffrey
Bodine, Ernie rvan, Dale Jarrett,
Terry Labonte and David Pearson
are all former winners of BGN
races at The Rock.

YourTurn
Letters From Our Readers
Dear NASCAR This Week,
A thought came to mind.
That is, no family of drivers will
ever do more damage than the
Bodines. They will hold the annual
record forever.
How long will they be allowed to
cost so many teams so much money?
Two of the Bodines were involved
in wrecks at New Hampshire. The
sad saga continues.
Jim Gies
Bay City, Mich.

Dear NASCAR This Week,
I watched the Goody's 500. Please
watch the races and see how many
other drivers bump. It is a common
thing that goes on between them. If it
hadn't been the final lap, a few hundred feet from the finish, it would
have been an "oh well" thing.
Even the great Jeff Gordon said a
few days ago,"If they want to play
that way, I'll play their little game."
Laura Thompson
Mount Upton, N.Y.

Dear NASCAR This Week,
In Richmond on (Sept. 11), during
the national anthem, Jeff Gordon did
not take his hat offl Does Mr. Gordon
think he's so special that he does not
have to show respect for his country
and fellow drivers? Someone needs to
let him know that taking his hat off
and placing it over his heart is the
right thing to do.
Also, Tony Stewart was shown not
wanting to sign any autographs.
Reading his lips, he said,"Not right
now," and walked off. Please let Mr.
Stewart know that the fans are the
reason he has a racing career.
Anne Millirons
Yadkinville, N.C.

We also think it is appropriate to
remove one hat during the national
anthem. Perhaps it was an oversight
on Gordon's part, because we do not
think he would do such a thing intentionally Before the start ofa race, a
driver does have a lot on his mind. As
for Stewart, in his defense it should
be noted that he spends more time
than most signing autographs outside
the track at virtually every race. Most
fans realize, we think, that drivers
sometimes have other matters at
hand.

Mark Martin vs. restrictor-plate racing
Martin has won twice at Talladega but never at Daytona, and
he clearly dislikes the two tracks where carburetor restrictor
plates limit horsepower and driver options. "I'm glad it's over
with, and I'm glad nobody got hurt, but that's not real racing.
I'll be anxious to get to Rockingham."
111 HOT: Dale Earnhardt is
NASCAR This Week's Monte Dutton gives his opinion: "Is it
exciting? Yes. Was the Winston 500 a classic? Yes. Is racing as
good as it was before the restrictor plates? No. We've gone
from 10 cars swapping the lead 50 times to 30 cars swapping
the lead 20 times, and the fact that almost no one can pass
without drafting help turns drivers into high-speed chess players
and politicians."

unquestionably the restrictor-

1. What are "the marbles" on a track?
2. What racing broadcaster is also the voice of the
Alabama Crimson Tide?
3. Who won NASCAR's only sports-car race in a Mercedes
300 SL Gullwing?

plate master.
•NOT: Terry Labonte has
finished no better than 17th in
the last seven races.
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Fan Tips
IN Darlington Raceway president Jim
Hunter has penned a history of the
track, on the occasion of the 50th
running of the Southern 500,
NASCAR's oldest superspeedway
race, on Labor Day weekend. The
book, titled "Darlington Raceway:
50th Anniversary," costs $24.95 and
can be ordered from UMI Publications
at 1-800-747-9287.
Hunter is a former sportswriter at
the Atlanta Journal-Constitution and
The State (Columbia, S.C.). He has
written eight other books.

Whert You. Need it
We accept
insurance
work

All Work Guaranteed
& 39 Years In
Business
- Rental Cars
Available

Specializing in:
753-9892
• Unibody Collision Repair

When you keep informed
with the....

• Frame Racks For Adequate Service
• Advanced Paint Mixing System

Hoplicius Auto
Body Re air
103 N. 7th St. Murray
(II I'll's,

MC

rut

1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1916
WWW murrayledger tom

52.00 OFF
FULL SERVICE
Reg. Price N22.95
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Manning shines; Racers outrun Samford
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Senior tailback gains 181
as Murray State wins 34-27
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Attention future Murray State
opponents!
If you think you can beat MSU
by just by stopping their passing
game, the Racers have two words
for you:
Jermaine Manning.
With running backs Justin Bivins
and Shadrach Jackson both on the
conference
shelf for Thursday's non;
game against Samford, Manning
proved that Murray State is hardly a one-dimensional offensive
team.
Manning rushed 36 times for
181 yards (both career highs) as
the Racers gained two more yards
on the ground (223) than through
the air (221) in a 34-27 win at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Along the way, Murray State
pushed its way past the .500 mark
(4-3) for the first time this season.
"Jermaine backed up last week's
showing (135 yards) with an even
better game tonight," said a happy
Racer coach Denver Johnson."With
his 36 rushes and four kick returns,
he touched the ball 4.0 times with
no fumbles."
Manning said he has worked
hard to make the adjustment from
backup to No. 1 tailback.
"DeShaun (English) and I
worked together and now we're
finally getting a chance to shine,"
he said. "The offensive line and
fullbacks were blocking tonight, and
1 couldn't have missed the holes
if I tried. If there's any credit that
goes to me, it goes to them too."
Murray State never trailed, but
had to battle the entire way.
Samford (3-4) battled back from
17-6 down to tie the game at 20
and again at 27 in the second
half.

MURRAY ST. 34, Samford 27
the o
protec
Sax
the R
makes
'71
offens

0 12 15 0-27
7 13 7 7-34
First Quarter
MSU--English 2 run (Miller kick) 8:38
Second Quarter
SAM—Wright 10 run (kick blocked), 12:37
MSU—English 16 run (Miller kick), 744
MSU— Miller 38 FG, 408
SAM—Wright 46 run (pass failed), 2:29
MSU--Miller 21 FG, 000
Third Quarter
SAM—Russell 3 run (Kellett run), 12:20
MSU--Linville 5 run (Miller kick), 8:24
SAM—Russell 1 run (Holmes kick), 4:36
Fourth Quarter
MSU—Tillman 8 pass from Fuente (Miller
kick), 10:49
A-2,718.
Samford
Murray St

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing
Comp-Aft-Int .
Return Yards
Punts-Avg.
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of Possession

SAM
14
43-229
072
08-15-1
59
5-36.4
1-1
7-86
26:12
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MSU
27
45-223
221
20-34-1
'
11
4-48.8
1-0
6-53
33:48

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—Samford, Wright 7-77, Kellett
19-64, Russell 9-60, Brewer 3-11, Satter 210, Whaley 3-7; Murray St Manning 36181, English 3-21, Linville 3-17, Fuente 34.
PASSING—Samford, Kellett 8-15-1 72, Murray St , Fuente 20-34-1 221.
RECEIVING—Samtord, Holmes 5-42, BrewMurray
er 1-14, Watson 1-11, Satter
St., Perez 6-73, Tilknan 4-38, Manning 417, Boykins 3-80, Linville 2-4, French 1-9.

But with 10:49 left in the game.
Terrence Tillman caught an eightyard touchdown pass from Justin
Fuente to seal the win.
"This was a tremendous win;
Samford is a good team, and I
told that to everybody who would
listen for as long as they would
listen to me," Johnson said. "I'm
tremendously pleased with my
team."
English put the Racers on the

III See Page 13
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EYES ON THE GOAL...Murray State receiver Joe Perez heads downfield after catching a pass in Thursday's 34-27 win
over Samford at Roy Stewart Stadium. The win raised the Racers' record to 4-3 on the season. MSU returns to OVC
action next Saturday at Tennessee Tech.
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Injuries cost Lady Tigers in 3-0
district finals loss to Marshall
Murray head coach Chris Hays. "I think
By SCOTT NANNEY
we were a little leg weary from (WednesStaff Writer
and a little satisfied with what we
day)
2-0
a
Facing
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. deficit without two of your best -players—had already accomplished:'
Despite the loss, the Lady Tigers will
is a difficult mountain to climb against
advance to next week's Region 1
also
against
any opponent - and especially
Tournament in Paducah. Pairings for the
rival Marshall County.
That's the situation the Murray High tournament have not yet been set.
Murray' found itself in an early hole
Lady Tigers faced in a 3-0 loss to Marshall County in the championship match after Kara Cocke pushed in the only goal
of the Second District Tournament, held of the first half on a header off a corThursday night at the Marshall County ner kick just five minutes into the match.
The Lady Marshals held on to the 1Soccer Complex.
The Lady Tigers (11-8) lost both start- 0 lead at the halftime break.
The Lady Tigers' downfall began bareing center-half Mallory France and starting sweeper Amy Meloan to leg injuries ly two minutes into the second half, when
in a 10 minute span of the second half France was helped off the field after suffering an injury to her right leg.
which contributed to the loss.
Marshall quickly took advantage by
"It was a tough match for us," said
peppering the Murray goal with shots.
Amanda Hawkins finished a shot on
SCOTT NANNEYttedger & Times photo
with 23:36 to go in the match as
goal
SPACES...Murray's
OPEN
WIDE
Marshals held a commanding
Lady
the
Megan Haverstock moves the ball
advantage.
two-goal
upfield in the Lady Tigers' 3-0 loss
But Murray gave up more than just a
to Marshall County in the Second
goal, as Meloan went down on the play.
District tournament final.
She was also helped off the field.

Marshall's late barrage drops
Lakers in tournament final 4-1
Johnathon Locke was credited with a goal with
By SCOTT NANNEY
showing in the game clock when his shot
39:15
Staff Writer
off a Laker defender and into the net for
deflected
County
Calloway
The
Ky.
DRAFFENVILLE,
Lakers experienced an offensive performance on Thurs- a 1-0 Marshall County edge.
However,the Laker defense held the Marshals scoreday night. Unfortunately, for them, it was by the
for the remainder of the half.
less
other team.
Calloway (14-5) drew even two minutes into the
Marshall County broke a 1-1 tie with three goals
in a seven-minute span of the second half to claim second half when Micah Morris blasted a shot past
the Second District Tournament title 4-1 at the Mar- the Marshall County goalkeeper.
"We came out in a differenj alignment' and manshall County Soccer Complex.
Both teams will advance to next week's Region aged to tie the game," Kennedy explained. "And
we thought we had a good chance to win the match
1 Tournament in Paducah.
said
Laker
spurt,"
(offensive)
one
only
"We had
head coach Mark Kennedy. -They were consistent 111 See Page 13
for the whole match.
"You don't come over here and beat this team
SCOTT NANNEYIedger & Times photo
without being at the top of your game."
It took less than a minute for the Marshals to GET IT OUTTA HERE...Calloway County's Ivan
put a goal on the scoreboard, taking advantage of Carvalho boots the ball away from a Marshall County player Thursday.
a Calloway defender to do so.

Hays said the injury to Meloan was
the mcfst costly because it forced the Lady
Tigers into a new defensive alignment.
"When Amy when down, we had to
change our defense," explained Hays.
"That's the first time that we've had to
do that, and it caused us to lose our
shape. The girls were a little uncomfortable in those positions."
Marshall finished off the Lady Tigers
on a penalty kick by Lauren Rosa with
15 minutes showing on the clock.
"When they got their third goal, that
kind of done us in," Hays said. "We come
to the realization that we were going to
lose the match. But you have to give
them credit - they're a good soccer team,
and they played well."
The Lady Marshals dominated play
offensively, outshooting Murray by a whopping 29-2 count. MI-IS goalkeeper Lauren
Massey collected 10 saves in the match.
Hays said France's injury did not appear
to be serious, but noted that Meloan's
was "prbtty severe."

II See Page 13

MSU sets
Fan Jam
Saturday
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
For the third straight season,
Murray State basketball fans can
get their first look at the six-time
defending Ohio Valley Conference
champions at Fan Jam Saturday
at 6 p.m. in the Regional Special
Events Center.
In addition to the introduction
of players and coaches, each fan
attending the event will get a free
1999-2000 Racer team photo. As
in the past, the evening will include
a free autiigraphy session, a slam
dunk contest, a three-point shootout
and a live scrimmage.
Also, $3,000 will be at stake
for a fan hitting a half-court shot.
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• Manning ...
From Page 12
hoard first with a two-yard run
that capped the opening drive of
the game, a 15-play, 76-yard series
that spanned 6:22. Greg Miller's
PAT kick made it 7-0.
But a scant three minutes later,
Samford was in the end zone on
a 10-yard dash by Kadell Wright.
The PAT kick was blocked, leaving MSU on top 7-6.
The Racers stretched the margin to 14-6 1:19 later as English
scored for the second time, this
time from 16 yards out.
"We were productive offensively," Johnson said. "We want
to be able to run and throw. People are defending Justin (Fuente),
T.T. (Tillman) and Joe (Perez), so
it's like I always say, we scratch
where it itches. I'm pleased with
the offensive line because they
protected and blocked well."
Samford coach Pete Hurt said
the Racers' multi-faceted offense
makes them hard to defend.
"Their tailback is good and their
offensive line is so big, along with

•Lakers
From Page 12

les photo

!7 win
OVC

-o

at that point."
But Marshall County had other
ideas.
Following Morris' goal, the Marshall offense attacked the Laker goal
with a barrage of shots — which
included several key saves by
CCHS goalkeeper Brady Harris to
keep the match tied at 1-1.
But the dam broke, and flooded the Lakers moments later.
John Tucker scored off a corner kick with 16:30 remaining,
pushing the ball just past Harris
for a 2-1 lead.
Locke contributed to the Marshals' third goal of the night three
minutes later, assisting on an Evan
Long score at the 13-minute mark.
Long finished the offensive
explosion on a penalty kick with
9:48 to go.
"It was a very close and wellplayed match," Kennedy noted.
"But it got away from us because
we backed off of them.
"I surrendered when they scored
the fourth goal because I didn't
want to risk an injury. You're just
not going to come back on them
at that point," he added.
• Calloway placed four players
on the All-District Team — Morris, Matt Yezerski, Jeremy Weber
and Micah Morris.
Matt Clemson, Fulton Hart and
Ryan Seay represented Murray High
on the squad.

Fuente and their receivers it puts
the defense in an either-or situation," he said. "We would get
them in several third-and-long situations, but we weren't able to
cash in."
Miller upped the spread to 176 with a 38-yard field goal with
4:08 left in the half before Samford's Wright struck again with a
46-yard rumble for a touchdown.
The two-point conversion try failed,
but the Bulldogs were within 1712.
Miller added a 21-yard field
goal as time expired to give the
Racers a 20-12 halftime advantage.
Samford tied the game for the
first time (20-20) early in the third
quarter as Jerome Russell scored
on a three-yard run with 12:20 to
go. Quarterback Josh Kellett ran
in the two-point conversion.
Fullback Tim Linville put MSU
back on top 27-20 with a fiveyard run straight up the middle
with 8:24 showing in the third,
but Russell struck again on a oneyard dive with 4:36 remaining in
the same period to knot the game
at 27 apiece.
After Tillman's go-ahead TD
catch, the Racer defense stepped
to the forefront, stopping two Samford drives, the second time on a
Dwayne Potts interception at the
Racer 21 with 3:04 left in the
game. MSU then ran out the remaining time to complete the win.
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From Page 12
The availability of neither player for next week's region tournament is known at this time.
Hays said the Lady Tigers have
overachieved this season, despite
the loss to Marshall County.
"We didn't win the match, but
I'm pleased with the effort," he
said. "I'm proud of this team. We
went 6-10 with seven seniors last
year. And we went 10-7 during
the regular season this year with
a bunch of young girls. So we've
accomplished a lot."
• France, Meloan, Massey and
Annie Hutson were named to the
All-District Tournament team.
Calloway County's Brooke
Lencki, Megan Penniston and Teresa Dycus were also selected.

"I'm proud of our defense for
responding," Johnson said. "They
hit us on a couple of plays, but
instead of falling apart, our defense
kept coming back and stepped up
at the end."
Murray State outgained -Samford 444-301 in total yardage.
Fuente completed 20 of 34 passes for 221 yards to move past
Kevin Sisk for third all-time on
the MSU career passing list. He
is just 103 yards behind Larry
Tillman for the No. 2 spot.
Johnson said Jackson will likely be back for next Saturday's
Ohio Valley Conference game at
Tennessee Tech, but added that
until he does, Manning is holding
down the job well.
"When we got in the shotgun
tonight, Samford was bussing to
defend the pass and Jermaine was
able to get to that soft underbelly there," Johnson said. "He's got
tremendous speed, and once he
got past the line of scrimmage he
MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo
found some green. He's finishing LOOKING UP...Murray State's Rod Thompson returns a kick in Thursday's 34-27 win over
his runs much better now than he Samford at Roy Stewart Stadium,
was last season. Coach Mac
(McDaniel) did a great job of
working with him."
Manning looks forward to the
challenge of playing at Tech.
"We haven't gotten a win away
from home yet, and even though
we know it will be a really tough
game, I think our offense and
defense will both step up," he
said.

To Subscribe To The Ledger & Times Call
(27C)-713-1111G

SCOREBOARD
THE
RAMEY
AGENCY
AUTO • LIFE • HOMEOWNERS
David Range",
Agent
"Ask Me About Life Insurance"
1406 N. 12th St., Suite G •(Next to Cain's)•(502) 759-5151
NBA PRESEASON
All Times CDT
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
Pct GB
L
W
—
0 1 000
5
Orlando
750 1 1/2
1
3
New Jersey
2 500 2 1/2
2
Boston
2 500 2 1/2
2
Philadelphia
500 2 1/2
1
1
Washington
3
2 .333
1
Miami
4 000 4 1 /2
O
New York
Central Division
Pct GB
L
W
—
0 1 000
5
Milwaukee
750 1 1/2
1
3
Cleveland
750 1 1/2
1
3
Detroit
750 1 1/2
1
3
Indiana
2
2 .600
3
Charlotte
3
3 .400
2
Chicago
3
3 400
2
Toronto
167 4 1/2
1
5
Atlanta
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Pct GB
2 500
2
Dallas
2 500
2
Utah
3 400 1/2
2
Houston
3 400 1/2
2
Minnesota
1
2 333 1/2
San Antonio
200 1 1/2
4
1
Denver
2
4 000
0
Vancouver
Pacific Division
Pct GB
L
•
4
0 1 000
Portland
_667 1 1/2
1
2
L A Lakers
2
2 500
2
Sacramento
2
2 .500
2
LA Clippers
2
500
2
2
Phoenix
2
2 .500
2
Seattle
3 400 2 1/2
2
Golden State

Thursday's Games
Cleveland 95. Washington 83
Phoenix 115, Miami 100
Atlanta 112, Chicago 88
Orlando 110, Houston 98
Dallas 95, Toronto 93
Philadelphia 95, San Antonio 91
L.A. Lakers 93, Golden State 89, OT
Friday's Games
Minnesota at Detroit, 6 30 p m.
Charlotte vs Atlanta at Greenville, S.C.,
6-30 p.m.
Miami vs. Golden State at Inglewood. Calif.,
7 p.m.
Utah at Indiana 7 p.m.
New Jersey vs. Philadelphia at St Louis,
7.30 p m.
Seattle at Denver. 8 p m
L A Clippers at Vancouver. 9 p.m
Phoenix at L.A Lakers, 10 p.m.
Saturday's Games
San Antonio vs. New York at Buffalo. N.Y.,
530 pm.
Cleveland vs. Washington at Baltimore, 6
p.m.
Indiana vs. Chicago at Columbus, Ohio, 6
pm
, 6:30
Boston vs Utah at Lexington, Ky,
p.m
Dallas at Charlotte, 6 30 p.m.
Toronto at Milwaukee, 7 p.m.
Sacramento at Portland, 9 p.m.
Sunday's Games
New Jersey vs Golden State at Mexico
City, noon.
Miami at L.A. Lakers. Bakersfield, Calif., 3
pm
L A Clippers vs. Seattle atApokane,
5 p m.
Detroit vs. Houston at Birmingham, Ala., 6
P•m,
Philadelphia at Phoenix. 8 p.m
Sacramento at Vancouver, 9 p.m.

This Area's
ft1 Gas
ILca System
The ultimate in gas log heat and beauty.
Monessen vent-free gas logs offer you the most
choices in log styles and operation triodes. The
most realistic hand crafted logs with glowing
coals and yellowflames combined with the high
efficiency of vent-free space heating makes
Monessen the ultimate choice when you're lookingfor gas logs wit heat and personality.

A & A AUTO RENTAL
* DAILY & WEEKLY RENTALS
* CLEAN, DEPENDABLE CARS
CALL US FOR RATES

HOLLAND MOTOR SALES
513 S.'12th St. • 270-753-4461

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
ts

Saturday • October 30 • 2 pan.
600 3rd Street, Hazel, KY

fl

Ly

Calloway County's Exclusive Monessen Dealer

3S

seasdn,
fans can
six-time
inference
Saturday
I Special

ONE OWNER HOME featuring fireplace, hardwood floors, three
bedrooms and two baths. Very nice lot, carport has been screened in
for visiting with your neighbors.
Come by our Open House this Saturday, Oct. 23, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

roduction
each fan
;et a free
)hoto. As
11 include
1, a slam
shootout

Kopperud Realty • Bill Kopperud,Broker • 753-1222
Call Betty Jeffcoat • 753-1222 or 759-1656
Joint Agreement with Dan Miller, Auctioneer • 435-4144

at stake
Jun shot.

TERMS: I3'i down day of sale, balance in 30 days with passing of deed. Make your lead base
paint inspection prior to sale day. You will be asked to give up your post 10 clay inspection.

SUPPLY COMPANY
200-206 East Main • 753-3361
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Automobile advisory issued

f

-

Attorney General Ben Chandler
has issued an advisory to consumers to be on the outlook for
automobiles damaged in floods
caused by Hurricane Floyd.
In particular, consumers may
want to carefully inspect cars which
were titled in North Carolina as
of September.
If re-titled in Kentucky, automobiles may simply be designated as "rebuilt." It is also possible that the flooded autos may
simply never be branded as water
damaged.
North Carolina law requires
flood damaged automobile titles
to be marked to indicate the automobile has been "totaled" or branded if- the water damaged the engine,-

transmission, drive train or differential.
However, it is legal in North
Carolina to have a repair shop
simply certify a car as being
repaired and then have an unbranded title issued.
The Attorney General's Consumer Protection Division has several tips on how to determine if
a vehicle has been damaged by
flood Waters.
• Look closely for any sand,
silt, mud or salt deposits along
the bottom and under the seats,
under the carpets and in the trunk
Remove carpet mats and a seat
cushion to see if any debris falls
out.
_

aged vehicle will most likely have
a mildewy smell. Watch for perfume smells that might indicate
someone has attempted to mask
the smell.
• Get under the car and look
for unusual signs of rust that have
formed on bare metal.
• Remove the spare tire from
its well. Sand may be trapped
there.
• Lift the hood and look for
deposits or debris that may have
lodged in numerous traps in and
around the engine.
• Check the oil dip stick for
signs that water has gotten into
the system and contaminated it.

CALLING ALE HUM -VIERS-

Cooper Discover
HT and AT
Truck Tires

NOW
1N STOCK!

of Safety Engineers in
HELPING UNITED WAY...The student chapter of the American Society
recently doUniversity
State
the Department of Occupational Safety and Health at Murray
Golf TourClassic
Stallion
the
from
proceeds
nated $319 to United Way. The money reflected
Kraemer,
David
chairman
Way
United
MSU
Billington,
Peggy
nament. Shown from left are
Way fundraising
United
and
Emmons
Erica
Kruse,
Travis
president
chapter
.SSE Student
chairman Howard Boone.
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•50,000 Mile Tread Warranty

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd.• Murray • 753-1111

THESE TIRES WILL GET YOU THERE!

LET IFS PUT YOU
BERM THE
WHEEL OF A
QUALITY USED
CAR OR TRUCK
00042.1 V-8, Auto, A/C, PAN, P/L, TIC, Cassette,
$18,995
Green /Tan, 36,000 miles

1997 Dodge Intrepid ES - St. #512 V-6,Auto,A/C,
P/VV, P/L, Power Seat, Only 37,000 miles

$11,986
1997 Mercury Cougar XR7 St. #00069.1

V-8, Blue,
P/W, P/L, T/C, Power Seat, Cassette, 31,000 miles

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Three years after his death, the
influence of bluegrass founder Bill
Monroe was stronger than ever at

Following the meeting, refreshments will be
served and $500 in door prizes will be given.

Reduced $11,995

V-6, PAN. P/L, T/C

Monroe's spirit hovers over awards

II 11:111-11- III IC 11E,
MEMBERS OF
WESTERN DARK FIRED
TOBACCO GROWERS
ASSOCIATION
The Annual Meeting of members will be
held on Tuesday, November 2, 1999, at
Mayfield High School, 700 Douthitt,
Mayfield, Kentucky, 6:30 p.m. The purpose
of the meeting will be to hear the President's
Report and a general discussion of the cooperative's affairs.

1998 Dodge 1500 LWB 4x4 SLT Pickup st. #

1997 GMC Jimmy - St. #99229.1

Can you guess what
the bigger picture is
featured here?

Laura S. Paschall
Secretary

4D, 4WD, SLE,
Reduced $16,995

the 1999 International Bluegrass
Music Awards.
"Bill Monroe, I love you," said
a choked-up Ricky Skaggs, whose
band Ricky Skaggs and Kentucky
Thunder was named best instrumental group during the ceremony Thursday at the Palace Theater.
The Del McCoury Band, whose
leader is a former lead singer with
Monroe's band the Blue Grass Boys,
was named best entertainer for the
third straight year. McCoury won
the award solo in 1996.
Kenny Baker, who fiddled with
the Blue Grass Boys for 23 years,
was inducted into the Hall of
Honor. John Hartford performed a
tribute to Monroe, "The CrossEyed Child," and the show ended
with a stageful of performers doing
"Jerusalem Ridge" and "Walls of
Time," two songs associated with
Monroe.
Earl Scruggs, a key player in
the development of bluegrass in
Monroe's band and afterwards in
the duo Flatt & Scruggs, pronounced himself satisfied with the
state of the bluegrass after Mon-

1997 Dodge Intrepid - St. #99215.1. 3.5 L., V-6,
maroon, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, 52,000 miles
Reduced $9,995

1996 Dodge 2500 4x4 SLT Pickup - St. #0087.1
V-10, Auto, P/W, P/L, T/C, Aluminum Wheels,
$18,995
36,000 miles .

1996 Dodge Dakota Club Cal$4st. # 00165.2 V-8,

ekome

-

Black, Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L T/C, 58,000 miles

$11,995
1996 Plymouth Voyager St. #00157.1

HCMC is pleased to announce. . .

Teal, V-6,

$8,995

Auto, A/C, 7 passenger cloth seats

1996 Ford Ranger Ext. Cab XLT - St. #00135.2
$9,995
Tan, V-6, A/C, PS/PB, 62,000 miles
1996 Chrysler Sebring Lxi Coupe - St. #502.1
Reduced $9,995
White, V-6, All power, Leather
1996 Ford F150 Eddie Bauer Pickup - St.
#99146.2., Blue/Tan, A/C, PS/PB, 41,000 miles
Reduced $10,995

1995 Dodge Dakota Sport St. # 00088.2 V-6, Auto,
$8,450
NC, Cassette, Red, 64,000 miles
1995 Chrysler Sebring Lxi - St # 99002.3 Blue, V-6,
Auto, NC, P/W, P/L, T/C, 43,000 miles $10,995
1995 Ford Thunderbird LX 7 St. # 99266 2 v-8,
$7,995
P/W. P/L, T/C, 73,000 miles
1995 Nissan Altima SE - St. # 00017.1. Auto, A/C,
Reduced $6,995
P/W, P/L, T/C
1995 Ford Windstar GL- St. #99395.1. Tan, V-6,
Reduced $7,995
auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise '
1994 Pontiac Bonneville SE - St.# 99221.2 All
$7,995
Power, Leather, 79,000 miles
1994 Ford F150 XLT Ext. Cab Pickup - St. #
00079.2 Black, V-8, Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, 78,000
$9,995
miles

1994 Plymouth Laser - St. #00106.1

A/C, PS/PB,

$3,995

Auto

1994 Lincoln Continental - St. #99356.1
Power, Leather

Silver, All

Reduced $7,995

All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale
(

)
-Whatever it Takes. We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company."

Pftte .
.
Dodge
Dodge TN(45

igay
Dodge

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

The Children's Clinic of Paris has a
new pediatrician. Mira Juric, M.D. has
assumed Dr. Dirk Hamp's practice
located in Suite 204 of the Carothers
Medical Arts Building. She may be
reached by calling 901-644-300a
Dr. Juric comes to Paris from
Cincinnati where she was completed
her residency in pediatrics at St. Louis
City Hospital in Missouri and a fellowadolescent medicine at
Children's Hospital Medical Center in
Cincinnati. Dr. Juric offers one free

ship

in

consultation to parents who are
selecting a Pediatrician and one free
prenatal visit for expectant parents.

Scott Smith, M.D. has assumed the
obstetrics/gynecology practice of
Jeffrey Zweig, M.D. Dr Smith's office
is located in Suite 203 of the Carothers
Medical Arts Building, 300 Hospital
Circle. He may be reached by calling
901-644-2911.
Dr. Smith is a native of Texas where
he attended medical school at Texas
Tech University. He also completed his
residency in obstetrics/gynecology at
Texas Tech where he served as chief
resident.
Dr Smith is board-prepared and is a
member of the American College of
Obstetrics and Gynecology, The
American Medical Association and the
Texas Medical Association.

roe's death.
"I think it's in real good hands,"
Scruggs said. "That really pleases
me."
Ronnie Bowman won three
awards, the most of any artist. He
won his second straight best male
vocalist award, and his "Three
Rusty Nails" was named best song
and gospel recorded performance.
Lynn Morris repeated as best
female vocalist, beating out a field
that included Alison Krauss. Mountain Heart got emerging artist of
the year.
Ralph Stanley won two awards
for his album of duets, "Clinch
Valley Country." It was named
best album and best recorded event.
Stanley shared the latter award
with the more than 30 collaborators, including Bob Dylan, Jim
Lauderdale, Kathy Mattea and his
son Ralph Stanley II.
"I want to thank each and every
one of the country artists and ...
the bluegrass artists that helped
me make this worthwhile," §tanley said.
Named as the best players on
their instruments were banjo player Jim Mills, bassist Missy Raines,
dobro guitarist Rob Ickes, mandolin player Ronnie McCoury, guitarist Kenny Smith and fiddler
Randy Howard, who died in June
of cancer at 38.
Howard's award was accepted
by his longtime musical partner,
Kathy Chiavola.
"You finally made it, Randy!"
she said. "He was the greatest
musician I've ever known and the
best friend I've ever known."
Winners were selected by the
2,500 members of the IBMA. The
awards show was the highlight of
Bluegrass Fan Fest, a week-long
series of workshops, performances and jam sessions that drew
20,000.
Scruggs opened the show playing "Home Sweet Home" in a
banjo duet with former Nitty Gritty Dirt Band member John McEuen.
The Del McCoury band followed
with an extended jam on the old
Lovin' Spoonful hit "Nashville
Cats," joined by dozens of guest
soloists.
Bluegrass got its name from
Monroe and the Blue Grass Boys,
who invented the form in the
1930s. Fast, intricate and dominated by acoustic strings and tight
vocal harmonies, bluegrass became
marginalized in the 1950s when
country music artists reacted to
the rise of rock 'n' roll by putting more emphasis on drums and
electric guitars.
Still primarily acoustic and
drumless, bluegrass benefited from
the folk music revival of the 1960s
and has developed separately from
the rest of country music ever
since.
It is popular enough today to
support more than 500 music festivals each summer.
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NEW YORK (AP) — A federal judge has rebuffed the city's
attempt to keep the Ku Klux Klan
from rallying in downtown Manhattan this weekend, ruling the
group's wearing of hoods enjoys
First Amendment protection.
The two-hour rally scheduled
for Saturday in front of the Manhattan Courthouse will likely be
held with Klansmen in trademark
white regalia unless the decision
is reversed. City lawyers say an
appeal of Thursday's ruling was
planned.
The American Civil Liberties
Union filed suit on behalf of the
KKK this week after the city
denied the Klan's application for
a permit. Officials cited a rarely
used state law preventing groups
congregating in public places in
masks or with disguises, except
for authorized masquerade parties
or other entertainment.
But while acknowledging the
"tortured history" of masks in
America, U.S. District Judge Alvin
K. Hellerstein ruled the disguises
also protect those who espouse
controversial viewpoints from their
detractors.
U.S. District Judge Harold Baer,
joining with Hellerstein, quoted
Oliver Wendell Holmes' statement
that "we should be eternally vigilant against attempts to check the
expression of opinions that we
loathe."
However, their ruling did not
declare New York's law unconstitutional, which Klan leaders say
is part of their objective. Similar
statutes have been struck down in
Indiana and Pennsylvania.
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani criticized the court's decision, calling
it "another example of the ideology extended from the '60s."
"This ruling says people don't
have to take responsibility for what
they say or what they do even as
they support organizations that
encourage anti-Semitism, antiCatholicism, racism and hatred,"
he said.
The Rev. James W. Sheley, a
Klan grand dragon from Walden,
N.Y., • said he was "extremely
pleased" with the ruling.
Between 50 and 80 people are
expected to attend the rally, according to the Klan's suit.

Includes
Vacuum Bag
Attachment

Special Buy

Gas Blower/Vacuum

• 30cc, 2 cycle engine • 180 mph maximum Oa velocity
• Variable speeds •375 cu ft of air volume per minute • Reduces
10 bags of debris to lust 1 • Easily converts to a vacuum #55791

Donna Herndon, representing the Angels Community Clinic,
accepts a check from John McConnell, president of the
Murray Association of Life Underwriters. The contribution
reflects proceeds from the Jeanne Falwell Memorial Golf
Tournament held in August for the Community Angel Clinic.

WOW OPEN
MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
808 CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY

a-222'7
'754
TORO

•MACK&BECKER'

$2679 $5993

• Mmplete Computer Systems • Computer Upgrades • Cable Modem Installation
• Networking • On-Site and In-Store Service • Apex Internet Sign-up

Russell Shanklin • Joe Nance (Bo)

211 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071 • 759-1111

e,..•96,4449, ce.

wiectteut

Re-me4-4'4
inseScuerce icat all WWI edocisatio., geed4.

elteScuelee

3029 Butterworth Rd.(299 South)
Near Stella,just off Hwy. 121 North
14 Varieties Potted
489-2462
•
Also available at the Garden Path
1608 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass • 753-0508

• Super Vac 'n Mulch
Electric

Electric Super Blower/Vac

• 12 amp •200 mph maximum air velocity • 2 speeds •480 cu
ft of air volume per minute •Includes vacuum attachment, 8'
connecting hose and shroud that covers most trash cans #5579.4

• Most powerful electric blower • 210 mph •2 speeds
• 425 Cu ft air volume per minute • 12 amp • Vacuum
capable • Reduces 10 bags of debris to lust one #98367

Can't See Your Yard
for the Leaves?
We'll Make Your Yardwork Easier!

(across from Hickory Log Bar-B-Q)

Check out the sale inside the shop too!/

Includes
Safety Goggles

Includes
Safety Goggles,
Chipper Chute,
5 Bushel Bag
and Tamper

ANNEXATION VOTE

poem•Nemo'gram*

On Tuesday, November 2, 1999, over one thousand resident voters in the proposed annexation area will have the opportunity to significantly impact the
future growth and well being of our community. For nearly thirty years, the
City of Murray has provided needed utilities and development plans in preparation for this area beopining a vital part of our community. The success of this
annexation effort is pairticularly important due to the fact that the 2000 census
will take place this next spring. The population figures established in this count
will impact significantly on how our dommunity is perceived and on the amount
of state and federal funding that we will receive for the next ten years. We ask
that you become a partner in our community by supporting the annexation
effort that will provide substantial benefits to both you and your community.
Freed M. Curd, Mayor
The following improvements and services will be provided by the City of Murray
in the annexed area:
Street lights: street lights will be installed within the first year in all of the
annexed areas. Adequate street lighting is a major factor in reducing traffic
accidents and reducing crime. Help keep your neighborhood safe.
Streets: all chip and seal streets and existing asphalt paved streets that are in
very poor condition will be paved in the first year. The City will also perform
annual maintenance repairs where needed on all City streets. Streets to be
paved in the first year include: Carol Drive, Lancelot Drive, Nancy Drive, Villa
Square Drive, Elmbrook Lane, Southwest Drive, Squire Road, Scarlett Drive,
Queensway Drive, King Drive (sealed portion) and Camelot Drive (sealed portion). Substantial patching will also take place on Kingsway Court, Creekwood
Driv Country Road and Valley Drive.
Water Service: water service will be made available to all residents in the
annexed area within the first year.

•

••••

$4980°

YARD MACHINE4

6.5 HP Chipper/Shredder
• 3,400 rpm • 3" branch capacity • 18" x 18" fold down hopper
• Reduces 10 bags of leaves/debris to 1 • Steel Frame #55711

a
Includes FREE Case, gi
Extra Chain,
Engine Oil, Bar Oil,
•
Gloves, File and Guide.
A '48 Value!

Sewer Services: sewer services will be provided to residents in Kingswood,
Sherwood Forest, and the back half of Camelot Subdivision within 12 months
of annexation. All other customers in the annexed area will be served no later
than the second year.

Fire Protection: the City has 29 full time professional firefighters serving the
community. The City currently has a Class 4 ISO rating compared to a class 7
ISO rating in the county which should reduce property insurance coverage
costs.

Other services - your tax dollars also provide brush and leaf pickup, snow
removal, zoning protection and drainage improvements.

$39800

4.5 HP Lawn
Vacuum with Chipper Chute
• 3,400 rpm • 22" vacuum cleaning width and 15' chipper
chute •Reduces 8 bags of leaves/debris to 1 *Triple core
system chips, shreds and vacuums #55712

Includes FREE Case,
Engine Oil, Bar Oil,
Gloves, File and Guide.
A 530 Value!

•re-

•

Special Buy

powan$1 18"

•

Representation: annexation will allow you to vote on issues that effect your
community.
'BOA M3tv
I ;3111LM
"213/ASNY

$88

WEED
EATER

Police Protection: the City maintains a police force of 29 full time officers. We
have committed to hiring three additional officers upon annexation approval to
help serve this area.

MATED
URE?
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18" Gas Chain Saw

16" Gas Chain Saw

• 2.5 cu in., 40cc engine with vertical cylinder design • Anti-vibration
handle • Super Clean engineperformance system provides longer air
Filter life, reduced fuel consumption and increased power #96913

•2 cu in 33cc engine with vertical cylinder design
• Anti.lockback design • Automatic chain oiler • Air
cleaning system • Chain catcher #55799

LOWE'S
Home Improvement Warehouse

Directions 8& Hours:
NE Corner of Hwy. 121 N. & Hwy. 641
(Across from MSU Regional Event Center)
(270) 753-9099
Monday-Saturday 7:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. • Sunday 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
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'Lowy's' Home Centers, Inc 1999 Lowe's' so registered trademark of LT corparonon 0991002
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TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

Ad Deadlines

.\1) K %ITS
Li% ‘41.

Deadline Day & Time

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
1.411 _f Ad, Must Run *oho, 6 Du* Prviod

$2 25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping

r. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wad. 3 p.m.
Thure 3 p.m

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Guide

day
Ads S6 0)inournum Id day 64 pa Ysord per day Ise ea:b addthooal consecutive
for Mind box ads
$2 CV extra fur ',hopper i Tues. • Clasufieds go into Shopping Chu& 12 00 extra
Lale

Just Say "Charge It"
ADJUSTMENTS

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

010

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

Notice of Intention to Mine Non-Coal Mineral
Pursuant to Application Number (018-9604)
1 In accordance with KRS 350.055, notice is hereby given Gary
Ahart, 415 Charlie Miller Rd., Almo, Ky. 42020 intends to apply
for non-coal surface mining permit affecting 10 acres located .75
miles Southwest of Dexter in Calloway County.
121 The proposed operation is approximately .4 miles West from 641
junction with Ingram Lane located .10 miles North of Rock House
Creek. The latitude is 36° 43'47". The longitude is 88° 18' 23".
The proposed operation is located on the Dexter U.S.G.S. 7-1/2
minute quadrangle map. The operation will use the Pit method of
mining. The surface area is owned by Gary Ahart.

41 The application will be on file for public inspection at the
Department for Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement's
Frankfort Office, #2 Hudson Hollow, Frankfort, KY. Written comments, objections, or request for permit conference must be filed
with the Director, Division of Field Services, #2 Hudson Hollow,
U.S. 127 South Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
NOTICE IS
HEREBY GIVEN
A.
Ricky
That
Lamkin, Attorney At
Law was appointed
as Warning Order
for
Attorney
Kristine Conway for
the purpose of notifying her that a civil
lawsuit has been
filed against her by
Everett Bryant in
the Calloway Circuit
Court, Civil Action
No. 99-CI-300.

Notice

Unless still in School
or College, their family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular
Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable rates. For free
information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance, Inc.
7534199
-free local claim service"
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BETH'S New & Redo
Sewing Phone 759-0768
Anytime!
COPELAND ORCHARDS
Mayfield, Ky.
Apples, tomatoes.
fall decorations, pumpkins
Thur -Mon
Call 270-623-8312
FREE Pregnancy Tests'
Life House 753-0700
MACHINE Quilting. Full
size
Murray
$31 50.
Sewing Center 759-8400
OLD Log barn with 4 stalls
& loft For sale 753-5940

PUMPKINS
PUMPKINS
TOMATOES
Green Tomatoes
For Frying & Ketchup
Carving Pumpkins
& Fall Decorations
Straw

PETS, PALS S
PUMPKINS

LOST: Black Great Dane.
Midway area. 753-0877.
LOST: Monday. Adult
in
Rottweiler
female
Circarama, South 12th St.
area. Answers to Gretchen.
Call 753-8809 or 7599040.
MISSING: FEMALE
Bassett Hound,. Spayed,
docked tail. red/ white
markings. Big reward. 7590312.
060
Help Wanted

Two Locations.
, Miles
On 94 E 1-1 2
Ott 94 E behind East Y

„Ale

17HaPPY 95th
.
P

Subd.

753-9075

BIBLE
Birthday h
MESSAGE
Granny Myrt" 759-5177
(Shoemaker)

----------

Love,
Your Family

--

OtagliA;;4=giliAFTPAt

YOU.

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

P71-1711111
Starting at $99.00.
15 yrs. experience.
Lifetime member
Freelance Photographers
r)
Organization.
Personalized collectors
millennium calender with
12-8X10's and
25 personalized dates.
270-753-1001.

MALE, late fifties, seeking
female about the same
age. Respond to P.O Box
297, Hardin, Ky 42048.
SINGLE, tired of being
alone? Meet available,
singles.
quality
high
Heartland Connections. 1800-879-7385.

On October 8, 1999 Opal Hodan
celebrated her 90th birthday:- To
everyone who had a part in the
special day, we say a 4 bq
thank you. Worric can't express
our appreciation for the cards
(107), visits,food,gifts and cads.
Friends are so special
Opal Porter Holland

needed
WORKERS
Murray-Calloway County
Parks is looking for persons to work 20-40 hrs. per
week. Must be able to work
outside, operate equipment, lift and carry 50Ibs.,
and work independtley.
$7.50/hr.
$.5.50Apploictions may be picked
up at Payne St. , 8AM 7PM.

CASH CANCER PLAN
Now available a first occurrence canc9,r, policy that will pay $10,000,
'$20,000, $30,000, $40,000 or even
$50,000 cash upon diagnosis of internal cancer or malignant melanoma.
Money back feature: If you have not
had a claim in 20 years, you will get
back 100% of the premium you have
paid and the policy will be paid up for
life. Monthly rates for each $10,000
Age 2046.00 Age 30=88.00 Age 40= $12.00
Age 50 = $19.00 Age 60 to 64 = $29.00.
For details, limitations & exclusions call:

McCONNELL INSURANCE
AGENCY,INC.
In Loving Memory

905 Sycamore • Murray • 753-4199
Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

October 22, 1997
John Richard Downey
There are so many
days - EVERYDAY when my thoughts are
of you, when the echo
of your laughter fills
my mind, when the
touch of your hand
slips into the palm of
my memory ... all I
know is my ears still long to hear your
voice, my arms still ache to hold you
close .... There is a special place inside my
heart, where I know I can ALWAYS find
you, where you continue to live!
Your loving wife,
Roxann
.1•IMINIO••

Public Notice
S. 641 Water District Hazel
will flush fire hydrants Sun.
Oct. 24th between 10 ti.m. &
4 p.m., do not wash clothes
until water runs clear.

Jump-Start Your
Day With The
31urray Ledger & Times

LibGER &TimE
1001 Whitne11 Ave
753-1916

GOOD dependable body
man wanted 767-9449
HIRING Day Time (10-4) &
night time closer's. Must be
able to work weekends.
Apply between 2 & 4. MonFn. Speak to a manager.
Wendy's of Murray.

MANAGEMENT Trainee
Sales career opportunity
leading to management
trainee position. Three
openings exist in local
branch of a Fortune SONIC Drive In is now hirService 500 company_ To ing cooks, fountains and
qualify you must have .a ,car hops. Apply at Sonic
Positive Mental Attitude, Drive In. 217 South 12th
self confidence, and be Street, Murray. No phone
sports minded. Complete call please.
benefits include medical,
TRUCK DRIVER
dental, disability, 401K savTRAINING
ings plan and employee Have you seen an ad for
stock ownership plan. We Driver Training that looks
provide 3 weeks expense too good to be true? Be
paid training. Previous careful It probably is' At
sales experience not nec- West Kentucky Technical
essary. To schedule confi- College we offer a quality
dential interview Call 270- program that goes further
753-6706 Mon 11-1-99 or than the bare minimum
Tues. 11-2-99 between Train
Mayfield,
in
10:00-5:00 PM or 270-345- Kentucky'
2801 between 7:00 & 900
ASK ABOUT TUITION
PM.
REIMBURSEMENT!!!
Ask for Linda lrvan
270-744-8866
EEEO M/F/D
NEED applicants for light
industrial positions. "3 WANTED
&
waitress
shifts" $6.25 per/ hr Call
dancers at Foxy Lady
People Lease 753-0017. Paris, Tn. No exp. nec.
10-12 & 1-3 M-T. Apply at
Call 901-644-0107
1406 E. North 12TH St.
642-6177 or
Murray.
apply in person.
NEED transmission R&R
WORKERS Neededman Apply within at
Murray-Calloway County
Mathis Transmission
Parks is looking for per515S 12th.
sons to work 20-40 hrs per
week. Must be able to work
outside, operate equipDELIVERYment, lift & carry 50Ibs. and
PREP PERSON
work independtley. $5.50$7.50/ hr. Applications may
NEEDED
be picked up at 900 Payne
at
St,
Brandon Auto
8am- 4pm.
SAFETY-advisors
World
2500 major company
Mon -En 7-5
expanding. Will train.
Salary based on
Call Monday -Thursday.
experience
10.00AM-2:00PM.
Apply in person
270-444-7564.
Ask for G.T.
RECEPTIONISTBrandon
Full Time Mature.
organized, & dependable.
P.O. Box 527,
Murray. KY 42071.

CLASSIFIED'

Metal
Sheet
Journeymen
HVAC
Mechanics/Duct Installers for commercial & residential applications. Service
technician. Paid holidays & vacation.

759-2288

Invitation and Public Notice
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation plans to hold an open
meeting in December 1999 to discuss its new Risk
Management Plan with interested members ' of the
Murray = Calloway County community.
Risk Management Plans are the part of the Clean Air Act
Amendments that deal with potential accidental releases
of certain chemicals. This law required covered facilities
to prepare a Risk Management Plan by June 16, 1999 and
Vanderbilt met this original schedule. Recently, Congress
required these same facilities to hold meetings before
January 5, 2000 to discuss their individual plans in the
communities where they operate. The planned meeting
will fulfill this new requirement.
In order to reserve a suitable meeting site, we need to
know how many people are interested in attending such a
meeting in December. If you are interested, please contact
Ms. Stacy Boardman at 753-4926 between now and
November 15, 1999 to reserve a seat. Once we have determined the potential size of the audience, we will reserve a
suitable site and let everyone who responded know when
and where the meeting will be.
Please ceictliCt Ms. Stacy Boardman at 7-63-4926 tO make
a reservation before November 15, 1999.

rmpmtg_e./10-20-99/jec

RESTAURAN I Managers
are needed for our restaurant in Murray. The successful applicant should be
energetic. mature, dependable and able to get the job
done. Must be able to work
days nights and weekends. Can you meet the
challenge? Send resume
to: Restaurant Manager
P.O. Box 1040-S Murray,
KY 42071.
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490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
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060

He Waded

Help Wanted

Personals

480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles

060

060

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY

470 Motorcycles & ATV's

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

020
Legal
Notice

3

VISA

EXPERI
KeeperE
rates

WRITER
SPORTS
Ledger & Times seeks
Murray

full time sports writer to cover
high school and university
sporting events. Must have a
strong knowledge of AP style and
be able to cover a variety of sports.
Benefits include: health, dental and vision
insurance, paid vacation and sick days.
Interested individuals send resume and three clips to:
Murray Ledger & Times
Attn: Amy Wilson
P.O. Box 1040 •
Murray, KY 42071
12701 753-1916

•

ROUTE MANAGERS
GOOD BENEFITS

GOOD PAY
GOOD FUTURE

Schwan's Sales Enterprises, a stable, profitable frozen food co. that has been in business
for over 45 years is looking for mature, personable and aggressive route managers who
want more out of life than a salary and are
willing to work hard to achieve success.
No less than 25K a year. Unlimited potential.
You will be supplied with everything you need
to succeed, complete training.
ADVANCEMENT POTENTIAL
INCENTIVES
PROFIT SHARING
INSURANCE
NO INVESTMENTS

You must be at least 21 years old, have a good
driving/employment record. If interested call
270-759-9701 or 1-800-233-1632
Sales Manager Stewart Douglas
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NURSING ASSISTANTS

Therm(
blower
753-75

Full-Time; 3 p.m.-11 p.m. shift

Benefits Include:
Health & Dental Insurance, Life Insurance,
Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay, Retirement Plan,
$150.00 Attendance Bonus, Child Care.

WASH
ref rigei

CONTACT: Kristy Weaver, RN
@762-1591 or pick up application at
West View Nursing Home
270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET* MURRAY* KENTUCKY 42071

PML,INC.
GROWING Manufacturing company
located in the Henry County Industrial
Park is now hiring for their 2nd and 3rd
shifts. Benefits include: major medical,
dental, vision, life insurance, paid vacation, 12 paid holidays, paid lunches,
401K benefit plan, and an attendance
incentive. Overtime is a possibility.
Applicants must be 18 years of age and
will be required to successfully pass a
drug screen.
Applications will be accepted Monday
thru Friday, 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. at
PML,Inc. in Paris, TN.
PML, Inc. is an equal opportunity
employer.
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400
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sousHomes For Sei:1

Apartmaas Par ilentri

Aparteeras For Seat

Yard UM

Yard Sal.

ECIAPPliancal

CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
EXPERIENCED
House
Keepers
Reasonable
ates Call 901-498-6333

METZ 45 CL-4 electronic
flash. 6 auto exposure
modes, 3 manual modes.
Will
work
with
auto
winders_ 35MM, medium
format equipment. auto to
45 feet Complete w/
bracket & Quantum battery. $350. Call 753-5778.
120
Computers
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates.
Internet Service.
South On Route 121

436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted
MDM COMPUTERS
ON SITE SERVICE
New Computer Systems
Parts Upgrades Installs
Hardware and Software
Internet Setup
759-3556
140
Want

0
.
1

to Buy

ANTIQUES- Toys Before
1970 Cash paid
Call 759-3456
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

AY
RE
profiness
perwho
are
nual.
need

CE
good
call

FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1 piece
or all. Call 753-3633.
OLD 8MM movie projector
in operating condition. 4365679.
150

Articles
For We
2 12 inch
Rockford
Fosgate subs, subwoofers
series 1 punch 401 amp.
$225. obo. 489-2869
7 SOLID Oak, 9ft padded
pews $200 each
753-8200
FOR Sale: many old and
many
retired
Beanie
Babies. Interested call 7538200.
MUST Sell
Ember Hearth wood stove
insert
with
blower.
Excellent
condition.
$300.00 753-8583 after
6:00PM.
NEW Electrolux Vacuum
Cleaners. Free demonstrations. Call 270-527-7775.
Ask for Debbie.
SECTIONAL couch w/
recliners on each end.
$600 obo. 2 kerosene
heaters $150 obo. 7538762.
WOODBURNING
hromed lettered Ashley

Plabe-inelt7"' - - 71-fl rmostat controlled
btewer. Like new $300.00
753-7596.

[
1111311-Aopfiance5
nce,
Plan
e.

WASHER & dryer and
refrigerator. 753-4684.

2BR New Townhouses
1989 Alla 14x50 2Br. 1
available now C/H/A,
bath Central H/A, range,
refrigerator, W/D hookup, appliances Coleman RE
759-4118
service pole, 8x10 deck,
underpinning. Buyer must 2BR, 1.5 bath townhouse
move. $9,000. Call 270- for $450/ month Has all
oil the tiquark.
492-8983 or 901-498- appliances plus full size
753-1713
8718
washer & dryer Freshly
painted, carpet cleaned
160
and fully spring cleaned
Mobile Homes For Rent
Horne Furnishings
Good parking Call Lynda
at Grey's Properties,
3X5 oak dining table with 4 2 Br, 2 bath on 1 1/2 acre
759-2001
chairs $100 753-7466 ot with 24x24 block garage
2BR,
2 bath. Brick Duplex.
& additional storage buildleave message
Central gas heat/ air. $450
ing.
Kirksey
area
No
pets.
COUCH with matching
plus deposit. Call
rocker recliner. 2 end 489-2277.
753-7455- Days.
Bedroom
mobile
3
home
tables & 2 lamps, country
Nights753-1623.
Johnson
Creek.
curtains all together $300. on
Insert for wood stove. $50. $400/mo plus deposit. No 2BR,central gas h/a, appliances furnished $300/mo.
pets. 492-8360.
492-8261_
Coleman RE,
3BR,
1
bath
$275
KING size waterbed, 12
753-9898
1
bath.
$260
3br,
drawer pedestal. Nice
2BR,
Duplex.
1909-B
753-6012
mattress,
mirwaveless
rored bookcase head- BEAUTIFUL Doublewide Westwood Dr. Lease, no
mo. pets. Deposit. 753-8002.
for
$600/
rent
board. 759-9246.
2BR, Refrigerator & stove
VERY large sofa, chair, & Furnished. 753-4793
ottoman, very plush-$200, MOBILE home for rent furnished. No pets. Call
753-1790.
nice tan recliner, very clean 492-8488.
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

On-site Commercial & Residential

Computer Consulting

641 Storage
753-5585

EASTSIDE
1Q1.9
2

- 'STORAGE

CLASSIFIED

Available

Troubleshooting, Installation, Repairs
Upgrades, Training, Networking,
Programming

ommercial Prop.
For Sale

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

John R. Laffoon

With 12, 24 or 36 month financing

(270) 759-0431

Free Delivery • 753-4566

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

at

C

te0ale
`11,ice

By qualified installers.
We install carpet, vinyl, tile,
0, hardwood & laminated
floors.
Residential or
Commercial

e

1

ii RNIT1 kb Vsl

905 Glendale Road • Murray. KY 42071
270-759-1555

All inclusive:

•Non-denominational
Chnstian environment
•2 meals a day
•MCCH Home Health Care
•Paki utilities
Services
•Housekeeping and laundry
*Studio, one & two
-Scheduled transportation
bedroom apartments

HAY- horse and dairy quality in large rectangular
bales. 700- 750 lbs. avg.
Pure alfalfa or alfalfagrass mix. 270-345-2800.
KANSAS Alfalfa 83 lb
average weight $8 /
Call 489-2945
QUALITY livestock bedding available. 100% kiln
dried pine sawdust. Bag or
bulk, (901) 498-8006.
REGISTERED full grown
Yorkie. Looking for a loving
home. Prefer older couple.
759-1116

400
Yard Sale

MOVING
SALE
94 E. to Irvin
Cobb to
Rockwood

Sat., Oct. 23
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Lots of items

_YARD SALE
Sat.
Estate Sale
Among items for sale,
2 bedroom sets,
couch & love seat,
Lazy Boy recliner,
maple dining set, lots
of odds and ends.

YARD SALE
(Indoor)
Church Wide
Saturday Only
7:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Kirksey
Methodist
Church
Hwy. 299
(Kirksey Rd.)
To Benefit
Relay For Life

GARAGE
SALE
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ?
94W past Lynn
Grove Store to
William
Chapel
Church. Watch for
sign (Squire Miller
Rd.)
Lots of items!

Garage Sale
(CleiranCe) 805 Doran
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Radial arm saw,
collectibles,
antiques, Sunshine
dairy bottles, gem
stones, toys, electronics & plants.

GARAGE
SALE

Nice boys clothes
infant to 7 yrs., toys,
bicycle, Halloween
costumes, tv,
odds-n-ends.

Miss
Your
Paper?
Call
753-1916

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Recipe For A Beautiful Home...,

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Fine Furnishings at `Everyday" Discount Prices

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283

Free
Financing

.0111es. •

7

One Day Only
Saturday, Oct. 23
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
1502 Hermitage
Place
(off of Wiswell)
TV, microwave, toys,
kitchen stuff, clothes,
pet carrier, all sorts of
and
junk
good
MORE!'

GARAGE/
YARD SALE

937
Pottertown Rd.

YARD
SALE

818 S. 9th
Street
Thurs.- Sat.
Sat., Oct. 23
Antique furniture,
8:00 a.m.
toys, clothes, tv's,
household items,
Furniture,
tires, sleeper sofa,
ladies clothes,
Chevy S-10 bedlin,
odds & ends
ers, and lots more.

GARAGE
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

1307 Kirkwood
Drive
Saturday 8 a.m.-?

5179 121 North
Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 22 & 23
8 a.m. - ?

(Giant Sale)
Sat., Oct. 23
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
1307 N. 16th
across from
Moose Lodge
Too many items to
mention - all in
excellent condition.

Bicycles, computer, furniture, brand
name clothes, chiltoys
&
dren's
clothes & household items.

GARAGE
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

1633 W. Olive St.
Sat., Oct. 23
7 a.m. -Noon
China,
wicker

crystal,
furniture,

La-Z-Boy recliner,
misc. household
items.

715 Sycamore

6 week old AKC Golden
Retriever puppies. $150.00
males_ $125_00 females.
Call after 5PM 759-4009.
AKC Labs: Registered &
certified, yellow & black.
Females. ready now.
270-354-8605.
AKC yellow Labrador puppies 6 weeks old Cute,
adorable $125 489-2057

A,. Mi”:"-

YARD SALE

(Big - Big)

Antique furniture,
glassware, crocks,

lugs, quilts and tops,
household items,
table/chairs, assorted
items.

(Unit Sale)
South 641 Security
Storage, 1 mile
north of Hazel.
Sat., Oct. 23
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Items in units 3, 6,

20, 21, 22 and baby
clothes

GARAGE
SALE
1712 Miller Ave.
Saturday
8 a.m.
Curtains, drapes,
linens, large men &
women's clothing,
cookbooks, quilt
magazines, some
furniture, lots of
misc.

corner of Broad St.

1306 Farris Ave.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-12 p.m.

-Norwalk •Stanley -Hooker
-filinball -Universal ltroyhM
-Pulaski •Ilestonic -Basset -Kesler

YARD SALE

362 Rockwood

DUPLEX at 113 South 13th
St 270-753-6001
380
Pets & Supplies

puppies
AKC
AKITA
White $600 Pinto $300
382-2331
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858

7594591

A Griscian

'Re I'irrostewe Coormoo•icy

IndepenelInt Livingfor Seniors over 55.'
t y'

Carpet Installation Inc.

Crass)

3
year
old
white
appaloosa, gelding w/
papers Very gentle, easy to
handle & ride 753-7122
leave message before
5PM

753-3853

For the best possible prices
since 1958....

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

ly

Houses For Rent

1 Bedroom farm house 7
mi East of Murray on Bud
Turner Rd. W/D hookup.
No appliances. Electric
heat.
Rent
cheap.
Available now. No inside
pets. Deposit & references
required. Only serious calls
please. Call 753-8349.
2BR, 1 bath, stove & refrigerator furnished. W/D hook
up. Gas heat, 1 month
deposit No pets. 7532BR. 1 bath Call Mur-Cal 2905.
with
no
wear-$125.
NICE 14x70 2br, 2 bath
Realty 753-4444
Proform weight machine.
No pets 753-9866
2BR 2 bath Call Mur-Cal
Phone-759-2473 or 8322BR. duplex. Excellent 753-4444
6405.
condition. All appliances
2BR. house on Kirksey
including W/D. Low utiliHwy. References, no pets
ties. 1 month deposit.
in house. Call Joyce underAntiques
LOT for rent 492-8488
Lease required. $450/mo.
wood 898-2340.
LOT For Rent 753-9866
436-5725
COLLECTION of antiques
2BR., 1 bath. $350 a
2BR. newly redecorated; month plus deposit
and primitives. Oak bed,
near hospital. References 753-0819 days.
wardrobe, hall tree, dressand deposit required. No
er, organ. Farm table,
3BR, 11/2 bath Brick home
BUILDING #1 120f1.X50ft
pets. 753-3415 or
wood cook-stove, quilts &
C/H/A. No pets, 1yr lease
753-0409 weekends
concrete block building.
accessories. Call anytime
31/2 miles East of Murray.
sales
and
2500
sq.ft.
in
3BR. apt. Stove & refriger- $475/ month plus deposit.
436-2968.
3500 sq.ft. in storage. Gas ator. 1 yr. lease. Located
753-3787.
OLD clocks repaired &
heat and large parking lot. 703 S. 4th St. ,Murray. Call
restored. House calls
' 38R, 11\2 bath. Cute ;
41f1X26ft
Building#2
436-2935.
made
on
grandfather
brick house with garage.
Concrete building.
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
clocks. 753-3730 leave
Nice area in town. C/H/A,
Building#3 16ftX36ft.
Available now. Coleman
message.
appliances, hardwood
Wood building.
RE. 759-4118
floors. $695/ month.
180
All buildings located at
DUPLEX 2br, 1 bath. Lease, deposit. 559-2842
Lawn & Garden
701 S. 4th St. Call
18021/2 B Monroe Ave.
or 753-8734.
753-0839 or 436-2935 for
$375. deposit. 12 month 3BR, Stove & Refrigerator
KY 31 Fescue seed
more information.
lease. No pets! 753-8002.
489-2599
W/D hook up. C/H/A. $650?
Office Space EXTRA Nice 2br, 2 bath. month. 12 month Lease. 1
With garage, appliances month deposit. In town No
Various size units
Firewood
furnished, w/d. Central Gas pets. 753-2259 or 527Walnut Plaza
H/A. 1yr. lease. 1 month 8174.
FIREWOOD
104 N. 5th
deposit. No pets. 753Oak & hickory.
NICE 3br house in country.
2905.
753-8302 Or
Call 492-8266
$500. plus deposit. Call
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- after 6p.m. 753-7845.
753-9621
SEASON Oak & Hickory.
4br
house w/washer &
aik_
$35.00 Rick. 753-7457.
260
7FOR Rent, Commercial dryer, furnished, near
Storage Rentals
MSU.
Inquire
at
1210
Main
building with 2 garage
Musical
doors. Easily accessible. In St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
high traffic area. 717 South 753-0606 after 5pm.
BEGINNING
Piano 4th, Call 753-7668, Days. NICE DUPLEX, 2br, 2
Lessons in my home. 753-4919- Nights.
bath.
Fully
equipped
College degree in Musical
kitchen
including
OFFICE Space for rent
Education. Call 753-9014.
All Sizes Available
microwave. Washer and
113 South 13th St
Evenings & weekends.
dryer, carpet and tile. Yard
753-6001
CHERRY Spinet Piano.
maintenance
included.
Sounds great. 901-247Security deposit and lease.
Apartments For Rent
3994.
No pets.
C-STORAGE
753-9240.
GULBRANSEN
10x15 storage units, 4th St
1 & 2br apts. Starting a
Pacemaker electric organ
NOW taking applications & Sycamore E. Next to
Excellent condition $500 $220 per month. 11/2 miles for 1, 2 & 3br apartments. Cunningham Auto Repair.
from MSU. Some utilities
753-1973
Apply
at
Mur-Cal
753-3571.
paid. Washers & dryers on
Apartments,
902 CREEKVIEW STORAGEHAMMOND
organ
premises. No pets. 767Northwood
Dr.
Equal $20-S40. On Center Drive
Excellent condition $200
9037.
Housing Opportunity. 759437-4008
Behind Tom's Grille
1 OR 2br apts. near down- 4984. TDD# 1-800-247759-4081.
town Murray starting at 2510.
Mobile Homes For Sale
$200/mo. 753-4109.
RED OAKS APTS.
1BR apt available, all appliSpecial
1975 FLAMlNGO.sj,2
ances furnished. Mur-Cal
S100 Deposit
11/2 bath. Large
Realty. 753-4444.
1BR From $280
room. C/H/A. 436-547
i 1
like new, dishwasher,
2BR From $325
1980 Friemont 14x70 2"?) /dc ',available
--now.
Call Today!
2 ba. appl. & furniturA inci
fi -Coleman 4c 759-4118.
753-8668.
119 Main • 753-6266
C H /A.-499=8103. `----- . ,
1BR. close td ubiversity & SOUTHSIDE Manor Apts.
1997
CLAYT N hospital. Some utilities
MURRAY LOCK
now accepting applications
Doublewide. 28x60, 3br, 2 paid. Call 753-8756.
& STORE
for 1br & 2Br. apartments.
bath. Gas fireplace. Must
Presently has units
2BR Duplex apt. Very Apply at 906 Broad St. Ext.be moved. Must sell.
available. 753-2905.
clean,
nice
area. EHO.
Reduced to $35,000. obo.
VERY Nice 2br duplex. NORTHWOOD
Appliances furnished. Call
storage
Call 759-4293.
C/H/A, appliances furnish. presently has units avail753-8588.
MUST Sell
2BR Duplex at 113 South W/D hook up, yard mainte- able. 753-2905 or 753$8,000
nance included. No pets. 7536.
13th St 270-753-6001
3Br.-1bth W/D hookup
Call 270-926-4427.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
refrigerator-stove-D/W
appliances
furnished.
14x60 Fleetwood "93" must
Neon Beach
Available now. Coleman
move (270) 474-1155 or
Mini-Storage
RE 759-4118.
(270) 759-2328
All Size Units

Need Furniture? Bedding?

42071

UNIVERSITY
Heights
Apts has openings for 2br
rental assisted apts. These
apts are for families, disabled, senior citizens &
handicapped, wheelchair
accessible. For more info
call 270-759-2282_ Mon,
Wed & Thurs. 9am-5pm.
1734 Campbell St. For
hearing impaired only call
1-800-247-2510.
Equal
Housing Opportunity

GARAGE
SALE
(Multi-Family)
602 Nancy Drive
(Turn off Johnny

Robertson Rd. into
Woodgate)
Fri. 7 a.m.-Noon
Sat. 7 a.m.-Noon
Lots of baby clothes
and baby items, children's clothes, toys,
games & furniture

YARD
SALE
1712 Farmer
Saturday
7 a.m. - ?
Dishes, toys,
clothes, tools.
Something for
everyone!

at Country Jean
Shop
5785 94 E, 5 mi.
Sat & Sun.
Oct. 23 & 24
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

1510 N. 4th St.
Rain or Shine
Sat., Oct. 23 Only
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Custom cornices,
refrigerator,
Fitness Flyer, stuff,
stuff & more stuff.

Blouses,
shirts,
name brand jeans,
much more.

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

(Huge 3 Family)
94E 6 miles from
town.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
Clothing, household
items, glassware,
toys, Christmas
- items.

(Driveway Sale)
1103
Northwood Dr.
Sat., Oct. 23
8 a.m.-10 a.m.
Lots of retired
Beanie Babies.

GARAGE
SALE

YARD SALE

1552 Oxford
Fri. & Sat.
7:30 p.m. -?
IBM typewriter, good
men's & women's
clothes, golf clubs,
prom dresses, carpet, curtains, 13" t.v.,
& lots more.

Saturday,
October 23
6 a.m.-Noon

94E to 280 4-1/2 miles
to Beane Road, turn
mile to
left, 1/2
Rockside Lane, turn
right, 1/4 mile to sale.
Saturday, Oct. 23
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Rain or Shine
Western books wreaths
couch & loveseat VCR baby
clothes, new formals

YARD SALE

4848 Irvin Cobb
Rd., right at
Duncan's, 5 miles
on 732 on right.
Saturday
7 a.m. till ?
A little something
for everyone. Box
spring & mattress
(full).

•••-_•.•
••• •
iceieraireb=trithasEer

(4 Party)
308 N. 10th
Saturday
7 a.m.-11 a.m.
Trampoline, bedding,
furniture, x. .jr. golf
clubs, drum set, battery operated 4wheeler, car seat,
ladies & boy's clothes

& much more.

MOVING
SALE
Oct. 22nd
8 a.m.- 5 p.m.
94E, 2 mi. 220
Oakcrest
Clothes
name
brands toddler to X
Lg.,
furniture,
Christmas, antiques,
Little Tykes toys,
household, lots more.

CARPORT
SALE

Check Out The Classifieds In The

LE5GER & TIMES
47_1

1001 Whitnell • 753-1916

Old City Park

GARAGE
SALE

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

_

--•

YARD SALE
(Large)
Wed., Thurs. & Fri.
5 miles 121 S. to Cherry Corner,
follow signs to Hwy. 1536 approx. 1-1/2 to Winter Set Ln.
on 94 E to Hwy. 280, follow sign
to 1536 Hwy.
Toys, glassware, fishing rods &
antiques and much more.

1600 Sunset
Sat.
7 a.m.-Noon
Last One
Rained Out
Now more than before microwave, clothes 1416. ladies shoes 9'? 10, paper backs. bike
& lots more

SUPI:SATIONAL

WiftQ

Secret Shopper Tip # 2
7,7

How to Find Great
Garage Sales
Pull into a lot of garage sales
in the classifieds.

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

The Murray Ledger & Times

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

CaN 7534916
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Services Offered

tortyclesi & ATV's

Fix Sale

Lake Property

-wwwwwill#19******www-...

Sarrtes Offend

Al
Carpentry,
ELECTRICAL
ALL
New construction,
Electrical. Home building
remodeling
additions,
remodeling, or just replac
mg a switch
porches. decks Rotten
440
roofs
Licensed & Insured
floors, sagging
FetSob
753-0834
Home & Mobile repair,
vinyl siding References
1995 DODGE Ram Sport,
1/2 acre shady lot has
Licensed & insured Call FUTRELL'S Tree Service
electric
1995 JEEP Wrangler. red. 360 engine. 70,xxx
septic
well,
Larry Nimmo Day- 753- Trimming, removal, stump
20,xxx miles. Excellent miles. Loaded $12,500.
hookup Call after 5PM
9372 Night- 753-0353 grinding, firewood Insured
condition $10,900 Call obo. 436-2039.
462-8066
Accept Visa or Mastercard 489-2839
753-3200.
for
1996 Ford F-150 XLT. auto
Lots
Estates
MURRAY
AMY'S Cleaning Service GUTTERS:
Highest
Cherokee 4WD,loaded, lumbar, new
1996 Jeep
sale, city limits Private
Home or office
Seamless
Quality
Sport, auto 4WD, power Michelins, 1 Owner, 80,000
country style living Watch
References available.
Aluminum Gutters, gutter
below
loan
for our entrance on 94W 8 acres (+or-) on Hwy 80 everything, keyless entry, miles,
901-641-0059
and shutters
supplies
Only
$12,800! Super nice! 901
Call 270-435-4487 or 1- near Ky. Lake with 3BR new tires, 1 owner!
ANTENNAg- Including Vanety of colors. Free estiJust
miles!
38,000
987-9959.
888-673-0040
brick house, nearly new
RV's, TV Towers, rotors, mates Call West KY
$1360000!! Ext. warn
79 Chevy truck Work truck amplifiers, and acces- Seamless Gutters, 753gas heat & central air. Land
901-987-9959
w/ side bins and ladder
has small barn & could be
0278
sories.
112311Lots For Rent
rack $700 or best offer
for
horses.
fenced
Dish Network & Direct TV
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
753-7799
Used Cass
F you live in a late mode 575,000. #1630584. Call
Satellite Systems, Sales, wanted. No job too small
85 Nissan 4x4 Extended Service and Installation
mobile home and are rent Sue Wynn, Park Avenue
Yes, we clean gutters. Ph
Properties 270-362-4224 1984 Chev Caprice V-8
cab Good hunting truck
ing a lot, you can own you
Beasley's Antenna
753-2388 or 436-5759.
auto, PDL, air, wire wheels
$1500 753-8065
own for about the same or 527-7444.
& Satellite,
HAVE you or your family
price Lot sizes 3/4 to 1 A HOME OF YOUR OWN... new tires, Only 75,000 98 Tacoma ,22xxx miles, 500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY been in the hospital within
$2,g0011
actual
miles Just
acre. prices $10.000 to If your tired of paying rent,
502-759-0901.
CD player, dual airbags.
the past 24 months? Did
Excellent condition'! 901- Manual trans $11,500.
$12.000, includes water,
checkout this neat 2Br. ,
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- your insurance company
987-9959
septic, and driveway 10
1 bath home with many
OBO. 753-8651
niture repair & custom leave you in debt to the
min. north of Murray. Also
updates including new
1985 Toyota Terrsel 4woodworking 753-8056
hospital? We can assist
land/home packages availroof. Priced under
door, auto, air runs great
(270)435-4645.
REPAIR
Campers
APPLIANCE
able Call 270-437-4838
Must sell $135000 Call
$30,000 Contact
IF you are moving to
All brands, Kenmore. 30+
Kopperud Realty.
767-0508
15 foot Winnebago travel years experience. BOBBY
a new location & need
753-1222 MLS #3001749. 1988 Chevy Corsica LT
Acreage
railer Canopy Good con- HOPPER, 436-5848.
professional, reliable
ALMO area Approimatley V6, automatic, power win- dition asking $1500 437movers. Free estimates
paving new or
ASPHALT
3360sq.ft. home. Has two dows & doors. White. 4008
11 TRACTS OF LAND
Call Brian Driscoll at
repair. Also rock hauling of
- 1 2 Acres per tract separate living areas. Good local car, regularly
270-623-6092 or
70 Model 24ft Camper. all types 759-1039.
Property located off of Hwy Great for large family or in- serviced. 753-2853 after
210-6987.
Heat, AJC, refrigerator,
SERVICE
BACKHOE
Only 6PM
94E onto Hwy 1551. Old laws or rental
Free Estimates.
stove, oven, full bath. ROY HILL. Septic system,
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane & 89,500. Call Kim @ Park 1988 Dodge Dynasty.
Sleeps 5 comfortably. drive-ways, hauling, founLAMB Brothers Moving
proposed new Hwy 80 For Avenue Properties. 270- 86.000 miles. Excellent
Great condition. $1800. dations, etc. 436-2113
Contractors, cross country
more information please 362-4224 or 362-4148.
condition Asking $2000
firm. 759-0250.
or local. Licensed &
CARPORTS for cars and
view property, review postBRICK for Sale
437-4008
Insured. Luke Lamb
trucks. Special sizes for
ed data, then please call
1300 Kimberly Color.
270-753-2555.
1990 Plymouth Laser, 2dr ,
RVs
Motors
&
boats,
Boats
home,
270-441-2253.
motor
Call after 7 PM 753-9652
condition.
white, new
pickup and removal.
LEAF
and etc. Excellent protec126 Acres, woods, creek, BRICK On 1 15 acres. 104.000 miles (moving)
Free estimates.
excellent
with
Johnson
H.P.
65
quality,
high
tion,
1972
sites.
very private building
2800ft in house 672ft in $4,200 OBO 759-0657
Phone 759-8606-leave
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
controls. $800.00.
$17.500. terms. 753-4984. garage. Lynn Grove area.
message or
1991 PLYMOUTH Grand Two back to back fold
Chimney
Chim
CHIM
32.56 Acres. 10 minutes $69,500. 435-4139
210-1270
Voyager. Excellent condi- down seats for runabout.
Sweep Chimney Cleaning
from city Woods, pasture. EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
Thomason
W.
J.
tion $4700. 753-9371.
condiGold $100.00 Good
10°,, SR Discount Tracy
creek $49,950. Terms. 2 bath. brick. Double lot.
1991 SILVER Lincoln
PLUMBING REPAIR SERtion.
435-4006
Manning
753-9302
town's edge
Continental. Fully loaded, 18' 1977 Mark Twain
VICE. All work guaranteed
COLSON HOME REPAIR
5-275 acres. Coldwater Easy financing
new shocks, new tires. inboard 165 H.P. 6 cyl. w/
Free
estimates.
Additions, garages, decks.
area. Owner financing 753-4109/ 759-8093.
1994 transmission. Rides top double axle trailer.
753-1134
siding
vinyl
remodeling,
489-2116 or 753-1300
FALL Special
good, looks good $4800. $2475.
PLUMBING
experience
20Yrs
BEAUTIFUL Building sites 3Br.. 11/2 bath, Lr,Fr. fire- 436-503.
Very nice 28" Harris Float
Repairs, fast service
753-5592
available. Pick your wood- place, lg eat in kitchen, 1993 TAURUS LX. 84,xxx boat. 1977 all new floor
436-5255.
CONTRACTING
24x30
plus
ed hillside choice of carport
miles. Loaded, leave mes- furniture top, covers curLEAKING?
ROOF
addisiding,
vinyl
Roofing,
to
acreage from 2 on up. detached garage. Close
tains 4 cyl. Chev inboard
sage. 753-2479.
professional
a
Call
tions, decks, kitchen
Restricted. 1 tract with CCHS & MSU. Price
$4500.00
grill radio.
1995 Saturn SL 1,
Residential, Commercial or
restoration
remodeling,
901$82,500
reduced.
pond located 5 minutes
270-436-2116.
automatic, AC
Industrial 270-435-4645
work. Guaranteed Quality
North of town. Call for pri- 247-3028 or 901-6931998 ASTRO 20ft Bass Work. 25 Yearsexpennew
tires
AM-FMcassette,
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
vate showing today. 753- 0304.
Boat with trailer. Merc 200 ence. Call Walters
last spring, 70.593 miles.
Removal. Insured with full
2905
FOR sale by owner 1665
EFI Jack Plate, hot foot, Contracting, 753-2592.
very dependable $5,150
line of equipment. Free
2
than
Less
Ave.
Calloway
460
hyd steering. Like new!
Phone 759-2473
CUSTOM bulldozing & estimates. Day or night,
blocks off MSU campus.
$19,500. Price flexible, low
Homes For Sao
or 832-6405
753-5484.
backhoe work, septic sysBrick veneer covered carhours. Must sell.
All
CAMARO
1996
4pm,
after
354-8161
tems.
Approx.
built.
port. Owner
TUCKER LAWN CARE
759-4492, 753-7710.
power, leather, T-Tops
Horace Sholar.
1712 Framer Ave.
2000sq.ft. 2Br. 1 1/2 bath.
SERVICES
skis.
TIGER
2:
Sharks.Jet
CD
New tires, Bose
3BR.. 2 Baths. LA &fire- lg. paneled den. Newly
CLOSETS. Mowing, trimming, leaf &
CUSTOM
trailer.
&
with
Teal
yellow
stereo 270-354-6216
shelv- clipping removal, dethatchplace w/ gas logs, kitchen. repainted inside & out Call
Excellent condition $4,500. Epoxy covered wire
Leave message
utility room 1,0,i/ built-ins. 753-6098
ing. Free estimates.
ing, aeration. overseeding
759-1781.
large den WI built-in cabi- MUST See builder/ owner. 1996 Honda Civic LX., 5Interior Solutions
bed
&
fertilization,
14ft.
trailer.
&
boat
CAMO
,
nets, fenced in back yard, New 4br. 2 bath, high vault- SPD, PDL, PW, keyless
Edward Peery
mulching. Free Estimates.
492-8266.
$350.
w building in back., great ed LA. Wi skylights, large CD, Spoiler, new tires,
270-753-4499
759-9609
office or hobby house. 753- M/ Bed & bath. W/ 2 per- excellent car' 1 owner'
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Masonry.
UNRUH
Only $9800 901-9877122.
son whirlpool. 2 car
Services. "Cleaning" vinyl 435-4733 after 6:00PM.
9959
2 bedrm, 1 bath , walkout garage. Attic storage,
siding, homes, mobile References by request.
basement with built in patio, city water, gas & 1998 Toyota Camry LE
homes, boats, brick drive- VINYL
Replacement
vault, tornado shelter. cable. On 1 acre lot. 30.000 miles. 759-1578
ways, parking lots, all exte- Windows. Siding, roofing,
SERUICETREE
R
R-1
Aluminum siding, 22x30 $132,500.
90 Dodge Daytona P/S, Stump
Removal. rior cleaning, acid cleaning room additions, plumbing
brick addition on 3 lots 753-1245.
P/B, A/C 5-speed $1650 Landscaping, mulch haul- available David Borders,
repairs, and electrical
2100 sq.ft. C/H & air newly 3BR. 2 bath Brick. Central 753-8065
Completely
ing & mulch spreading. Insured,
repairs. Fully insured labor
carpet gas H/A, fenced backyard.
new
painted,
Leaf Mobile. Phone 502-759- & material. Guaranteed!
92 Grand Prix white, 4 Hedge
trimming
Mature pecan & fruit trees. Immediate
possession. door (Days) 753-6106 Racking, Gutter Cleaning. 4734.
759-9414.
close to lake & boat dock. Low 60's. 206 Woodlawn. (night)
753-3258
Full Line Of Equipment.
Sacrifice at $50.000. 270- 759-9246.
92 Mazda 929 1 owner, Licensed & Insured. Free
436-5650
3BR, 21 2 Bath with 3 car 165 K miles Runs & looks Estimates.
2210 GATESBOROUGH garage. All amenities; good $5200 753-7799,
PAUL LAMB
2400sq ft. under roof, 3br, stairs to upper level expan270-436-2269,
Volkswagen Passat All
2 bath, living, dining. & sion room. Would make a 92
1-800-821-6907.
power, AM FM tape, air.
family room with fireplace
great place for teenagers. $4,600
270-489-2704
A-1
Tree Service
insert Large kitchen, sunCall 753-3903.
after 5PM
Stump removal& tree
room, patio, 2 car garage
OPEN HOUSE
spraying
97 Ford Probe 2 Dr., green.
and storage shed. New furNEW HOME on
492-8737 or 437-3044
condition. 767Excellent
nace, roof, kitchen and
Maplewood Circle. 94E.
Free estimates
9449 or 767-0686.
bathroom counters; new right on Maplewood Circle
270-436-2269
Lot
stove and dishwasher.
FOR Sale or Trade for pick AAA CUSTOM BUILT,
(first street past Eastwood
1-800-821-6907
offers privacy and shade Baptist Church) house on
up. 1984 Ford Crown Custom Decks, fencing,
INSURED
&
Free Estimates Tree Trimming
LICENSED
carbarns,
pole
trees Ready to move in.
garages,
Victoria. 60,xxx actual
right. Oct. 23 & 24
Cleanup Service
24 Hr Service
floors
Hardwood
ports.
Price Reduced $103,500.
753Wilson
miles.
Wayne
2 00-4:00PM hosted by
Full bnt of
& finished. All
installed
Trimming
Shown by appointment.
Hedge
5086.
A-PLUS REALTY
Equipment
repairs. Quality workmanPlease phone 753-0323
Tree ill Stump
753-3100.
753-7860,
Licensed
ship
Lamb
Patti
Removal
brick,
bedroom,
4
3 OR
UNDER Construction
753-9308.
double carport with storage
Murray Area
AFFORDABLE all around
shed, C/H/A, city water / 3br, 2 full bath. 2 1.2 car
neighhauling, tree work, gutter
sewer, quiet friendly
garage. 3/4 acre corner
near lot. 901-247-5648.
cleaning, cleaning out
borhood
sheds, & junk clean-up
church/school/universities,
1998 Ford Windstar GL,
436-2867
easy shopping access to
dual air, PW, PDL, tilt,
Murray and Paris, short
ALL Carpentry Service
cruise. keyless entry, tint,
driving distance to Ky.
From Foundation to
new tires. 1 owner, on-of-a1996 WARRIOR - 350
Lake Call 901-641-0345.
Finish
only $14,400!' Ext.
kind,
$2850 753-2905
Garages, Room Editions, Roofing
18Yrs experience
Warr.' White w/ gold 901•
Construction
New
Siding, Wood Decks & More
987-9959.
Remodeling. Repairs95 Grand Caravan SE
Custom Cabinets*
109°ted
miles.
White
92,000
Concrete Work AGC
YOU SHOW US:
$7500.00, obo.
Certified
•Average credit (not perfect)
901-247-5904
435-4272
•Steady income history
leave message

2 LAKE Front nouses in
Panorama Shores 1125 &
1830 Sq Ft 436-5229

from
BLOCK
1/2
University. Available Jan
1st. 1304 Olive Blvd. LA,
DR, FR, Library 5br, 4
baths. C/H/A $179,00
573-334-4251.
from
BLOCK
1/2
University Available Jan
1st. 1304 Olive Blvd. LA.
DR, FR, Library 5br, 4
Lease,
baths. C/H/A
deposit. $775. per month
573-334-4251.

1989 Harley Davidson
New
Sportster
paint,
Dunlap tires $6500. firm
489-2453.

1979 BRONCO 4 speed,
351M Asking $1700
489-2649
1992 JEEP Comanche
79,xxx miles Nice, $5300
753-4893 after 5p m

1

ICI

(-- --A.amb Brothers

Tree Service

CLASSIFIED

Howard's
Construction
Home Improvement

Global Mortgage Link

DAVID HOWARD

(270) 251-3128

WE SHOW YOU
.• 100% loan, no money
: down
s Flexible, forgiving program
•
.• Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9% - 30 yr. fixed

Auto Loans
vot,e0 mcci11,_
'

.Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett

,
MERCURY •
LINCOLN AI
Mayfield
247-9300
US. Highway
Kentucky
I -800-874-025n
45 South

753-7407

•-

I ii''

441

A friendly lifestyle awaits you in this
spacious 3 bedroom, 2.5 bath home with
rec room, large kitchen w/family dining,
formal DR,great room with fireplace and
more. Listed at $155,000. MLS #3001618

Jail Lawricare
and
Landscaping

18" Satellite

753-0530

LEAF REMOVAL

Systems

ME to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

lift

KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222

• Mowing • Gutter Cleaning
• Hedge Trimming • Dirt Work
• Seeding • New Yard Preparation
• Power Overseeding

Dish Netwiuk
Ihret
DIRECTV

www.woodsatellite.com

Sponsored Each Week By

Parker Ford

Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St. •(270) 753-5273
Wednesday - bacon and egg biscuit,
pear halves; Thursday - donuts, apple
sauce; Friday - no school. Milk is
Menus for the various lunchserved daily.
rooms in the city and county
Lunch
schools for the week of Oct. 25
Monday - roast beef, roll, creamed
to 29 have been released by Judy
potatoes w/gravy, cole slaw, vanilla
Clark and Janice McCuiston, food
pudding; Tuesday - ravioli casserole,
roll, California blend veggies, apple
service directors for Murray City
and' Calloway County Schools 'wedges; Wednesday - crispy steak fingers, roll, black-eyed peas, pasta salad,
respectively.
peaches; Thursday - hot dog on bun,
occasional
The menus, subject to
celery and carrot sticks, raisins, chips,
change, are as follows:
Little Debbie; Friday - no school.
Milk is served daily.
MURRAY CITY
East, North, Southwest
Murray Elementary
Breakfast
Breakfast
Monday - ham and cheese biscuit;
Monday - French toast sticks; TuesTuesday - French toast stix w/syrup;
day - scrambled eggs and toast;
Wednesday - cake donut; Thursday Wednesday - Power bar; Thursday steak on biscuit; Friday - grilled cheese
sausage and biscuit; Friday - donut.
sandwich. Cereal, toast, fruit juice and
Cereal, toast, juice and milk are availmilk are available daily.
able daily.
Lunch
Lunch
Monday - chicken fajita, hamburger
Monday - cheeseburger, bar-b-que
on bun, peanut butter and jelly sandchicken on a bun; Tuesday - pizza, wich; Tuesday - sausage, eggs and
chef salad w/crackers; Wednesday biscuit, hot ham and cheese sandtaco salad w/chips, grilled cheese; wich, grilled cheese sandwich; WednesThursday--4-Fuit-yoguct-and--ham
- day - lasagna w/Texas toast, 'chicken
wich, fish sandwich w/cheese; Friday
pattie sandwich, peanut butter and
- sack lunch - hot dog, peanut but- jelly sandwich; Thursday - pizza, fish
ter sandwich, ice cream treat. Peanut sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich;
butter and jelly sandwich available
Friday - sack lunch - hot dog on
Monday and Friday. Vegetables, fruit, bun, ham and cheese sandwich, peanut
milk and juice are available daily.
butter and jelly sandwich. Chef salMurray Middle
ads, fruits, vegetables and milk are
Breakfast
available daily.
Monday - Honey buns; Tuesday Calloway .Middle
scrambled eggs, bacon and toast;
Breakfast
Wednesday - breakfast pizza; ThursMonday - breakfast pizza; Tuesday - chicken and biscuit; Friday day - sausage and biscuit; Wednescinnamon roll. Cereal, toast, cinna- day - chicken on biscuit; Thursday mon toast, juice and milk are availdonuts; Friday - sausage and biscuit.
able daily.
Cereal, toast, fruit juice and milk are
Lunch
available daily.
Monday - corn dog, bar-b-que
Lunch
ribette sandwich, pizza; Tuesday Monday - chicken casserole w/roll,
Sloppy Joe, fish sandwich w/cheese, hamburger w/cheese on a bun; Tueshamburger; Wednesday - chicken
day - pizza, bar-b-que ribette w/roll;
nuggets, peanut butter sandwich; ThursWednesday - pizzaghetti w/roll, deli
day - turkey roast, gravy and rolls, turkey sandwich; Thursday - chicken
cheeseburger; Friday - chili-chips and
nuggets w/roll, tuna salad sandwich;
cheese, stuffed crust pizza. VegetaFriday - pizza, hot dog on bun. Vegbles, fruit and milk are available daily. etables, fresh fruit, chef salads, cold
Murray High
sandwiches, fruit drinks, tea and milk
Breakfast
are available daily.
Monday - French toast stix; TuesCalloway High
day - biscuit and gravy; Wednesday
Breakfast
- banana nut muffin; Thursday - sausage
Monday - steak on biscuit; Tuesand biscuit: _Friday. -Danish. Cereal,. day - ham and cheese biscuit; Wednestoast, cinnamon toast, juice and milk
day - French toast stix w/syrup; Thursare available daily.
day - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Friday
Lunch
- breakfast pizza. Cereal, toast, donuts,
Monday - chicken nuggets, grilled
muffins, fresh fruit, fruit juice and
cheese; Tuesday - pasta br, bacon
tnilk are available daily.
cheeseburger, tuna salad plate; WednesLunch
day - chicken tetrazini, grilled cheese;
Monday - chili w/crackers, charThursday - chicken noodle soup
broiled chicken sandwich; Tuesday w/sandwich, submarine sandwich; Frioven fried chicken w/roll, hot ham
day - tray lunch - ham and cheese, and cheese on bun; Wednesday - foot
pimento cheese and peanut butter
long hot dog w/chili on bun, submahamburgers, rine on hoagie; Thursday - chicken
Pizzas,
sandwiches.
cheeseburgers, potatoes, vegetables. nuggets w/roll, corn dog; Friday fruit and milk are available daily.
sack lunch - ham and cheese sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich,
pizza, chef salad. Pizza, hamburgers,
CALLOWAY COUNTY
cheeseburgers, chef salad, cold sandPreschool
wiches, fries, vegetables, fresh fruit,
Breakfast
Monday - steak on biscuit, grapes: fruit drinks, tea and milk are availTuesday - cereal and toast, fruit juice; able daily.

Motorists should
exercise extra caution
around school areas.
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Bring the Newstand
Home.
Have the News
delivered to your
doorstep every
day and
SAVE
on the
newstand
price.

all the paper work and send you a renewal reminder
1 year local deliver would be $75.00.

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

s49.95

skill kind% mum

If you purchase from a news rack, 1 years subscription
would be $154.50, if you pay $6.50 monthly to your in town
carrier 1 years subscription would be $78.00. If you let us do

Wheeler McClain Ford can
arrange Financing if you
have been turned down
before Loans available for
slow pay. repo's or bank
Call Kenny at
ruptcy No processing fees
Every vehicle warranted' (270) 247-9300 or (800)874-0256

HOUSE FOR SALE

By Pe

- Free Estimates Call (270) 354-9489 or (270)210-1022

Take advantage of this savings and become a
paid-in-advance subscriber today by calling

753-1916

L'bfGER & TIMES
P.O. Box 1040 • 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071-1040
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
and air pollution And don t forget the
ubiquitous cold.
To be relieved of her nagging probDEAR DR. GOTT: Are sinus prob- lem, your mother needs a diagnosis
lems and allergies related to hormone that is more specific than catarrh. She
levels? My father's hayfever disap- may have nothing more serious than a
peared when he reached 60, as did my post-nasal drip, related to hay fever,
aunt's when she became a senior citi- tobacco smoke, fumes from burning
zen.
wood, pollens, dust or molds. She
knowledge,
my
be examined by an allergist;
To
should
READER:
DEAR
allergic reactions are not dependent ask her doctor for a referral.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a long-dison hormone levels. However, 1 have a
phendifthe
for
trueker -With-dry; rough skin on
explanation
-tan&
potential
enon you observed, even though I my elbows. Salves and creams have
not helped this condition. Could it be
grant this only a hypothesis.
Many allergic reactions, including caused by my occupation?
hives and hayfever, are caused by an
DEAR READER: Dry and rough
overactive immune sysTem. One of the elbow skin is not, to my knowledge,
inevitable consequences of the aging associated with truck driving —
process is a decline in immune sensi- unless a driver frequently rests his or
tivity. Therefore, the older people her elbows on the steering wheel or
become, the less likely they are to window frame, causing chafing. Some
have allergies. At long last, here is types of vitamin-and-mineral deficienone quality of old age that may pay cies can cause rough skin, as can psopositive dividends!
riasis, so you should a have a medical
To give you related information, I examination to make sure that your
am sending you a copy of my Health health is good.
Report "Allergies." Other readers
Dry skin is particularly common in
who would like a copy should send $2 some people and may be worse in the
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped summer or in dry weather. Try using
envelope to P.O. Box 2017. Murray Hill a cream that contains lanolin to
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure replace the oils in your skin; this usuto mention the title.
ally works.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My mother insists • 4.1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
that she has "catarrh." She constantly
clears her throat, coughs and sniffs;z
DR. GOTT
salt water to keep her "sinuses open."
have
Ear-nose-and -throat specialists
not helped her. Can you?
PETER
DEAR READER: Catarrh is an
antique term for mucus drainage in
GOTT, M.D.
the throat. Modern doctors try —
sometimes unsuccessfully — to be
more specific in diagnosing this common condition. For example, throat
drainage can result from sinus infection (in which the discharge is yellow
and thick), post-nasal-drip (abundant
but clear mucus), allergic reactions
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

biscuit,
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MOCCASINS
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Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole

Ka; TuesWedneshursday d biscuit.
milk are

Gifts of Distinction from the Southwest
1 100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY

753-1133

DEAR ABBY: May I give you an
"upper" for the day and offer some
advice for newlyweds? Make love
every day!
We're in our 60s, married nearly
50 years, and we still make love
every day. Our children can attest
to it.
What is making love? It's a smile
across a room, a hug, a kiss, a pat
on the behind, a "special look." Oh,
yes, it's also having sex — but it's so
much more. As you get older, the
sex and passion may diminish, but
the rest won't as long as you
remember what your love is all
about.
True, we've had arguments and
serious disagreements through the
years. Who hasn't? I even asked —
no, I told him once in a fit of anger
that I wanted a divorce. Know what
he did? He gave me "that look,"
didn't say a word. All I needed was
"that look" that says it all. "We're in
this for better or for worse,for a lifetime, and most of all," ii. says, "I
- love you."
So, young people, if you make
love every day and welcome God
into your marriage, it will last.
STILL LOVING AND ENJOYING
IT, HOT SPRINGS,ARK

new service at his law offices with
Ten years ago
his sons, George E. Overbey Jr. and
Larry
of
Published is a pictured
Don Overbey.
district
l
congressiona
Stinson, first
Army Specialist Kenneth Greer
representative of the Kentucky
at Fort Benjamin Harristationed
is
Board of Adult Vocational Educason, Ind. His brother, James Thotion and Vocational Rehabilitation,
mas Greer, has just completed his
visiting with the small engine reof duty with the Army includtour
pair students at Murray Vocational
ing Vietnam and has been disCenter. The photo was by Staff
charged. They are the sons of Mr.
Photographer Mark Cooper.
and Mrs. Clint Greer.
Births reported include a boy to
a
19,
Sept.
Darell and Elena Jones,
Forty years ago
boy to Dr. Donald and Jeannie
Dr. Harry M. Sparks of Murray
Francis, Sept. 30; a girl to Marc
State College faculty discussed the
and Kay Mayfield, Oct. 3; a girl to
proposed legislation for education
Mike and Lisa Skinner, Oct. 15.
at the next session of the state legTwenty years ago
islature at a meeting of the CalloMurray High School won first
way County Teachers Association
place for its cutting from the play,
at
Almo High School. William B.
*1*
"Dark of the Moon," at the KenMiller, Eugene Chaney, Nancy
DEAR ABBY: I would like to tucky Theatre Association's Onedf chearsnugrdaasno
liehoLmapssiotne,r
T
offer another solution to the woman act Play Festival at Lexington.
Edarewasrelr‘C,
whose neighbor uses her hose and
They were also named to All-State
of the association.
water to water his lawn and shrubs. Cast. Members were Nancy KieInstall a turn-off valve on the
Lewis Bossing, : _ 141.9.14 Tione.r, C4rolyn Andrus
water line inside the house. She can sow, Matt Burke.
and Janice Cleaver are officers of
Whaley, Ben
then shut off the outside water Sue Nall, Sharon
the senior class at Almo High
direcwith
Morris
Moore and Mary
unless she wants to use it. It's a
School.
good idea, anyway, to shut off this tors being Sue Hill and Mark EtherFifty years ago
water in extremely cold weather.
ton.
A.B. Austin discussed the proDONNA F.,
the
and
The Murray Jaycees
WEST CHESTER,OHIO
posed two constitutional amendKappa Department of the Murray
ments for Kentucky to be voted on
DEAR DONNA F.: I heard Woman's Club have joined forces
told
who
readers
in
prothe November election at a meetthe
for
several
preparing
from
this year in
ing of the Murray Rotary Club at
me that inside shut-off valves duction of an Enchanted Forest and
are usually located in the base- Karnival at the Jaycee Fairgrounds
Murray Woman's Club House.
ment,and that turning it off is a Oct. 29, 30 and 31.
Kathleen Gibbs, senior from
I
However,
simple procedure.
has been selected for one
ago
Murray,
years
Thirty
live in California and do not
Telephone
roles in the forthBell
the
leading
of
Central
South
called
I
so
—
basement
have a
coming production of "Arsenic and
my plumber. He informed me Company recently begin offering
that this is not usually inside a Touch-Tone Calling Service to sub- Old Lace" to be presented Nov. 3,
house, so it may be necessary to scribers whose numbers began with
4 and 5 by the Dramatics Departhave one installed. I'm sure it 753. Published is a picture of ment of Murray State College. She
would pay for itself over time in George E. Overbey Sr. testing the
is the daughter of Mrs. Edd Gibbs.
the form of reduced water bills.

DEAR STILL LOVING: After
nearly 50 years of happy marriage, I'd say you were quite an
expert. I have been married for
more than 60 years, and I
adhere to your philosophy.
Your letter is a day-brightener,
and I thank you for sending it.
***

DEAR ABBY: I have many
friends and relatives in their 40s
and older who find themselves
alone and still wanting to enjoy
dining out. They sit alone in
crowded restaurants and feel out of
place.
What would it take for the
restaurant to have a table for six
with "one, please" dining together?
It would make it a lot more fun and
increase business.
This evening, I saw a dear friend
feel uncomfortable entering a
restaurant alone. She has lived in
this town 12 years and her husband
died recently. I also saw this
happen 30 years ago when my uncle
passed away and my aunt tried to
keep up their weekly routine.
Dining alone took all the fun out of

uit; Tues; Wednesap; Thursfy; Friday
it, donuts,
juice and
ers, charfuesday hot ham
Jay - foot
1, subma- chicken
Friday ese sandsandwich,
mburgers,
old sand•esh fruit,
are avail-

BLONDIE
BUMSTEAD, EVERY MORNING
YOU SLEEP TILL THE LAST
POSSIBLE SECOND!
'
>7),

THEN YOU THROW YOUR CLOTHES
ON, RACE THROUGH
e•REAKFAST, AND GET
0 •
TO WORK iN THE NICK
--7) 0: TIME!
I.
.),-•
HOW
.
N izt
—__,- DO YOU
Y
ACCOUNT
FOR
.P.
4
THIS?!
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CATHY
TRY THE HIGH-PROTEIN
DIET, CATHY... YOU GOULD
I HAVE EGGS FRIED iN
flUlTER TOMORROW!

ruE

SEEN
40u EAT
BUTTER
BEFORE.

YOU'VE SEEN
IfIE EAT BUTTER
WHEN I WAS
CHEATING ON
A LOW-FAT
DIET'

THAT'S A COMPLETELY
DIFFERENT THING

FORBIDDEN FOODS
ARE ONLY kLOWED
WHEN CHEATING...
—NEVER AS PART OF
A RE&ULAR DIET!'

fINcREDIBLE.)
1
r I KNOW. 50 MAW
FOOD EXPERTS ...SO FEW1
OF US ACTUALLY UNDERSTAND THE RULES.
\•

•

.
.0,.i.'Ink
l E
kozo sil

i
0
. . . . . g, , , .,,,6

1,

t

Walk

ii.

NJ/ACTIN& FOR'THOSE DOORS

-To OPEN TOOK AN ETERNIly

RAVIN& A PRACTICAL JOKE
mv PAP. I &AVE HIM
TAKE
100 SLICKS TO OT

HARD, I THOUGHT EveRyONE AROUND ME COULD

N

HO; PLACE.

ME

THEN I EPAW HIM.

My HEART FtsUNDEP 60

HEAR •• •

GARFIELD
CHICKS
DIG ME

V

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Oct. 22, the
295th day of 1999. There are 70
left in the year.
days
then
and
You are South, and the bidding response to Blackwood
Highlight in History:
Today's
a
king,
one
least
at
shows
also
has gone:
On Oct. 22, 1968, The manned
West grand slam becomes mandatory. If
South
East
North
he responds five diamonds instead, spacecraft Apollo 7.returned safePass
2+
Pass
1V
indicating only one ace, you bid six ly, splashing down in the Atlantic
?
Pass
3V
Ocean.
What would you bid now with hearts anyway.
3. Four diamonds. Prospects
On this date:
each of the following four hands?
1. +A94 V Q6 •52 + KJ10843 for a small slam are exceptionally
In 1746, Princeton University
2. +742 A93•10 + AKQJ75 bright if partner can support ei- in New Jersey received its charKQ9532 ther clubs or diamonds. If he bids ter.
3. # K7 V 8 •AJ94
4. # KJ V J752 •63 46 AK964 five clubs, you should go on to six.
In 1797, French balloonist
* * *
If he raises four diamonds to five,
es Garnerin made the
you should also bid six, since he is Andre-Jacqu
descent, landing
parachute
first
1.Four hearts.You should have sure to have four trumps for the
of about 3,000
height
a
from
safely
raise.
no compunctions about raising with
If partner retreats to four hearts, feet.
only two trumps in this sequence.
In 1836, Sam Houston was inauPartner's jump rebid in hearts is you throw in the sponge. His invirtually certain to be based on a ability to raise either of your suits, gurated as the first constitutionalsix-card or longer suit. Raising to and his unwillingness to try for a ly elected president of the Repubfour hearts does not imply extra slam in his own suit despite your lic of Texas.
In 1928, Republican presidenvalues beyond those alreadyshown constructive bidding, should pertial nominee Herbert Hoover spoke
by the two-club bid,since partner's suade you to give up.
4. Five hearts. A four-heart bid of the "American system of rugged
three-heart bid compels you to bid
would not reflect the exceptionally — inaiVidiTalismilf a speech at New
again.
The objection to biddingfourclubs good support you have for a heart York's Madison Square Garden.
is that North might raise to five — contract. For a typical example of
In 1954, West Germany joined
and an 11-trick contract in clubs a four-heart bid, see Hand No. 1. the North Atlantic Treaty Organiin
points
12
only
True, you have
might be much harder to make
high cards, but the distribution zation.
than a 10-trick heart contract.
In 1962, President Kennedy
2. Four notrump. The three- and good suit controls make the
an air and naval blockannounced
purslam
for
attractive
very
hand
rouse
strongly
heart bid should
following the disunlikely
of
Cuba,
ade
highly
your interest in arriving at a grand poses. It seems
if
tricks
two
missile bases on
Soviet
lose
of
would
covery
North
that
hearts
solid
has
slam. If partner
the island.
and two aces — not much to ask for he voluntarily bid six.
A Blackwood bid for aces is not
1973, Pablo Casals, Spanish
— 13 tricks become virtually cerapt to resolve the problem of find- cellist, conductor and composer,
tain.
Point count won't help you solve ing how high to go. Allowing North died in Rio Piedras. Puerto Rico,
that problem, but the number of to use his judgment, rather than at age 96.
11...
aces North holds almost surely you using yours, wi11sorpb_414.
One year ago:,..The government
will. If partner shows two aces in to the best contract.
announced one of the biggest toys
recalls ever, advising parents to
CROSSWORDS
remove batteries from Fisher-Price
Power Wheels cars and trucks
because of faulty wiring.
item
ACROSS

Bidding Quiz

1

2

41 —Tin Tin
42 Catch sight
of
43 Born (Fr.)
44 Clothesline
45 Violent
whirlwind
47 Follow
orders
49 Sufficient
53 Mandates
57 Mr. Ayres
58 A Davis
60 Shame!
61 Honest —
62 — potato
(yam)
63 Obtained

111WRI I T.EIITIR i I B E
CA'RIV ERNIR Ail< I N G
CO
Ilk' YARDAIGE
ELIA SARIS B AIA
ZEST
NUN
P OiN,D
ENGIRD SLATES
A I _T
L0Y
VIRILE
SHINER
EN I D
EONS OFA
RUG PAI NS GNU
DC
AS FAS1 T4 I NG
TIEIE HIE E
CEDE-NT
YEiMiEN.
SIDES

DOWN

6

7

8 Trade for
money
9 60 secs
10 Dine
11 Girl's name
16 Gravel ndge
18 Chemical dye
20 Cry of
affirmation
10

i

11

14
11
16

15

19

il
ilkil

31

PEANUTS

17

Mill

a
a a 1128
si gli
11111

GREAT ART
SHOULD NEVER
BE ROLLED
ACROSS THE
PORCH.

29

30

IIII

34

STILL IN THE TRASH.
STAY THERE, AND I'LL
ROLL IT OUT TO YOU._

ill

38

illi

U•SIU

11

E ais illmu
MINow
id ill a
Mill
5,
illUUUUUU
49

50

51

,4
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33 Accounting
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35 Backwater
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40 Zodiac sign
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language
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51 Word in IOU
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deg
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1 TV network
2 Title of
respect
3 Fruit drink
4 Trough
5 Give causes
anew
6 Teutonic
deity
7 Dnnk s owly
it

FM

Answer to Previous Puzzle

12

0
min
s do

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

1 Cool — —
cucumber
4 Frock
9 — culpa
12 Command
13 Bird's home
14 I think,
therefore —
—
15 Louisiana
French
17 Abundance
19 Enticing
21 Behold!
22 Funeral pile
25 Edible seed
27 Watering
places
31 Baseball
great Gehng
32 Most
colloquial
34 Silver symbol
35 Actress —
Arthur
36 South of
Neb.
37 Tantalum
symbol
38 Smoking

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
THE UNNERGITy HAD ALREADy
HIRED A LIMO 5ERVICE,8UT
I TOLD THE DRIVER I WAS

LOOKING BACK

theadv pleaseture.
ask restaurants to
Abby,
consider this. It will make these
people feel special again.
KATHLEEN IN SEDONA,ARIZ.
DEAR KATHLEEN: That's a
great idea; however, it's not a
new one. I'm told it's traditional
in Germany, Austria and northern Italy. It provides a gathering place for people who prefer
to meet and converse in some
place other than a bar. The
owners of Rockenwagner, a
restaurant in Santa Monica,
Calif., have found their "community table" (a Tuesday night
event with a special menu) so
successful they're replicating it
in their second location. More
restaurants should follow suit.

DAILY COMICS

w/roll,
tin; Tueste w/roll;
/roll, deli
- chicken
sandwich;
bun. Veglads, cold
and milk
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No m
will now have the opportunity to
go on with her life without having the sword of Damocles hanging over her head."
She had been freed in 1995
when a judge overturned the convictions of Ms. LeFave and her
late mother, Violet Amirault. In
August, Ms. LeFave's conviction
was reinstated by the state's highest court.
Ms. LeFave, her brother Gerald Amirault and their mother were
convicted of sexually assaulting

LeFave, 41, said in an interview
at her lawyer's office. "But I'm
The eight years Cheryl Amirault
an innocent woman convictLeFave served in prison for abus- still
a crime. ... I'm not the perof
ed
day
's
ing children at her family
son they claimed me to be."
care center are enough, a judge
Judge Paul Chernoff allowed
ruled Thursday, freeing her from
time Ms. LeFave had served
the
-year
20
the rest of her eight- to
to stand after prosecutors did not
sentence.
e her motion to reduce her
Her conviction‘stands on child- oppos
sentence.
abuse charges from one of the
"We are .extremely pleased
ation
molest
childmass
most lurid
l will not have to return to
Chery
cases of the 1980s.
, not today, not ever," said
"I feel as if it's the beginning prison
lawyer James Sultan. "She
se
of my life all over again," Ms. defen
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) —

young children at their day care
center in Malden, the Fells Acres
Day School.
The Amiraults have insisted they
are innocent. They say they are
the victims of a sex abuse hysteria that swept the country in the
1980s, and that prosecutors relied
on the questionable testimony of
child witnesses.
Authorities said there were about
40 victims between the ages of 2
and 4.

Relax.

Insurance Agency, Inc. presJerry McConnell of McConnell
Herndon for the Angels Coments a $1.000 check to Donna
e Agency is a year 2000
munity Clinic. McConnell Insuranc
clinic.
corporate room sponsor of the

'Carta,

"•Ir

Anger management
classes to be offered

individual schools and teachers.
Children are separated into age
appropriate activities. Ginny Harper. county extension agent, is conducting a series for 8- to 11- yeartopic.
The 35 community partners of olds on conflict resolution.
the successful Parent Power WorkAssisting her at this anger manshops will offer anger managent workshop will be Tom Holageme
26.
Oct.
ment
er
Chart
comb, junior MSU student. Sue
Mike Wheatley from
workthe
nt
Smith, MSU early childhood eduprese
Hospital will
is
dance
Atten
s.
cation, will teach the 5- to 7-yearparent
all
to
shop
olds the Second Step Curriculum.
expected to be high.
anger
ss
The workshop will be held Oct.
discu
Teenagers will
workate
at 6 p.m. The University Church
separ
26
a
in
management
donated
shop session with Bryan Bacon, also of Christ has generously
to the
ty
facili
their
of
use
the
from Charter Hospital
pror
Powe
t
Paren
ol
s
ed.t
nity'
urag
commu
enco
Parents are
the
at
enter
d
shoul
and bring their children for -this gram. Families
h
churc
the
to
nce
eentra
manag
rear
important workshop. The
Free transportation and childment of anger can. greatly influCall 762-7333
ence our work environment and care are available.
ortation or if
transp
need
you
famiif
school behavior as well as
the first time
for
ing
attend
are
you
ly unity.
be in child
will
en
An incentive for school age and your childr
ts will
shmen
Refre
ties.
activi
children who attend the workshop care
door
be
will
there
and
d
serve
be
will
will be given. The incentives
.
be honored at the discretion of prizes

Anger management is an important factor in the discipline or our
children. Many parents attending
Parent Power have requested this

HOROSCOPES
VIRGO lAug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your nerves are frayed. but a
loved one is only too happy to help you
relax. Relating to a good friend gives you
another perspective on a domestic matter.
Good luck comes to you through others.
Trust_ another's moneymaking scheme!
Toniglil TOgelliemet-S- ------------LIBRA ( Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Build on established ground:
don't let another inhibit you or throw a
monkey wrench into your plans. You find
that good will flows between you and
another. A child could surprise you. If
single, love takes an interesting twist.
Opportunity surrounds you. Tonight: Say
yes to another's request.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Get into a project that could
involve a famply member Team up
together. and you'll forget some of your
grievances. Be willing to spend a little in
order to get more-out. of.your Ide-er.work Your instincts go against prevail-

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPP1 BIRTHDAY tor Saturday. Oct.
23. 1999:
Count on this to be a most unusual year.
You find that opportunities come to you
throughpanners, work and those who _
life-.
play parts in
Extremes punctuate your life: at times.
you could feel quite down, but you
bounce back quickly. Too many good
things are happening to stay down for
long! If you are single. never fear, you
will have plenty of choices In fact, two
romantic possibilities you encounter this
year will be excellent ones' If attached.
your relationship takes on an exciting
tone. You'll enjoy each other more.
-ARIES-frial(eC a-good cOmpartion-:
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive:
5-Dynamic:
Have:
•-Difficult
3= Ay c
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Jupiter dances into your sign
once again, encouraging you to go for
what you want. An unexpected opportunity comes through a fnendship. Don't
hesitate to aim for the loftiest goals:
you're sure to hit the bull's-eye. In the
next few weeks, focus on working more
closely with others. Tonight Beam in
what you want.
TAURUS(Apnl 20-May 20)
**** Take a back seat today Don't
let others push you into doing anything
you don't want to do. Your sense of
humor comes through and helps you
make light of a difficult person in your
life Let others express what is on their
minds Tonight: Let another make the

e is David York,
thvain Taylor Chevrolet ji)r the past 10 years,
.1 invite all my friends. and past customers
to stop and say he,lam always her for
your convenience, ,

Hi my name is Andy Foley.!
and was educated in the Calloway
resteris. Irecently graduated with a bachelor ofScience1 ,
degree from Murray State University. While in school,
worked far Dwain 7bylor Chevroletlibroa ofM
recentlyJoined their sales team.I would like
unite your tv stop by
and see me

Hi I'm Gary Key. I have worked with Dwain
Thytor Chevrolet /ir the past
8 years. Please stop by and see me for
your autonwhik needs.

Hello ittY name&
a sales professional at Toyota of Murray
3years. Tm a certified Toyota sales
professional. Please keep me in mind
for your future

4

,A'lip

40
,

Hello my name is Roger Knott,1 have worked
with Dwain Taylor Chevrolet for the past year
and a half. Iinvite you to stop and see me.
Customer satisfaction, pleasing you is what vei
I do best. Come on down and
"Drive One Away 7bdayr

k

Hello! My name is Wes Mapes. I have
with Toyota of Murray for 2 years and
love to see if!could get the best pr...ce pt
for YotiJiktiraur next RAW Or SW1%1
Please ask for Wes.

Hi rm Monica Setrila I have worked for
5 months and I never knew work could be so
4
much fun, please stop by and let me assist ,
your auto needs.
isszessosoloseeofi

Hi my name is Ruthie Lamb:I have
4.
‘t at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet for 5 months
I love it here/ Stop by and let me assis
your automobile ruled .

ing tendencies. Tonight. Get plenty of
R and R.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Allow yourself and a loved
one greater freedom. You'll enjoy watching a child frolic. If you are single. a new
flirtation could make you sizzle. You
have many choices the question is which
was to go. Share unexpected news. A
celebration is in order Tonight: Go with
a spontaneous idea.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Take time for your family. You
might want to renovate your home, make
a residential move or paint a room to
make it look like new. Your instincts help
you with family. An unexpected bonus
helps you indulge those close to you.
Start aiming for what you want. Tonight:
overture.
The party is at your place.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You get what you want, but AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18)
in a most unexpected manner. Listen to a ***** Your unpredictability jolts
fnend who is enthusiastic and has come others once again. You feel great with
through for you many times. Your sense another. Get ready to take risks and hanof humor emerges when challenged by dle a personal matter differently. Your
someone at a distance_ Tonight.So_m_any_ v buoyancy draws others to your way of
thiPkiii-g Suddenly. you find your plate is
opporturlititr— —
full with invitations! Tonight: You don't
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
advice
for
you
to
look
have to go far to have a good time.
*** Others
and feedback_ Your prestige grows in PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
your immediate social circle, new friends **** Intuition helps you follow
dealing through on a key decision Your financial
seek you out Be careful when
could savvy is helped along by a stroke of good
You
.
with a partner about money
in luck. Still, don't spend money before you
you're
feel
might
You
jolt'
he in for a
s. receive it. Remember, there can always
choice
of
the middle of a whirlwind
be a snafu. Do needed research: check
gang
the
of
Leader
Tonight
experts before making an investment.
out
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
anotht: Your treat
before
Tonigh
ASAP.
off
Take
**
***
a
er can change his mind or toss
Y
boomerang into your plans Good news BORN TODA
invi- Author Michael Cnchton (1942). satinst
comes from those at a distance An
e of "Weird Al" Yankovic (1959), football
tation is too good to resist A chang
onship
relati
player Doug Flutie (1962)
a
scenery intensifies

CONGRATULATIONS
Lynn Grove, Al mo. Pottertown,
Harris Grove and New
Providence fire departments!
Rate Change Effective 11/01/99

753-4703

Hello my name is Preston
pleased to say that you the customers have NI' made the past 10 years most enjoyable for
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, 1 invite all of you
to stop and say hello. Thanks for
your patronage

Allow me to inn ace myself. My name is
Bill Blackburn and I am Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet's Business Manager. I have over
t 21 years automobile experience helping people_j
the best possible financing on any
to
new or used

k

Hi my name is Leon White. I reside in Pa •
and have been a sales professional with
of Murray for three years. I would like to
you to stop by and see me fin. allof
your automotive rt

Hello I'm Dan Bazzalt. I would like to
invite all my friends and acquaintances to]'
come and see or call 1W to discuss any .
automotive needs you may have.

Charles Jenkins

Chad Cochran
Toyota Manager - 10 years
ri-Ca elve C(1.17, We-

Used Car Manager -26 years

brkt Arliamiko
fr
we apprer:lato yor Inzeing-aw,
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Relax.
• Carfax

